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A NEW MODEL FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

SHWAN MOUBARAK 

ABSTRACT 

The most commonly used systems specification and design techniques in commercial 

computing are described and compared; Information Engineering as proposed by James 

Martin, A Framework for Information Definition-Muitiview proposed by Wood-Harper et al, 

Real-world Modeling as described by Jackson, Structured Analysis and Design as In Demarco, 

Yourdon and Constantine and Output-Oriented Structured Requirement Definition proposed by 

Orr. In addition, system prototyping is discussed, including the role of prototyping in large 

software development projects and as a tool for the design of human-computer interfaces. 

Other areas described and discussed include decision support systems (DSS) and knowledge 

based management support systems. The context is in the design and development 

approaches for DSS, prototyping for DSS, expert system for DSS and the integration of DSS 

and information system. The design and development of human-computer interface is also 

discussed in relation to user Interface complexity and adaptive interfaces. Further, the 

important issue of user involvement and support within the development process Is discussed. 

Thus, weaknesses of current approaches to the system development process are identified and 

a new model for the development of information system is proposed. In proposing the model, 

data and functional analysis structured method and methodology for decision support systems 

(DSS) development is presented including guidelines for the development of knowledge based 

DSS. The new proposed model is put to test in the design, development and implementation of 

large integrated commercial systems including DSS. Results and discussion on the use of the 

model is reported with special consideration to the users' and developers' view of the model. 

Finally the objectives of this research program are examined in relation to what has been 

achieved during this program of research. The prospect of using the model for the 

development of information systems are concluded with references to current and future goals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INFORMATION, METHODOLOGY AND SYSTEMS 



1.1 Introduction 

What Goes Wrong in Systems Development? 

During the late 1970's, it was recognised at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, 

that large and complex systems were being built with virtually no management control, 

resulting in high cost overruns and delivery of the systems, if delivered at all. Furthermore, 

systems that were delivered often did not meet the user's requirements and were supported by 

poor or non existent documentation, which made systems maintenance and enhancement a 

nightmare. The users and developers alike wondering whether or not there was more fruitful 

approach to developing these systems even when the systems can be cost justified. The need 

for a radically different approach to the development of information processing systems 

became apparent. With this need came a critical evaluation of existing systems design 

practices and the realisation that those practices were inadequate. Clearly, the effective and 

efficient control of information resources was attracting a lot of interest. However, not only the 

quality of the design product, but even more fundamental key questions were asked about their 

investment in information systems. Typical questions asked included the following: 

- The needs of the commercial user: Are the Professionals and the Managers getting the 

right Information, on the right timescale, to make effective decisions? 

- Is the organisation developing the right systems in the right sequence based on business 

strategy to achieve a meaningful competitive advantage? 

- Does the current systems development strategy lay the foundation for later business and 

systems development or is it just based on a short term solution to problems? 

- Does the current systems development strategy take the best advantage of latest state of 

the art technology? 
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To address these issues, we have to bring together those with knowledge of the business and 

those with the expertise In the information and systems fields. We have to Identify and 

eliminate possible causes of misunderstanding and ensure that the nature and needs of the 

business can be communicated between staff with different skills and experience. Therefore to 

gain a dear understanding of a business situation, current practices and problems, we need 

three points of view. The expert in that aspect of the business, another person with a broader 

view of the business and the systems designer/developer. Damodaran and Eason (1981) have 

argued that computer systems stand or fall on the ability-and -will 
ingess of users to make 

effective use of them. They went on to argue that systems designers may feel they have 

created a perfect system for the user, but if the users are not also convinced, their effort may 

have been wasted. Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have argued that the earlier an activity occurs 

in the systems development software project, the poorer are the notations used for that activity. 

Secondly, the earlier an activity occurs In the software project, the less we understand about 

the nature of that activity. Finally, the earlier an error is made in the software project, the more 

catastrophic are the effect of that error. The significance of defining information requirements 

prior to proceeding on to the design phases of an information system development was 

identified by Boehm (1976,1980,1981). He has argued that early errors in requirements and 

specification have cost a hundred to a thousand times as much as those errors made during 

programming. Wasserman et al, (1983) have stated "a key assumption of modern software 

development practices is that increased effort in the earlier stages of development will result in 

a better system`. Gallier and Lyons (1984) discovered that senior management believe a crucial 

factor contributing to the successful implementation of a management information system is 

the proper Identification of their information requirements in the first instance. Their 

observation Is in line with the results of research undertaken by Taggart and Tharp (1977) and 

Carter et al, (1975). The absolute need for requirements analysis and specification techniques 

was, therefore, generally accepted and Invented for example (Bell et at, 1977, Ross and 

Schoman 1977, Teichroew and Hershey 1977, Lehman and Yauneh, 1985). Other notions 

proposed Included mathematical methods of software development which claims for more 

reliable systems meeting user needs Jones (1980), Silverberg (1981) and Musser (1979). 
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The importance of requirements definition at an early stage of the systems development and 

user Involvement was also Identified at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. As a 

result, the systems development life cycle standards and structured systems development 

methods for developing information computer systems were introduced Moubarak (1989). 

Management at Massey-Ferguson found that now they have control over systems development 

and insisted that these standards be strictly followed. This meant that any systems being 

planned, developed and implemented had to follow the standard project plan and produce the 

standard outputs or deliverables. This proved to be both beneficial and a burden for 

management. It was beneficial because the standards gave management tight control over the 

total process. The Auditors and the Quality Control staff found it useful because at last they 

could demand specific documentation In specific formats and containing specific Information. 

It was a burden because the standards were directed at a particular design, the design of large 

mainframe Information systems with no consideration given to decision support systems. 

Furthermore, the computer specialist applying these standards found it difficult to describe In 

general terms the characteristics that make a problem appropriate for a specific type of 

computer system development. A typical computer systems designer/developer needs to 

consider information and/ or decision support systems Including knowledge base decision 

support systems. In addition, the Management Information Services Department sees its 

problem as one of constant overload. Moreover, There Is a growing demand for new systems, 

but available resources with specific required skills are seldom adequate. Furthermore, 

technical solutions to productivity problems address symptoms, not fundamental issues. The 

fundamental issue of increasing productivity does not depend on software tools alone. True 

productivity gains come from identifying and developing systems that are critical to the 

organisation's business and ensuring that inadequate design approaches are not employed 

during the systems development process. 
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The need for a framework: 

Based on notions discussed above, there appear to be several goals that we must attain to 

improve the system design and development process. What is needed is a framework 

containing guidelines which allows the designer/developer and the user to work together within 

the systems development process. A framework that supports the design and development of 

information systems, decision support and knowledge based decision support systems. To 

this end, the aim of this program of research has been to focus on the systems development 

process with specific emphasis on the construction of a new system life cycle model with the 

objective of providing guidelines for designing and developing information systems and 

decision support systems including knowledge based decision support systems in commercial 

computing environment incorporating dialogue networks within the process. 

The program of research was divided into two phases of study and investigation. The first 

phase addressed by the M. phil thesis Moubarak (1989) included the following: 

(i) An investigation into the design of interactive systems with special consideration given to 

models of Interaction, design methodology, Information flow and categories of 

human-computer dialogue. The context was in the design and development of large 

integrated commercial systems. 

(ii) The state of the art was surveyed in the area of human-computer interfaces; this was 

accomplished with particular references to selected papers published. Other areas 

surveyed included decision support systems and expert systems for decision support. 

(iii) The interface system, "an environment for the design of interactive dialogue networks" was 

developed. The system casts interactive dialogues in the form of transition networks. The 

network is analysed using facilities provided by the interface system to monitor the 

network and user performance during the interaction. 
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(iv) The use of dialogue networks as a framework for studying user interface issues as a 

communication activity, the psychology of the user and finally the design of the user 

interface itself was discussed. The discussion was based on observation and experiences 

of user sample of diversity of background when creating dialogue networks at the author's 

own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. 

(v) Finally, the role of dialogue networks within the systems development process In 

commercial computing was examined and benefits of applying it to each stage within the 

development process identified. 

The second phase of the program of research focused on the new systems development 

life cycle model; the subject for this thesis. The material in this thesis is presented in six 

chapters, together with twelve appendices. Following the introductory discussion in this 

chapter, which described the evolution and objective of the program of research, the 

sections ahead seek to survey and review the appreciation of major systems specification, 

design and development strategies. A broad set of strategies including the following: 

- Information system development methodologies. 

- Decision support and knowledge based management support systems. 

- The design and development of human computer interfaces. 

- The need for user involvement and support in the development process. 

Chapter 2 concentrates on the systems development process. Notions discussed in Chapter 1 

are used to develop the new systems development life cycle model", together with detail 

discussion on structured data and function analysis. in addition, guidelines for developing 

knowledge-based decision support systems and role of dialogue networks within the systems 

development process are discussed. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the role of information systems in the corporate and business unit 

strategic direction, the context is in the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. 

The subject for Chapter 4 is quite specific in that it uses the new systems development life cycle 

model described in Chapter 2 in the design and the development of We commercial computer 

systems at the author's own organisation, Massey- Ferguson. Results and discussions on the 

use of the life cycle model are discussed in Chapter 5. The discussions are based on a view 

which sees the model as an agent for managing change in the business corporate strategy and 

In the development of business systems for the competitive edge. Technical and 

implementation misalignments encountered during the development and implementation of the 

live commercial systems are discussed. In addition, the role of user involvement and support in 

th design and development of these live systems are discussed. The discussion Is In the 

context of four major system Indicators. System quality, system usage, user attitudes, and user 

information satisfaction. 

Finally, Chapter 6 reviews the objectives of the program of research in relation to what has 

been achieved and future research and development goals. 
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1.2 Information System Methodologies 

Before proceeding to the practical aspects of systems specification, design and development, it 

is worthwhile considering briefly the term "information system" and what is Involved in design 

and development of such a system. 

Zorkoczy (1985) described "information systems" as a non-standard term covering computer 

based service which provide information in response to specific request from users. 

Wood-Harper et al, (1985) defined the term "information system" as a system capable of 

collecting, processing, storing, transmitting and displaying information. Another author In the 

field of Information systems, Connor (1985) describes the term to imply a system that provides 

management with decision making Information. This definition excludes other types of 

information such as operational systems, audit control systems and finally decision support 

(what if) type systems. As for the main purpose of Information systems it aims to satisfy user's 

information needs. The way in which these needs are expressed largely determines the 

principles of operation of particular information systems. The information systems may be 

operated by organisations for their own benefits and/or offered to other third party customers. 

An example of this is the author's own organisation. At Massey-Ferguson, Information systems 

are providing services for the internal company organisation and third party customers. 

Increasingly, the organisation Is looking to information system to gain a competitive edge. To 

deliver this business advantage, Information systems must reflect the business needs, not 

outmoded or outdated operating procedures. But more significantly, these systems must 

evolve rapidly to support changes in the business and markets it serves. To achieve this 

responsiveness requires a solution to the problems that traditionally face systems designers 

and developers. Due to these problems the process of developing information business 

systems has been under study by many academic institutions and commercial organisations 

and there are many school of thought about the methodology that should be used to develop a 

well designed business system. Some methodologies are concerned primarily with technical 

issues, others with organisational Issues in relation to the strategic business direction and 

change management in the nature of clerical and professional work. 
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A well designed business system needs to consider the technical as well as organisational 

viewpoints. In Chapter 2, we will show the way this is addressed within the new systems 

development life cycle model. As for the development process Moubarak (1989) has reported 

that the process of developing a computer system can be broken into a series of steps or 

activities, which create a set of pre-defined deliverables. The sequence in which the activities 

occur is almost identical for all systems development projects and this fact can be exploited by 

developing a framework for the system development life cycle and is a high level definition of 

the system development process. There are several approaches for developing computerised 

information business systems. One such approach was described in detail within the systems 

development life cycle standard Moubarak (1989). In addition the complete system 

development process must contain guidelines and techniques for the specification and design 

of computerised information systems. There are a variety of specification and design 

techniques. We will review several of these techniques below. The techniques vary in scope 

and each of them has its own strengths and weaknesses and we will be discussing these in the 

sections a head. 

1.2.1 Information Engineering 

Information engineering Is a term used by James Martin, the pioneer of information engineering 

methodologies, to describe the set of inter-related disciplines which are needed to build 

effective information systems in support of corporate strategic requirements. The basic 

premise of information engineering is the need for data to lie at the centre of modern 

information processing. Information engineering proposes that basic data in an organisation is 

stable, while procedures tend to change, hence data orientated development techniques 

succeed if correctly applied, whereas procedure orientated techniques have failed. Another 

basic premise of information engineering methodology is that the users of Information must be 

thoroughly Involved in the information systems development process. These users take 

responsibility for the nature of their systems by becoming directly involved In processes which 

enable them to specify their own requirements. The methodology also provides techniques to 
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support the development of corporate information systems and decision support systems. 

In this section we will discuss information engineering cocept in the form of a set of building 

blocks, each reflecting the stages of the information engineering methodology. In addition we 

will be discussing additional information engineering techniques and we will argue the case for 

Information engineering. 

(i) Areas of Information Engineering: 

Information engineering methodology as proposed by James Martin consists of an 

Integrated set of staged techniques. Each stage Is dependent upon the one beneath it, 

although the blocks can be assembled in different ways to suit the needs of particular 

organisations. The areas of information engineering are: 

Strategic requirements planning: is the base on which all the others rest. It determines 

the objectives of the enterprise and the information needed to accomplish these 

objectives. The information systems can be built without strategic requirements planning, 

but to do so Involves risk taking as final quality product can be assured. 

Information analysis: is a cataloguing of the types of data that must be kept of the 

business activities that use them and of how they relate to one another. Information 

analysis may be carried out across an entire enterprise or only one division, subsidiary, 

factory. It creates an information model at corporate level. 

Data modelling: extends the information analysis. It creates a detailed logical data model 

based specifically on the views of the users and makes it as stable as possible. Automated 

aids simplify the consolidation and refining of user views. 

Procedure formation: identifies actions that change or use the data. It uses simple 

diagrammatic techniques to group the actions into access diagrams. The methodology 

claims that these procedures can be converted into program specifications written in 
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structural English. 

Data use analysis: provides a formal way of collecting and illustrating Information on the 

usage path, the volumes of use and response time needs for physical database design. 

Distribution analysis: addresses the questions of whether the data model may be split for 

implementation in separate databases and whether processing power should be 

distributed. Factor analysis and usage of distribution analysis provide the basis for taking 

appropriate decisions and relating them to political and geographical consideration. 

Physical database design: uses the logical data model and usage information to develop 

a detailed database design that will satisfy the needs of all of its Intended users whilst 

being consistent, secure and maintainable. 

Program specification synthesis: identifies and groups all changes to data and formally 

develops program logic for the required procedures. This is done using structured 

English which replaces conventional program specifications and can be read and 

inspected by end users. 

Programming (coding): The use of a new language and which enables results to be 

obtained without the use of professional programmers. However, conventional 

programming is still proposed in many installations. 

(ii) Additional Information Engineering Techniques: 

Macdonald (1986) identified additional information engineering techniques which support 

analysis and design activities. They are: 
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Data analysis diagramming: Shows data items and the associations between them. They 

are used in the business area analysis stage to analyse fields in current systems or fields 

required in business process. They are then used in business systems design to confirm 

that designed user views are compatible with the business' data model. They are also 

used to represent the user's views of layouts (reports and screen layouts). 

Stage transition diagramming: They are used to document details of the life cycles of 

things such as entity types and dialogue screens which are changed by the activities with 

which they are involved. This technique is used in business area analysis for entity life 

cycle analysis and in business system design to show Interactions between various 

screens and procedures which take place to support the screens. 

Data flow diagramming: They are used to illustrate associations between designed 

activities - procedures program modules or systems. They can be used by strategy 

planners and analyst to show current systems architecture. Data flow diagrams show the 

flow of data between each procedure in the design area. They also show flow of data 

between procedures and data stores and flows across the boundaries of design area. 

Data structure diagramming : These diagrams are used by designers to prepare the 

preliminary data structure during business system design and refined data structure 

during technical design. The diagrams show the structure of data used in database or file 

systems. They illustrate the record types included in the design, the types of linkages 

between those record types and any direct entry mechanisms. 

Action diagramming: These diagrams express the logic of a process, procedure or 

program. Action diagrams are used in business area analysis, where process action 

diagrams describe the logic of processes; in business system design, where procedure 

action diagrams define the logic procedures and dialogue steps; in technical design, 

where program action diagrams define the logic of programs and modules. 
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The Case for Information Enoineerincq: 

Connor (1985) gave an overall picture of advantages and disadvantages of information 

engineering and have reported that systems designed with Information engineering 

techniques are designed based on data and data relationships derived from management 

objectives and current data in use rather than data flow allowing the systems analyst, 

designers and users to concentrate their attention on data and hence save considerable 

time. Further, Data normalisation the process which refines the initial set of relations into 

an optimum set, sometimes called a relational model with the objective Is to eliminate data 

redundancy (and hence simplify update processing) and maximise extensibility and 

understanding allowing for efficient data dictionary. Other benefits obtained are Stable, 

logical databases or files are obtained which can easily be converted to physical 

databases or files. These logical databases have been designed in conjunction with users. 

As a result, the users completely understand and relate to them. Output procedures are 

separated from file maintenance procedures. Maintenance procedures are developed 

based on events that add, delete, modify and retrieve data. As for disadvantages of 

Information engineering Connor (1985) has reported that information engineering Is suited 

to systems designed on the basis of a static data model which emphasises data storage 

and data update and it is not suited to development of systems with strong time 

dimension. In section 1.2.3 a suitable method for time dimension systems development. 

In section 1.2.6 we will be comparing the information*engineering methodology to other 

methodologies reviewed in this chapter. In chapter 2, we will discuss information 

engineering methodology in relation to the new system development life cycle model. 
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1.2.2 Multiview: A Framework for Information Systems Definition 

Multiview addresses problems associated with the analysis and design activities of information 

systems definition. It is a methodology to structure the tasks for the analysts and users during 

the analysis and design activities. Multiview incorporates five different views which are 

appropriate to the progressive development of an analysis and design project, covering all 

aspects required to answer the critical questions of users. The methodology supports both 

technical and human requirements. In this section we will describe the five stages of Multiview 

as presented by Wood-Harper et al, (1985) and consider the case for the multiview approach. 

(i) The Stages of Multiview Approach 

The methodology exhibits five different views, all of which can be emphasised, reduced in 

scale, or even omitted, according to circumstances. The five stages as presented by 

Wood-Harper et al (1985) are; 

Analysis of Human Activity Systems 

The term human activity is used to cover any sort of organisation which might consider 

using a computer. The stage is based on the analysis of human activity systems carried - 

out by (Checkland and Griffin, 1970, Checkland, 1984). It will form the basis for describing 

the systems requirements and will be carried forward to further stages in the methodology. 

The technique proposed for analysing the human activity systems is the rich picture. The 

"picture" represents a subjective and objectives perception of problem situation in 

diagrammatic and pictorial form, showing the structural of the process and their relation to 

each other. It is a pictorial representation of an organisation. The picture showed all the 

major people activities, tasks and issues and reveals major worries and potential conflicts. 

The picture is achieved by getting hold of as much background information as possible 

from all sources. The picture should include elements of structure, process and 
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relationship between them. In addition, the picture shows all the information about the 

problem, the role of the analyst and members of the team. Finally, the picture should 

show both the primary tasks of the situation and the issues surrounding those tasks. 

Information Modellinn: 

This stage consists of analysis of entities, functions and events of the system described, 

independent of any consideration of how the system will eventually develop. This stage 

consists of two phases. The creation of function model and the entity model. The function 

model is to identify the main function. This is then broken down into subfunctions until the 

functions cannot be broken down further. In constructing the entity model, the analyst 

(problem solver) Identifies the entities from the area of concern. Relationship between the 

entities are established. The entity model is then constructed. The model is represented 

as a chart with entities shown in boxes and relationships indicated by lines and arrows. 

Analysis and Design of Socio-Technical System: 

The philosophy behind this stage is the "user involvement" in the design and development 

process. , 
Multiview argues that user participation in the analysis and design of systems 

that they will be using will enhance implementation, acceptance and operation of the 

system. Multiview proposes that human considerations, such as job satisfaction, task 

definition, are just as important as technical consideration. 

Design of Human-Computer Interface: 

This stage is concerned with technical design of the human computer interface and makes 

specific decisions on the technical system alternatives. Once the human-computer 

interfaces have been defined, the technical requirements to fulfill these can be designed. 

In Section 1.4, we will discuss human-computer interface design in detail. 
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Design of the Technical Subsystem: 

This stage is concerned with detail technical design with specific consideration to efficient 

design and the production of a full system specification. 

(ii) The case for Multiview 

Wood-Harper et al notes that many design methodologies are prescriptive not only of 

what must be done but of the order in which it has to be done. In the real world, decision 

are often made before all the facts have been gathered. Frequently this Is due to time 

constraints. This is just as true of the system designer as of the general or the 

entrepreneur. No-one could pretend that this is the ideal way of decision making, but 

Multiview can help to make decision which are supportable in these situations. The above 

five stages, all of which can be emphasised, reduced in scale, or even omitted, according 

to circumstances. The final outputs of the methodology as defined by Wood-Harper et al 

are the social systems, the role set and people tasks, the human-computer interface and 

the technical specification, including the information to design, implement, operate and 

maintain a more complete system in both human and technical terms. In Section 1.2.6, we 

will be comparing the Multiview approach to other methodologies reviewed In this chapter. 

In Chapter 2, we will relate this approach to the new development life cycle model 

proposed in this thesis. 

1.2.3 Jackson System Development (JSD) 

JSD is a method for specifying, designing and implementing software systems. It was 

developed by Michael Jackson and his colleague John Cameron. It has been In use since 

1981. McNeile (1986) gave a brief account of JSD. He described it as a method technically in 

flavour guiding the developer through the stages of creating a detailed specification of 

requirement, design of programs, modules data storage and finally the software itself. 
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However, the method does not address areas of user interview techniques, cost benefit 

analysis, user interface design quality assurance and project management. Jackson (1983) has 

argued that 'a JSD system may be regarded as a simulation of the relevant parts of the real 

world outside the system; system functions are regarded as providing outputs derived from the 

behaviour of this simulation". The emphasis is on the "real world outside the systems which is 

dynamic, with events occurring in time ordered sequence". The real world provides the subject 

matter for the system: it contains the engines to be controlled, the employees to be paid, the 

customers and suppliers whose transactions are to be accounted for. The JSD model simulates 

the real world and in the process conveys the scope of the system to the user in clear terms. 

The user then has the opportunity to add, delete or modify this scope. The system functions 

are added to the model and provide the required outputs. The frequency of the outputs is 

taken into account and the system is Implemented. Within JSD the primary distinction Is 

between specification and implementation. The JSD development procedure has six steps, of 

which the first four are concerned with creating a specification of the required system and the 

last two with Imoplementing the specification. The design is has largely been absorbed into the 

implementation part of JSD. To understand JSD approach to systems development we need to 

discuss the JSD specification medium, the JSD development steps, structure clash between 

data streams in JSD and finally the case for using JSD. 

The JSD Specification Medium 

McNeile (1986) used the term "implementation by transformation" to describe the 

conversion of JSD specification into a working software. This involves the creation of a 

mapping whereby the specification, which has been developed in a form which reflects the 

structure of the subject matter of the system, is transformed into a new shape which 

reflects the structure of the Implementation environment. The transformation produces the 

programs, transactions database structure. The specification medium is in form of a 

network of communicating sequential process. A sequential process Is an execution 

Instance of a program text. The text is a tree structure of sequence, selection, iteration 
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and executable components. Both diagrammatic and textural representatives are used for 

these tree structure are used for the tree structures. There are two means by which 

sequential processes can be made to communicate; data stream and state vector 

communication. One process may communicate with another process by operations on a 

named data stream. The operations on a data stream are write and read. The data system 

is considered to be an unbounded buffer In which writing and reading obey the FIFO rule. 

The state vector communication consists of its local variables, together with its text 

pointer. The value of a process state vector can be changed only by execution of the 

process itself. 

(ii) Development Steps 

The development steps for the construction of a JSD specification consists of six 

development steps. They are: 

The entity action and structure steps: A JSD entity is an entity that exists in real world 

outside the system. Examples of these are customer account number, part and market. 

An action must take place at a point in time. An example of an action is the function of 

picking and packing into a case. In the entity structure step, we construct an abstract 

model of the real world. The model represents the entities and the actions defined in the 

entity action step. The model is represented by structure diagram. 

The initial model step: In this step, the developer specifies the system to be built by 

specifying a simulation of the real world. The structures defined in the entity/action and 

entity structure step are used to define a set of sequential processes to model the real 

world. The first task in this step is to state hoe the real world process is to be connected 

to the model process. The system specification diagram is used to represent the 

connection between the real world and the model. 
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The functions steps (interactive and information): In this step, the developer specifies 

the system functions in terms of the model. The model is extended to provide required 

outputs. This is done by specifying events or a combination of events in the model. 

Structure text is then written for the detailed specifications of functions. An example of this 

step is given by McNeile of a system which keeps track of debts. The model process for a 

debit process might be based on the action issue-invoice, receive-payment and write off. 

System timing step: The purpose of this step is to specify and constraints on the 

implementation that may be required to ensure that it is reasonable. Two issues need to 

be considered. First the speed of execution of the system, defined in terms of elapsed 

time and secondly relative scheduling, defined in terms of how far one process may 

advance relative to another. 

System implementation step: Connor (1985) described this step as a task of Identifying 

how many real or virtual processors are to be used; where the number of processors is far 

smaller than the number of processes, how the processes will be distributed over the 

processors; and where one processor has to handle more than one process, how the time 

will be allocated to each. The developer has to consider other factors, such as 

programming language, teleprocessing transaction monitor. 

(iv) Structure Clash 

Connor (1985) has described the structure conflicts arising from two or more data streams 

which merge as input to a process, or are output from a process, may not have the same 

data structure or be in the same sequence. This Is referred to by Jackson as structure 

clashes. He divides them into three classes: boundary clash, ordering clash and 

Interleaving clash. Boundary clash occurs when the data input to a process have a 

different boundary from the data output and are in the same sequence. An ordering clash 

occurs when the data are in a different sequence from the data output. Interleaving clash 
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occurs when two or more data streams can contain the same data and the data can vary 

from transaction to transaction. Jackson solves these conflicts through the use of 

subroutines, tables in primary storage or on-line files and processes that reflect the data 

structure. 

(v) The case for JSD 

Jackson (1983) has argued that JSD is used to develop systems whose subject matter has 

a strong time dimension. In a information system for a bank, the subject matter is the real 

customer, their loans, their payments.. etc. The emphasis is on the time dimension. A loan 

must be granted before repayment begin; repayment are credited before interest charges 

are applied. Because of this emphasis on the time dimension JSD is used for the 

development of systems with a strong time dimension such as operating systems, 

program generations, compilers, elevator control systems and missile guidance systems. 

However, JSD can also be used to design and develop any form of business system 

on-line and batch. 

From a project management point of view, a JSD project has three main phases. In the 

first phase an abstract description of the real world is made consisting of entity action and 

entity structure steps. The second phase, a process model representing the initial function 

and system timing steps including currently known functions. The third phase converts the 

specification into practical set of executable programs. The major benefit claimed by 

Jackson is that major check-points should occur at the end of each phase. He argues that 

the end of the first and second phase, the check is concerned to establish the fit between 

the specification and the users' needs. At the end of the third phase, the check is primarily 

technical, addressing questions of convenience and efficiency of the system execution 

and the correctness of the implementation with respect to the specification. Jackson 

argues that it demands a clearer separation of skills on the part of the development team. 

The first two phases are focused on the user. The developer needs skills to be able to 

communicate well with users and to reach quickly an understanding of the users needs. 
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The third phase in JSD provides a demanding technical task that must be carried out by 

people whose interest lie in the technical area: 

The major disadvantage of JSD, argues Connor (1985), is that JSD as a development tool 

needs a very competent person to use it effectively and it can consume large amounts of 

development time. In addition JSD Is not 'Top-Down". The fundamental idea of top-down 

development is that the object to be developed, whether it is a small program or a large 

system, can best be regarded as a hierarchy. Starting at the highest level of hierarchy and 

the decomposition into a small number of large objectives, then each of these 

decomposed further until the lowest level is reached. Top-down is a reasonable way of 

describing things which are already fully understood. Jackson however, argues that 

top-down is not a reasonable way of developing, designing or discovering anything. In his 

view the earliest stages of top-down development deal by definition, in unknowns. The 

decision to decompose the hierarchy is inevitably imprecise and vague, because those 

parts will not become precise until the development is completed. We do not share this 

view and will show how a top-down supported by checking out with bottom up method 

can result in good systems supporting user requirements. 

In Section 1.2.6, we will compare JSD with other techniques discussed in this section. In 

addition, in Chapter 2 we will discuss JSD again in relation to techniques used in the new 

systems development life cycle model. 

1.2.4 Structured Analysis and Design 

Demarco (1979) defines structured analysis as the use of data flow diagrams, data dictionary, 

structured English, decision tables and decision trees to construct the structured specification. 

These tools provide the mechanism for the computer specialist and the users to record the 

specification with the objective of constructing the software for implementation from the design. 

Yourdon and Constantine (1979) define structured design in two ways. First as 'the art of 

designing the components of a system and the interrelationship between these components in 
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the best possible way". Secondly as "the process of deciding which components 

interconnected In which way will solve some well specified problems". Connor (1985) has 

argued that both these definitions are very general and Is applicable to any effective system 

design technique. He has proposed a more precise definition that is "structured design is a 

strategy used to convert the target document obtained from structured analysis into an 

implementable computer system using the principles and tools of structured design". He has 

described structured analysis and design as a technique based on system hierarchy. The 

analysis stage and the system processes are described graphically as boxes with Inputs and 

outputs linked in networks. The network is called the data flow diagram. Each box is shown as 

a bubble and the inputs and outputs are data flows. The total system is viewed as a single 

bubble which Is exploded into a bubble network and each bubble is exploded further Into 

separate networks until a "primitive" bubble level is reached. These bubbles are described In 

language which is based on Bohm and Jacopini's (sequence, iteration and selection). The 

primitives are termed minispecifications. Data flow diagrams are used to record the present 

physical system, the present logical system, the proposed physical system. The data flow 

diagrams are supported by a data dictionary and minispecification. All of these are used to 

develop structure charts. In this section we will discuss steps in structured analysis and design 

followed by a discussion on the case for using the structured analysis and design techniques. 

(i) Steps in Structured Analysis 

The principle tool of structured analysis is the data flow diagram which illustrates the seven 

steps involved in structured analysis approach. 

The current physical environment: 

This step concerns itself with recording the flow of information through the current system 

- no attempt to distinguish between logical and physical structure is made. The output 

from this step is the data flow diagrams of the current system with all data flows and files 

recorded in the data dictionary. The scope and all the external interfaces are shown on 
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the data flow diagrams. 

The logical representation of the current environment: 

In this step, all the physical features of the system is stripped and normalisation of the data 

In the current files takes place. Foe example a form in the previous step may contain one 

or more records In this step the form Is elimented and only the record data Is accounted 

for. In addition the normailsation will eliminated data redundancies in these files. 

The creation of the new logical environment: 

In this step, the users new requirements are added to the logical representation developed 

in the previous stage. The new requirement may result in the addition of new data and 

processes or the deletion of existing data or processes. 

The creation of the new physical environment: 

This step concerns itself with the task of identifying different options to provide the new 

system. Each option consists of different bubbles in the data flow diagram, depending on 

the degree and type of automation involved. In each case, the diagram is partitioned and 

option described. These partitions distinguish between people function and machine 

functions including the man-machine interface. The output from this step are the physical 

option. 

Selecting the design option: 

In this step, the option best suited tö user needs in terms of cost/benefits and the 

development times is chosen. 

Packaging option and supporting documents into the structured specification: 
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In this step, four major activities are performed. First the key interfaces are highlighted. 

Second the user specification guide to help the users are prepared. Thirdly the Material to 

augment the specification are prepared. Finally details that have been deferred are now 

been recorded (e. g. error messages, startup and shutdown procedures). 

(ii) Steps in Structured Design 

Before we proceed and describe the steps involved in structured design, we need to 

discuss where structured design fits into the system life cycle. Structured design has input 

to it from the structured analysis phase in particular structured specification and the 

hardware/software configuration requirements. with the structured design there are four 

major steps. They are: 

Design of the structured chart based on the logical data flow diagram: 

This chart is a hierarchy of modules which call one another and pass data and control 

between them. Structured charts are the mechanism for converting the data flow 

diagrams into a series of instructions that can be executed on a computer. High level 

modules are the only modules represented by this chart. 

Refine the structured chart: 

The objective of this step is to examine the chart and the modules to obtain minimum of 

interdependence between modules and the maximum of module cohesion (the process of 

sticking together tightly the elements in a module to execute the function or functions 

within the module). To convert the data flow diagrams to structured charts, two tools are 

used. Transform analysis and transaction analysis. Transform analysis deals with the 

conversion of data flow diagram for sequential use. Transaction analysis deals with the 

conversion of transactions. 
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Module specification: 

In this step, Instructions in the logical modules that makes the structured chart is specified. 

Packaging physical module: 

This step concerns itself with the identification of manageable set of process instructions 

which perform related functions. The output from this step is a set of physical modules and 

programs that can be coded during implementation. 

(iii) Implementation 

Implementation follows and heavily influenced by the structured design. Three options are 

available for the implementer to develop and test the system. The first option Is to start at 

the top and build a framework of high level modules where he can test their interfaces and 

add on modules at lower levels until all the system Is tested. The second option Is to start 

at the bottom and keep adding high level modules. The third option Is to start from both 

ends. 

(iv) The Case for Structured Analysis and Design 

Connor (1985) has argued that the key feature of structured analysis and design is the 

step by step evolution of the analysis and design. This evolution starts from the present 

physical system, converted to the present logical system including data normalisation 

eliminating data redundancy. This logical system is then converted to proposed logical 

system containing new system requirements. This system is then used to specify the new 

physical system and become the basis for the new system design which in turn drives to 

testing and implementation. The second feature is that the process within the 

methodology deals with manageable pieces of information which can be effectively 
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controlled. The hierarchical design approach provides a well organised and manageable 

system. Structure charts provides modules which are independent and functional. 

The major disadvantage highlighted by Connor is that the large amount of data is 

recorded and controlled. The weakness of the methodology Is the duplication of data. 

The same data Is defined in many ways (due to action taken on data values) which is the 

fundamental principle of structured analysis and design. This problem applies to 

structured charts which due to large amount of data and controls being passed from one 

module to another, making the charts messy and hard to maintain. Changes in the 

process causes changes to the data model. This could cause problem when designing 

complex systems and large files or databases. All time-orientated features of the system 

are only addressed during the logical module packaging. Finally, the principle of data 

conversion requires lower level data flows to be children of high level data flow and this 

conversion task is time-consuming and difficult in which errors can easily occur, even if an 

effective data dictionary software package Is used. 

In Section 1.2.6, we will compare the structured analysis and design to other 

methodologies described and discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 2, we will be 

comparing the structured analysis and design to the methodology used within the new 

systems development life cycle model. 

1.2.5 Structured Requirements Definition 

Orr (1977) defined structured systems development as "output orientated design". The outputs 

the user needs to do his job. Orr (1981) expanded this definition further. He has argued that "it 

Is not always possible to elicit the required outputs from the user". Based on these two notions, 

Orr identified the need for "a requirements definition process that works from a definition of the 

problem to the definition of the outputs. But even this is not enough. It is also necessary to 

develop a planning and definition phase that moves from an Initial problem statement 

(symptoms) to correct definition of the problems and scope (systems identification). ' Orr, 
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therefore, proposes the notion that system specification and design are derived from output 

requirements. The tools used in structured requirements definition are the Wamier-Orr diagram 

and the entity diagram. Structured requirements definition is divided into two phases. The 

logical definition and the physical definition phase. Connor (1985) reviewed structured 

requirements definition technique including advantages and the disadvantages of the technique 

including tools used. In this section we will discuss these tools, requirements, documents and 

phases of structured requirements techniques. In addition we will discuss the case for using 

structured requirement techniques. 

(i) Tools Used in Structured Requirement Definition 

Tools used are Warnier-Orr diagram and the entity diagram. Wamier-Orr diagram is an 

analysis and design tool which uses braces to display hierarchical systems (organisation, 

a computer system, a computer program, a data structure or a set of manual procedures). 

It resembles a family tree, but instead of being vertical, it is horizontal. It is based on the 

principle that a single parent can have many children and a child can have only one 

parent. There are three application areas for Warnier-Orr diagrams. Data structure 

diagram, system and process diagrams and assembly line diagram. In the first application 

we only interested in the data structure representation using a Warnier-Orr diagram 

notations. The representation takes the form of a single parent (e. g orderv header), order 

-item and other details are the children. In the second application the Warnier-orr diagram 

is used to represent the process (e. g processing a customer order from entry, validation to 

print order details). The third diagram the assembly line diagram is very powerful 

application of the Warnier-Orr diagram. These diagrams desribe the input, output and the 

process including time frames governing the subsystems. 

(ii) Requirements Document 

We described structured requirements as output orientated design. The output expected 

from the process are the Layouts, samples, data structure, process logic, volumes, 
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frequencies and response times. Data dictionary for logical files, logical records, data 

items and data structures. Definition of the assumptions and constraints involved in the 

system including risk and benefits of the various approaches. 

(iii) Phases of Structured Requirements Techniques 

The total process consists of two phases. The logical and physical: The logical consists 

of three major steps. First step is the definition of the application context, e. g. user-level 

entity diagram for each user, combined user-level entity diagram, application-level entity 

diagram and the definition of the objectives. The second step is application functions 

which consists of four steps. Defining the "mainline" functional flow (linking the principle 

processes together in a stream), scope, subsystem definition: Each subsystem can now 

be decomposed into a series of tasks or procedures and decision support functions. The 

third step is the application results in the form of principal outputs. This step concerns 

itself with Identifying and defining the principal outputs. In addition, organisational cycles 

are defined. As for the physical definition phase, the logical definition of the system 

provides a detailed requirements of what the system must do. In the physical definition 

phase the logical Is converted to physical specification of how the system will be built. This 

Is done in five steps. The first step is to define constraints on building the system. These 

are limitations on building the systems (computer processing capacity and storage 

capacity are examples of constraints). The second step is to define the alternative physical 

solutions. Examples of alternatives to be considered includes "do-nothing" or'purchase a 

software package". The third step is to identify the benefits and the risks for each 

alternative solution. The fourth step Is the selection of a solution and the recommendation 

of course action. The development team guide management on its choice. The fifth and 

final step Is the creation of the final requirements definition document. 
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(iv) The Case for Structured Requirements Definition Technique 

Connor (1985) identified three advantages of structured definition. The first is that it results 

in systems which are a direct reflection of the user needs (the outputs). The second, the 

hierarchical design structure, followed in the functional flow diagrams, ensures that logical 

subsystem design and the decomposition of the subsystems into processes satisfy the 

time frames of the outputs. Thirdly, the use of the Warnier-Orr diagram ensures a one 

parent to many children relationship, which in turn ensures the production of single 

outputs from multiple inputs. Structured requirements definition have two major 

disadvantages. The first is that the emphasis on the outputs tends to create data 

duplication. Orr (1981) does not discuss the design of systems where the requirement is 

for logical database which is constantly interactively updated and does not involve 

movement of information between entities. 

In Section 1.2.6, we will compare structured requirements definition technique with other 

methods discussed in this chapter. In Chapter 2, we will relate this methodology to 

method used in the new systems development life cycle model. 

1.2.6 System Prototyping 

Boehm (1974) has reported that in some large systems, up to 95% of the code had to be 

rewritten to meet user requirements. Leibrandt and Schnupp (1984) have argued that formal 

improved techniques and notions for user requirements analysis and specification are not fully 

addressing the problem reported by Boehm. Furthermore, the transition from user conceptual 

model of a system to the specification of a proposed software system is an informal process. 

Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have reported many researchers have concluded that software 

development, particularly during its early stages, is a learning process and that this process 

involves both the system developer and the user. For this process to be efficient, it requires 

close co-operation between the developer and the user and can only be successful when it is 
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based on the actual working system. These notions have been supported by Lehman (1979) 

who has argued that software system can be regarded as an evolutionary product rather than 

an entity subjected to a series of development activities followed by a distinct and separate 

activity known as software maintenance. A number of techniques that are based on these 

ideas have emerged. The techniques are known under the generic term prototyping. 

In this section we will be discussing system prototyping. In particular prototype development, 

categories of prototyping and the role of prototyping in large software project development. 

(i) Prototype Development 

Draper and Norman (1985) have argued that the processing and user interface of a 

software system should be regarded as separate entities and designed as such. This view 

Is supported by Hekmatpour and Ince (1986). They classify technical approaches to 

prototyping into those that are relevant to prototyping the functional aspects of the system 

and those that are relevant to user interface prototyping. 

When discussing the subject of prototype development, it is important to define 

prototyping within the context of software engineering. Budde and Sylla (1984) and 

Gehani (1982 b) have defined it as a mocked-up initial version of a system which Is thrown 

away after use. Gilb (1981) and Patton (1983) have suggested that the term prototype 

should be used to refer to the throw-it-away approach and the term evolutionary 

development to be used when a prototype "evolves" to become the final system. The 

question of whether a prototype should become a final system was addressed by 

Hekmatpour and Ince, (1986). They have argued that two important questions need to be 

answered. The first Is how the prototype should be constructed and secondly when it can 

be accepted as the final product. Based on this, they have argued for the classification of 

prototyping techniques and have identified three categories of prototyping. We will now 

describe each category: 
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Throw-it-away prototypinq_ 

This type Is referred as specification prototyping Keus (1982) or as specification by 

example Christensen and Kreplin (1984). Hekmatpour and Ince have argued that this type 

corresponds to the most appropriate use of the term "prototype". It consists of building a 

version of a system which lacks some of its intended functionality or where some 

constraints are relaxed. (Dearnley and Mayhew (1981)) and (Kraushaar and Shiriand 

(1985)) have stated that such a system is normally never used after user requirements 

have been clarified. Floyd (1984) pointed out that what is important about throw-away 

prototyping is the process itself and not the product. Hekmatpour and Ince have 

proposed that the primary part of the prototyping effort should go into the critical 

evaluation of the prototype rather than its developmental design. For this to happen, 

facilities for rapidly producing software must be available to the developer. Throw-it-away 

prototyping are also used for examining designs and as test comparators, (Dearnley and 

Mayhew (1984)), (Bonet and Kung (1984)) and Weyuker (1982). In chapter 4 we will show 

the use of this approach in designing reports and screen layout for a live commercial user 

interfaces. 

Evolutionaryprototyping: 

This Is used throughout a project. Nauman and Jenkins (1982) proposed the development 

of an Inefficient version of the proposed system for requirement clarification and then 

gradually refine it into production system. Nosek (1984), Gilb (1981) and Patton (1983) 

have all proposed the incremental production of different versions of a system which has 

increased functionality. Rzevski (1984) identified the advantage of evolutionary 

prototyping to be minimising the Impact of change on the software project. Other 

advantages of evolutionary prototyping identified by Hekmatpour and Ince (1987) include 

the following: the impact of early errors is much less serious. It can be used as a tool for 

training end-users. Development can be organised on a small team basis where each 
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team produces a release of the software. Finally, it allows for more efficient use of 

developer time. This is achieved by reducing communication complexity between team 

members. The final product is the output from the evolutionary prototyping process. 

Parnas (1972,1979) has argued for modularity as design principles so that no extra work 

needs to be carried out to produce the final product. Munson (1981) has argued for 

modifiability into the software from start if the evolutionary approach is to succeed. In 

chapter 4 we will show how this approach is used in the design and development of live 

commercial user-computer interface. 

Incremental prototyping: 

Baldwin (1982) described this type of prototyping as a type allowing systems development 

one section at a time. The design responds to changes in requirements as they occur. 

Bally et al, (1977) and Taggart and Tharp (1977) have all proposed the use of conventional 

project management techniques to control incremental prototyping environment. 

(ii) Large Software Project Development and Prototyping 

Hekmatpour and Ince (1987) and experiences at the author's own organisation, 

Massey-Ferguson, have shown that prototyping can play a big part in providing a solution 

to overcome a number of problems which surface In large software projects. The first 

problem arises from the fact that the designer/developer and the end user have cultural 

differences which lead to user requirements being at best an approximation. The second 

problem relates to the use of documents. Large projects result In bulky documentation. 

As a result, the end user finds it difficult to visualise the final product. The third problem 

occurs when the end user realises that his original perception of what he requires, as 

expressed in a requirements specification, does not meet his needs. A fourth problem 

which occurred in the author's own organisation is that in medium to large projects the 

nature of end-user requirements change due to the company's internal reorganisation. 

The changes in requirements that can happen are no fault of the end-user of a specific 
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department. The computer system (final product) has to operate in a real world which is 

dynamic and which has to reflect the real world reflecting the organisation. All four 

problems can be addressed by evolutionary prototyping. A prototype will be available 

throughout a project from start to Implementation. The first two problems can be solved 

by throw-it-away prototyping. Introducing the prototype In the early stage in the project 

and using it as a tool for training. 

(iii) Prototyping and the systems development process 

Based on the notions discussed in this section it appparent that prototyping has a major 

role to play within the systems development process. We will discuss this role in section 

1.2.6 where we will address the question which is often asked. Which technique to use? 

The discussion is in the context of prototyping in relation to other methodologies and 

techniques discussed in this chapter. Furthermore, in Section 1.4, we will be discussing 

user interface prototyping. In Chapter 2, we will describe the role of prototyping within the 

new systems development fife cycle model and in Chapter 5, we will report on the results 

of prototyping in designing real life commercial systems. 

1.2.7 Systems Specification and Design Techniques - Choosing the Right One? 

In the previous section, we discussed six systems specification and design techniques. 

Choosing the correct system design technique is important and only the systems 

analyst/designer can say which is best suited to his needs. Each approach has its good and 

weak points. Each using its own conceptual framework, each based on its own philosophy, 

affecting systems development work. A particular technique may help more with one class of 

problems and situations than with another. Maddison et al, (1983) has argued that comparative 

judgements on the merits and features of two or more methodologies can not easily be 

obtained from methodology authors and practioners, since most people's experience is limited 

to a single methodology. Floyd (1986) argues for the development of methods for the 

investigation of methods, concepts for the description and comparison of methods and criteria 
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for their evaluation and assessment. 

Information systems developers are interested in selecting systems specification and design 

techniques that will be appropriate in their particular environment, address the problems that 

they have and improve productivity during the development process. Connor (1985) proposes 

combination features from different techniques to support the developer designer in achieving 

his objectives. This view is supported by author's own experience in developing information 

systems at Massey-Ferguson. In this case, combination features of techniques from different 

methodologies developed to create a framework for designing and developing Information 

systems in the commercial computing environment. This framework is described In Chapter 2 

in detail. However, the subject for this section is choosing the "right" methodology containing 

the design technique in relation to the five techniques discussed. Three Important questions 

need to be answered. First, which of the techniques discussed Is the best? Second, is one 

technique really better than the other? Third, can we combine two or more techniques to 

answer these questions. We discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each technique 

previously. We will now briefly compare the techniques with each other. 

(i) Information Engineering. Structured Analysis and Design, Structured Requirements 

Definition and JSD: 

Connor (1985) proposes that the common factor between these techniques is the 

"normalised data model". In information engineering, the data model is developed before 

procedures are identified. In structured analysis and structured requirements definition, 

the model is developed based on the logical files developed from the procedural flow. 

This is acceptable as long as the data in the data model are restricted to a particular 

system being developed. Where the data model needs to support the corporate both 

organisationally and system levels, then information engineering supports this requirement 

efficiently rather than structured analysis and design including structured requirements 

definitions. The data model created in information engineering can then be used to 

interface with structured analysis and design and with structured requirement definition. 
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The requirement for corporate level data model broken down to organisational and system 

levels have also been identified at the author's own organisation. In Chapter 2, we will be 

discussing how this is achieved. Floyd (1986) points out from experiences with structured 

analysis and design technique that the syntax of the language is easy to learn. 

Competence in the method itself requires extensive practice. The method leaves a lot to 

the developer's discretion in spite of the detailed rules about how to proceed. Floyd 

argues that despite the various shortcomings of the method, the method considered a 

reasonable approach to start out with. 

In the case of information engineering and JSD, information engineering argues Connor 

(1985) is a database orientated, static data model which presents relationships between 

records but does not represent data flow. We defined JSD as a technique technical In 

flavour for defining and designing dynamic, time orientated systems. Database design Is 

addressed at implementation stage in JSD. The common factor In both systems is the 

entity having the same meaning in both techniques. Entity definition actions performed on 

the entities, structured entity mode and actions during entity life cycle products of JSD 

gives the systems analyst and user a good understanding of the business. It will also 

simplify the task of developing the data model. Furthermore, as we stated previousley JSD 

is not a top-down method and in our view top-down supported by bottom-up can result in 

good systems. In chapter 2 we will be discussing a specific method which supports this 

view. Finally, Floyd (1986) states "system development according to JSD is possible, but 

implies great additional effort with doubtful benefits". 

(ii) System Design Techniques and Prototyping 

Experience at author's own organisation shows that the introduction of prototyping 

software has given the impression to the end-user community that any system that the 

user requires can be modelled (e. g. reports and screens, etc. ) without any additional 

information provided to create the internal and external databases. This assumption 

implies that systems can be prototyped with no assistance from specification and system 
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design techniques we discussed. Connor (1985) proposes the use of prototyping 

software and good systems design techniques for effective and fast development of 

system. Prototyping can work in harmony with Information engineering, structured 

analysis and design, structured requirements definition and Jackson System Development 

(JSD) techniques argues Connor. File record structures, screen layout and other principle 

outputs from Information engineering Is constructed using prototyping software. In 

structured analysis and design, the specification of a logical data flow diagram of the 

user's requirements which is converted to a physical data flow diagram which In turn 

becomes the basis for the system design using the structure chart as a design tool. 

Connor argues that the data flows defined in the final physical data flow diagram could 

provide the output, input definitions and with availability of normalised data structure 

prototyping is possible. The problem argues Connor Is that we will not be using 

structured design and in particular structured chart. Instead, we are using the prototyping 

software to produce databases and output programs. This will result In developing a 

"model" and the real system can then be developed using structured design and 

structured charts. 

Prototyping can also be used with requirement definition techniques. The input, output 

definitions and transactions which is the result of the mainline functional flow diagrams 

and application results principle outputs from structured requirements definitions needed 

to be prototyped. The missing key feature is the file structure. Connor argues that 

prototyping can be used in conjunction with structured requirements definition, but only 

after functional flow diagrams, file definitions and outputs'are defined. 

JSD and prototyping have little in common argues Connor. JSD Is a technique for 

defining and designing dynamic time orientated systems. Database and file structure 

design in the later steps within JSD steps. Before this step, it is assumed that every entity 

exists by itself and is processed on its own independent processor. The process within 

JSD step is defined in considerable detail in procedural language. Therefore, any attempt 

to prototype these steps will result in wasted development effort. 
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(iii) Information System Definition: The Muftiview Approach 

A muitiview is a methodology to structure the tasks for the analysts and users to address 

problems associated with the analysis and design activities. Wood-Harper et ei, (1985) 

have argued that multiview approach can help to make decisions which support situations 

causing departure from the Ideal methodology (decision making before all the facts are 

gathered by the systems analyst/ designer) as taught in text books. Methodologies that 

specify what must be done, but of the order in which it has to be done, e. g. Information 

engineering, JSD, structured analysis and design and structured requirement definition. 

The multiview methodology combines Important aspects of some of the major 

methodologies and thus offering the systems analyst/designer and the end user a broad 

understanding of the whole process of analysis and design. The five stages of muitiview 

described previously are appropriate to the progressive development of information 

system. The order of the five stages are Important from the general to the specific, from 

the conceptual to hard fact, and from Issue to task. As for the role prototyping with the 

multiview approach, the socio-technical systems, the human-computer Interface and the 

technical subsystems can all be prototyped. 
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1.3 Decision Support and Knowledge Based Management Support Systems 

Ginzberg and Stohr (1982) attempted to define and provide an orientation to the DSS field. 

They note that a number of non-intersecting definitions of DSS have been offered and that each 

definition represents the special interest of author proposing it. They argue that the definition of 

DSS must reflect the central concern of the DSS field (support and improve the decision 

making in the organisations). The earliest definitions included the following: 

Gorry and Scott Morton (1971) Identify DSS as systems supporting managerial decision 

making in an unstructured or semistructured decision situation. Recent definitions of DSS 

offered by Moore and Chang (1980), Bonczek, Holspple and Whinston (1980) and Keen, 

(1980). Moore and Chang define DSS as extensible systems, systems capable of supporting 

ad-hoc data analysis and decision modelling, systems orientated towards future planning and 

finally as systems used at irregular, unplanned intervals. Bonczek, Holsapple and Whinston 

defined DSS as a computer system consisting of three major components. Language system 

(facilities to provide communication between the user and components of the DSS). 

Knowledge system - we will discuss knowledge based decision support systems in Section 

1.3.2. The third component of DSS identified is a problem processing system. Keen (1980) 

gives a full definition. He argues that it is a product of development process in which the DSS 

user, the DSS builder and the DSS Itself are all capable of influencing one another and resulting 

In evolution of the system and the pattern of its use. Sprague (1980) has argued that DSS is not 

an evolutionary advancement of information systems. It is a class of information system that 

draws on transaction processing systems and interacts with the other parts of the overall 

information system to support the decision making activities of managers and other knowledge 

workers in the organisations. However, there are differences between DSS and traditional 

information systems. These systems require a new combination of information systems 

technology. The way these technologies interact are important and in section 1.3.4 will discuss 

the integration of information systems and decision support systems. There are many views of 

DSS. Ralph and Sprague (1980) have reported three views of DSS. The first view is'DSS 

application" with characteristics that make it significantly different from a typical data 

processing application. In this case, DSS is the "software" that allows a specific decision maker 
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or group of them to deal with a specific set of related problems. The second view of DSS Is the 

'DSS generator". A package of related software which provides a set of capabilities to quickly 

and easily build a specific DSS. Executive Information Systems (EIS) Is an example of DSS 

generator. The third view is DSS tools which facilitate the development of a specific DSS or 

DSS generator. This category of technology has seen the greatest amount of development 

specifically in the area of expert system technology for decision support. Expert systems for 

decision support is discussed in section 1.3.2. 

1.3.1 The Design and Development Approach for DSS 

Traltionai information systems and methodologies have different emphasis than those needed 

for DSS. The emphasis is on well defined tasks, low uncertaintly, and slow changing user 

requirement and data structurees. DSS systems involves considerable volatile user 

requirements. Arinze (1989) has argued for the development of viable frameworks for 

understanding and describing real world decision making and guidelines for transforming 

decision models Into set of requirements and specification for DSS. Arinize discusses relevant 

issues for decision support and two important points. The first is that the DSS builder must take 

of the primary, secondary and wider environments. The primary environment contains the 

decision maker with required skills. The environment will hold resources available to decision 

maker for carrying out both the decision making process and task performance. 

The second point is how a methodology can incorporate the descriptive formalisms in order to 

create useful DSS. The important link between description of user requirements and 

development of DSS specification. In chapter 2 we will disscuss a methodology for DSS 

development within the new system development life cycle model. Further, we will briefly 

discuss the design of man-machine decision systems as proposed by Gerrity (1971) below we 

will also discuss prototyping in the context of DSS. Sheinin (1980) proposes two approaches 

to the design of DSS. A universal approach and a problem orientated approach. The first 

approach Is based on decision making theory and theory of choice. Sheinin argues that 

managers face a set of alternatives when going through decision making process. The second 

approach proposed is problem-orientated approach. This is appropriate to decision making 
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process consisting of two stages, generating the alternatives and choosing between 

alternatives. 

(i) Design of man-machine decision systems (MMDS): 

Gerrity (1971) argues that the fundamental problems in building successful MMDS are 

methodological rather than technological. He proposes a general framework for decision 

centered MMDS design methodology. The framework which consists of four major 

stages. They are: 

- Decision system analysis and problem finding: 

Four activities are identified. First decision system bounding and goal setting. Defining 

the system and what it aims to accomplish. The second descriptive modelling. This 

activity entails the analysis and the description of the current man-machine decision 

system structure and behaviour. The third is normative modelling. In this activity, an 

abstract model of an idealised process for achieving the goals of the decision system is 

constructed. The fourth activity - recognition of problems as gaps between the normative 

and descriptive models. 

- New decision system specification: 

The activities in this stage consist of predicted decision system behaviour and decision 

system functional model: The first entails modelling of predicted man-machine decision 

system behaviour. The latter involves the specification of decision system functions that 

should be programmed into the machine to alleviate the gaps and provide a more effective 

decision process. 
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New decision system design: 

In this stage, two activities are identified. The design of the MMDS (e. g. hardware, 

programs, data structures and operating procedures). The second is the design of the 

decision control system. Examples of activities within this design phase include the 

design of measures and mechanisms for testing the hypotheses implicit in the productive 

decision system model. 

Decision system development and evolution: 

Implementation and control and adaption are the two activities within this step. 

Implementation of an activity includes the installation of the hardware and the training of 

end-users of the system. Control and adaption include the control and measurement of 

actual system behaviour to allow for redesign and evolution. 

(ii) Prototyping for DSS 

Henderson and Ingraham (1982) proposed prototyping as an effective approach for 

developing and implementing DSS. They have argued that empirical research has shown 

this design strategy is effective in establishing meaningful user involvement and high user 

satisfaction. The benefit in prototyping DSS is the availability of a crude, but usable 

immediate system that can support the user during the extended system development life 

cycle. 

Henderson and Ingraham (1982) tested their notion, prototyping a case study 

implementation of a model-based DSS. The case study suggested that the highly 

convergent design process may be detrimental in that significant information needs may 

be missed. Secondly, the Influence of Individual difference is strong - the features reflect 

the biases of the individual and may lose the potential creativity associated with effective 

group design process. Finally, they identify the need for an integrated programming 
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system product that combines both data orientated features with model-based features. 

1.3.2 Expert Systems for Decision Support 

The generic DSS framework proposed by Bonczek (1981) sees decision support systems as 

having three components. These are its language system, knowledge system and problem 

processing system. Fox, Alvey and Myers (1983) have argued that knowledge based 

techniques may facilitate decision making methods which are not possible with traditional 

mathematical approaches. Knowledge based techniques allow any number of decision making 

strategies to be combined. Reitman (1982) has argued that good decision support systems are 

powerful tools. However, compared with the support provided by a competent human staff, 

they are still limited. Many decision problems involve interactions among intelligent agencies 

or organisations. Decision support systems not employing knowledge based techniques 

cannot deal with these directly. Instead, argues Reitman, their projection mechanisms require 

that these interacting intelligence be replaced by numeric models. These will approximate the 

consequences of the interactions as the system moves through time. Further, even with the 

best decision support systems, the user has to specify each of the individual alternatives to be 

considered. Reitman (1982) suggests that because they cannot make use of knowledge about 

goals, resources, options and constraints in an interactive framework, they are unable to 

selectively generate good alternatives. They can only project forward, in a non-Interactive, 

non-selective fashion, the outcomes of options chosen for consideration by a human user. By 

contrast, an intelligent expert system, DSS can collect, organise and use the knowledge In 

ways that enable it to create good alternatives entirely on its own. 

Based on these notions, it follows that DSS have a major contribution in the development of 

expert systems. This contribution is based on major demands from the decision support 

systems users. The fundamental requirement identified (Benchimol et al, (1987)) is ease of use 

as well as clarity of screens and dialogues. Another quality of decision support systems is often 

their ability to operate at two levels; an advanced level for the experienced user and a simple 

system for the less experienced user. Finally, decision support systems often interface with 
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large corporate databases which can be achieved with and of expert systems technology. 

Benchimol et al, (1987) argue that the decision support approach provides inspiration for the 

designers of expert systems and to allow them to produce systems accessible to their users. 

As for expert systems technology itself, Moubarak (1989) has described the evolution and the 

interplay between principles and practice in expert systems including knowledge 

representation and acquisition techniques employed. In addition specific expert systems and 

shells were reviewed. Specific systems and shells reviewed included: Prospector, Yorktown 

MVS Manager, RI, Savoir, Counsellor, XI and Mycin. In Chapter 2, we will address knowledge 

based decision support systems development. 

1.3.3 The Integration of Information Systems and DSS 

Experience at the author's organisation, Massey- Ferguson, has shown that small decentralised 

systems give the end-users much more control over their own requirements. However, the 

consequences of many users doing their own thing using non standard software and hardware 

can be counterproductive. The centralised mainframe information and operational systems 

collect, store and present the information to the end-users in a standard format. The problem 

with these systems as seen by the end-user is that they often are not very responsive in 

meeting management's need for reporting the data. Decentralised decision support systems 

generally make the most efficient use of computers with the advantage of releasing the systems 

developer to concentrate on more strategic systems development for the corporation. This 

integration can only be achieved through communication between individuals who understand 

the development of computer systems and those who understand the requirements of decision 

support systems. Traditionally, the users of business information systems are supporters of the 

decentralised approach and established systems developers are supporters of the centralised 

approach. Mattem (1981) argues that the most important distinction between these two groups 

of people is the way in which they visualise the information that is processed by their system. 

Further, he argues that looking at information in terms that are understandable by both groups. 

From a common understanding, developing the other aspects of interactive business systems 

should come much easier. The common element in the notions discussed is that a conceptual 
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integration of the corporate total business information system provides a significant step 

towards giving end-users easy access to company information by using terms they understand. 

This integration is achieved with help of a framework, incorporating the design and 

development of decision support within the systems development process. In Chapter 2, we 

will be discussing this framework. 

1.4 The Design and Development of Human-Computer Interfaces 

Sutton and Sprague (1978) report that, on average, 59% of the program code accounts for the 

user interface. This view is supported by experiences in developing commercial decision 

support and information systems at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. Sutcliffe 

(1988) reports that in on-line systems, it is the interface which is the critical and physically the 

largest part and that good design is important. Edmonds (1982) has suggested that the design 

of human computer interface is central to the design of an interactive system. Long (1986) 

states, "Design should be understood more widely as development. Although design in the 

limited sense might be thought to involve principally software engineering, development in the 

wider sense more obviously involves both human factors and software engineering! Following 

this, Edmonds (1987) has argued that the hardest task is to understand what is the "human 

factor" and that it can be understood in terms of the concept of "usability" - the ability of users 

to operate the system. Schackel (1984) states, "We have much to learn about usability so as to 

be able to produce valid guidelines. Extensive research studies of different types of users, -- 

doing different types of task, with different hardware and software tools to establish a 

comprehensive understanding of the parameters of usability. " Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) 

have argued that user interface design is an inherently difficult task and that designing an 

interface so that it appeals to all users is not a simple task. Shneiderman (1979) has stated, 

"The complexity of the requirements for a user interface often results in conflicting design goals 

which necessitate a compromise. " At the author's compromise. " At the author's own 

organisation, Massey-Ferguson, computer systems were designed in the early 1970's with the 

assumption that the user should adapt to the system. This assumption is no longer acceptable 

by the user community. Good et at. (1984) have argued that it is unreasonable to require all 
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users to spend considerable time learning how to use a system and that the computer system 

should be made to adapt to it. We will discuss adaptive and intelligent human computer 

interfaces in Section 1.4.2. Ten-Hagen (1980) proposed the design of interface as the first part 

of the system to be designed within the systems development process. The systems 

development process contains a number of fairly universally accepted stages. Moubarak 

(1989) has reported that analysis and design as two most closely related areas. Both the 

systems analysts and the designers are concerned with the user requirements. The difference 

being the systems analyst is concerned with data and functional analysis, while the designer is 

concerned with the user interaction with the system. Gould (1987) has argued that designing 

useful, usable and likeable computer systems is hard and there is a need to bring designers 

and developers closer to users. Following Gould, Sutcliffe (1988) reports that a common 

theme within interface design is concern and involvement with the user. Methods have been 

developed within the human computer interaction and within the area of systems science with 

the objective of improving the user involvement in the system development process. In Section 

1.5, we will discuss the subject of user participation in the systems development process in 

detail. There are several topics which relate to research issues in the design and development 

of interface design. First, interface design is discussed in the context of evaluating user 

interface complexity, which is followed by a discussion on prototyping the user interface as an 

alternative approach. -Finally, adaptive and intelligent user interfaces, dialogue specification are 

reviewed, concluding with a discussion on human computer interface design and this program 

of research. 

1.4.1 Evaluating User Interface Complexity 

Karat et al, (1987) reported that considerable effort has been directed towards development of 

formal user-interface analysis tools and that important steps are now being taken in this area. 

Work in this area includes the following: Newall and Card (1985), Moran and Newell (1983) and 

Kier-as and Poison (1985). Notions proposed by these authors have the objective of improving 

the design process for the user interface development. Sutcliffe (1988) has argued that design 

should be evaluated as early as possible in the development life cycle and later when 
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implemented. In designing an interface system, the designer is faced with a number of design 

decisions. What is available to the designer is general guidelines or standards. In order to 

develop guidelines for design methodology of interactive human-computer interface, the 

members of the group (Guedj et all, 1980) discussed and presented several models of 

interaction. These models were described as defined by their authors previously Moubarak 

(1989). Karat et al, (1987) reported that there has been movement to change the basic style of 

interaction with computer systems from interface dominated by command languages to "direct 

manipulation" interfaces. In the command language type dialogue, the user types fixed format 

command strings, an example of this type of command language interface is the "command 

language grammer (Moran 1981)". We described CLG previously Moubarak (1989). In direct 

manipulation interfaces, the user manipulates displayed objects. Shneiderman (1983) has 

argued that direct manipulation systems offer the user the satisfying experience of operating on 

visible objects. The pleasure in using these systems stems from the capacity to manipulate the 

object of interest directly and to generate multiple alternatives rapidly. We described direct 

manipulation for human-computer dialogue in detail previously Moubarak (1989). Karat et al, 

(1987) have examined both types of dialogue and argue that "given that command language 

and direct manipulation systems are clearly different, a key question is whether or not there are 

formal analysis techniques which would help the designer decide between each alternative. 

One question examined here is whether or not a production system analysis of the two systems 

would predict one as superior to the other. " Experimental results reported by Karat et al, (1987) 

suggest large differences in performance between the command language and direct 

manipulation systems which favour direct manipulation. Another approach to the design of 

human-computer interfaces is that of simulation Clark (1981). Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) 

have argued that simulation is a powerful means for studying user behaviour and the 

effectiveness of proposed systems. Transition networks and production rules are two 

alternative approaches used to construct interactive dialogues. Each approach has its 

advantages and its disadvantages. Networks are amenable to task and dialogue separation 

design concept proposed by Edmonds (1982). Interfaces designed with this philosophy have 

the advantage that the resulting system can be easily changed as a result of user experience 

with the system and that effective monitoring and evaluation facilities can be implemented 
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within such systems. Alty (1982) proposed the use of path algebras technique for analysing 

dialogues created with transition networks. Dialogue networks, however, can be large and 

inflexible. Production rules approach Is more flexible, but difficult to monitor and evaluate. 

Guest (1982) examined the effectiveness of the production rule and network approaches by 

requiring the student to produce interfaces using both approaches. He concluded that with the 

network approach, all the students managed to produce working systems, even when not 

supplied with adequate documentation. Students who had indepth knowledge of parse and 

translation writing systems using production rule approach were less successful in producing 

the dialogue systems. These motions have formed the basis of one aspect of this program of 

research, in particular in the area of interactive dialogue network implementation in a 

commercial computing environment Moubarak (1989). Further, in designing a software tool 

"the interface system" a dialogue delivery vehicle with specific facilities for evaluation of user 

and dialogue network performance. Another way of prototyping user interfaces is via facilities 

provided by screen generators and tools. These facilities allow the designer to actually 

produce the format on a VDU display and carry out a repeated prpcess of modification until the 

user and developer agree with the presentation. Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) report two 

categories of screen prototyping tools. A high level notation for screen definition. Christensen 

and Kreplin (1984) implemented a processor which converts screen definitions to a prototype 

version of the screen display. Dixon (1985) and Sale (1985) have proposed an alternative to 

Christensen and Kreplin. A package of library routines accessible from programming 

language. A second category makes use of screen editors to produce screen layouts 

interactively. This facility is used extensively in the author's own organisation where PSF panels 

using "TSO", the time sharing option powerful systems development editor, is used to generate 

interactive screen demos. Mason and Carey (1983) have devised a technique known as 

architecture based methodology: The designer starts an external view of the system and works 

inwards. During this process, the designer ensures that the system is acceptable and 

understandable to the user. This approach supports previous notions discussed which support 

the view that systems development should start with the user interface. Other recent 

approaches which make use of facilities provided by programming languages such as report 

generation facilities provided by programming language APL and LISP for prototyping 
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command languages (Levine 1980). These facilities have the advantages of freeing the 

programmer from the task of having to deal with the very low level detail found in programming 

human-computer interfaces. 

The above approaches to evaluation support the notion that it is advantageous to evaluate a 

design before it is built. However, there are approaches to evaluation which assume that the 

product or a prototype does exist. Broadly, three approaches have been reported by Sutcliffe 

(1988). First, diagnostic analysis which Identifies poor design features in an Interface design. 

The second approach would be to monitor the Interface for error rates, frequency of command 

use and duration of usage. These facilities are used extensively in the commercial computing 

build within teleprocessing software packages to monitor user interaction with the system. 

Finally experimental analysis, designed to test empirically two different interface designs or two 

different features of design. Data can be recorded using a variety of techniques. Sutcliffe 

(1988) reports five techniques for gathering evaluation data: system logging, video recording, 

direct observation, protocol analysis - users are asked to think about what they are doing in 

terms of mental activity, decisions and reason for decisions and questionnaires - this technique 

is useful for correcting subjective data about user characteristics. 

The selection of a particular approach and analysis techniques depends on what the evaluator 

requires to measure. Shackel (1984) states "evaluation Is an Important design procedure; 

indeed some would say that design Is nothing but test and try again. Certainly the complexity 

of information systems and the speed of technological change is such that design must be a 

very flexible and interactive process, with evaluation at each stage. " 

1.4.2 Adaptive Human-computer Interface 

One of the central dilemmas of interface design reported by researchers in the field Is how to 

satisfy the conflicting demand of different users. Users are seen by the developers as novices 

and experts. Novices require easy-to-use dialogues supported by help facilities. Experts on 

the other hand need quick, efficient dialogues with less support or with limited help facilities. 
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However, with practice, novices will become experts. Damodaran and Eason (1981) have 

emphasised the desirability of a complete user support system which would provide help and 

tutorial assistance and include a local expert - highly knowledgeable of the system. Benyon 

(1985) argues that it is often overlooked that an expert at one piece of software may be quite 

unfamiliar with another, hence this must be viewed in respect of each task performed. The 

problem of adaptivity is described by Maguire (1981). He states 'each specific application for 

an Interactive situation Is likely to consist of a unique combination of attributes which 

determines the nature of the dialogue required. ' Benyon (1985) asks the question "how can we 

provide a dialogue which adapts to different users performing different tasks at different times? " 

Edmonds (1981) defines the concepts of system adaptivity as a system containing a 

mechanism for containing a mechanism for providing negative feedback Interfaces. 

Evaluation is proposed as a design method for adaptive interfaces. Another method in use 

reported by Edmonds is simulation at an early stage of the design process. As for the 

implementation method and tools for the adaptable interfaces, Edmonds (1981) has argued 

that in order to make an interface adaptable by a computer specialist, it Is necessary to provide 

a high level implementation facility - extensions to existing computer languages and examples 

of such facilities. In Edmonds' model of user interface, the designer amends the interface 

according to data obtained from a resident monitor module. Innocent (1982) argues for 

systems capable of continuous change by suitable agents, the agent described as a 

"designer" and a'self adaptive interface system". Innocent goes one step further; he proposes 

the replacement of the "designer" in Edmonds' model by an "expert system". Based on 

Innocent's model, Benyon (1985) has developed "MONITOR" to provide a self-adaptive user 

interface. It has been developed as an knowledge-based system which will monitor, modify 

and maintain details of the user, the task performed and the tasks available to the system. A 

prototype system in the area of computer aided learning has been implemented. Another 

system which is based upon a combination of transition networks and production rule system 

is the "CONNECT" system developed by Alty (1981). The dialogue between the user and the 

system is specified as a network of nodes. Adaptability is achieved by allowing each arc to be 

enabled or disabled by an expert system, which continuously monitors are transitions. Alty 
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proposed the use of path algebras for analysing networks. He has argued that any dialogue 

network will have a set of different labelling schemes, which can be conveniently represented 

by an adjacent matrix displaying the set of labels between all possible node connections for 

any particular label set. The idea is to represent the network by the adjacent matrix containing 

0 and 1 elements, 1 for valid arc and 0 where no transition exists. Path algebra states Afty 

"gives us the representation of the network and the way of considering it despite its 

complexity". 

Sutcliffe (1988) states "that adaptation remains an issue of contention and that it is the subject 

of considerable research activity. How much adaptation is a good thing and how well 

adaptation can be linked to the user's abilities are problems still to be solved. " The key issue 

identified by researchers is whether the user interface system should be allowed to 

automatically adapt as a result of user activity. Alty (1984) has argued that adaptability will only 

serve to confuse the user's model of the system. The classic problem of "hunting" 

may occur while the user is starting to adapt to the system, while the system is trying to adapt 

to him. Sutcliffe (1988) proposes adaptive interfaces as a potential solution to the 

mixed user population dilemma, although the consistency of the interface has to be maintained 

as it adapts. 

In this program of research, we identified the requirement to investigate the possibility of 

automatically including the user's own performance during the interaction with the 

"interface" system developed within this project Moubarak (1989). 

1.4.3 The Interface System for the Design of Human-Computer Interfaces 

Before describing the interface system developed In this program of research we will briefly 

discuss and model of human-computer interfaces. Moran (1980) considers the construction of 

Interfaces that matches the user's mental model of the system. He proposed three component 

for the interface. The I/O processor, dynamic processor and the background tasks. The 

dynamic processor determines the actions that computer system should take at any given 

moment. The background processor performs tasks, some of these tasks pass information to 
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the dynamic processor without it being requested. The dynamic processor can be 

implemented as a set of production rules proposed by Hopgood and Duce (1980) or as a 

recursive transition network implementation. Denert (1977), Edmonds (1981) and Alty (1982). 

The interface system developed in this program of research casts interactive dialogue in 

the form of transition networks. Our objectives in designing the system have been to eliminate 

complexity. This is achieved by hiding complexity behind sophisticated software and to allow 

for the separation of conversational-aspects (the dialogue) from task aspects (the work to be 

done) of interactive system. A secondary objectives for the interface included the capability 

of examining the dialogue network created for effectivence and correctness and the 

identification of path fragmentation between nodes within the networks. In addition, dialogue 

network systems created with the aid of the interface system can be considered from three 

view points. The linguistic, psychological and the design view. The linguistic view sees dialogue 

network systems as a combination of production rules and network transition. The 

psychological view sees the interface system having the capability of constructing the user's 

model of the system. The design view sees the system as a high level tool for helping the 

designer to construct dialogue network systems. In chapter 2 we will be discussing the role of 

dialogue networks within the systems development process. 
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1.5 The Need for User Involvement and Support 

The need for user participation in the system development process has long been recognised 

in the commercial computing environment and by many research and academic Institutions. 

Lucas (1975) has argued that lack of user participation in the system development process 

contributes to system failure. Biggs, Birk and Atkins (1980) have pointed out that a lack of 

sufficient user interaction between the project team and user management in organisation, 

planning, scheduling, reporting or review will result in the creation of a system that belongs to 

the project team and not the user. Glasson (1985) reported that surveys of the techniques 

available for analysing and defining the information of user requirements carried out by Synnott 

and Grubber (1981) and Taggart and Tharp (1977) shows that the techniques are systems 

developer driven. Glasson discusses the work of McKeen (1983). McKeen has suggested 

changes to the process of development to include "implementing procedures to ensure 

meaningful and ongoing user participation throughout the entire development life cycle. This 

can often be accomplished with parallel activities such as assigning users the responsibility of 

user training, which the system designers attend for technical aspects such as programming. " 

This approach was used at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. We will be 

discussing how it was implemented in Chapter 4. Glasson (1985) proposes a systems 

development model written from the user perspective with which the user can work. Such a 

model can be based on three major steps. The first step is to define the several user roles or 

user actors who need to be involved in the development cycle. The second step Is to define 

several tasks that each user actor might need to perform during the system evolution. The third 

step is to develop and define the appropriate procedures, methods, tools or techniques needed 

In carrying out one or more of those tasks. 

Damodaran and Eason (1982) have argued for the case against user involvement within the 

systems development process. It Is argued that the user role is unnecessary for two reasons. 

First because the design to contains all the expertise it needs. The second Is user 

involvement is costly and impractical within the time and resources restraints of the project. 

Damodaran and Eason report a Norwegian systems manager, Groholt (1980). Groholt argues 

that user involvement has rarely been successful because neither the designer nor user have 
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access to procedures suitable for this purpose. Ives and Olson (1983) report two areas of 

theory considered particularly relevant to user involvement - participative decision making and 

planned organisational change. The objectives of participative decision making Is to increase 

inputs of subordinate into management decisions that are related to their jobs. Locke and 

Schweiger (1979) identified improved productivity and job satisfaction of users as major 

benefits of participative decision making. They found mixed evidence of relationship between 

participative decision making and improved productivity including improved decision making 

quality. However, they have found stronger evidence relating to higher job satisfaction, 

particularly Increased acceptance of change and participative decision making. Following 

Locke and Schwelger (1979), Ives and Olson (1983) have argued that user involvement can be 

considered as a special case of participative decision making in which users and systems 

designers substitute for superiors and subordinates. As for the theory of planned organisational 

change, Ginzberg (1979), Schultz and Slevin (1975) and Zand and Sorenson (1975) have 

argued that implementation user acceptance and use of the new system Is considered to be 

dependent on the quality of the Implementation process. Ginzberg (1979) has argued that 

planned change assumes the change entails joint effort between the manager and the "change 

agent". Zand and Sorenson (1979) see the planned change as negotiation between the 

manager and 'change agent'. The designers/developers are the "change agent" and the 

manager representing the users. Zand and Soreron (1975) have stated that "a process of 

open interaction and joint evaluation is expected to assume both high acceptance and a high 

quality solution. Ives and Olson (1975) support this view and report that the quality of the 

resulting system is dependent on the relationship between the staff and the user. Based on 

these notions and from descriptive models of user involvement previously proposed by 

Edstrom (1977), Lucas (1973), Swanson (1974) and Zmud (1981), the major components of the 

descriptive model can be constructed. The model shows two clauses of conditional variables. 

First the involvement roles; who should participate and what their role should be. The second 

class of variables represents the development conditions. Two classes of development 

conditions may affect user involvement. The first is the type of system being developed and 

secondly the stage In the development process. For certain systems, user involvement is more 

critical than for others. There are also systems for which user involvement is not appropriate. 
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Examples of such systems are systems requiring considerable expertise or where the final 

output is transparent to the users. A strong case for user participation is the development of 

decision support systems. The developer can only produce an effective decision support 

system with knowledge provided by the user and because acceptance is critical due to the 

voluntary nature of decision support system use. 

As for the second development condition; Edstrom (1977), Franz (1978), Ginzberg (1981), 

Vanlommel and De Brabarder (1975) and Zmud (1979) have all proposed that there are stages 

of systems development in which participation may be more important than others. The type of 

user participation may vary from direct to indirect Involvement. In the sections ahead, we will 

discuss the types of user involvement, measure of user involvement and finally user support. 

1.5.1 Types of User Involvement 

Damodaran and Eason (1982) have reported that there are different routes to user involvement 

in the systems development process and that these different routes will lead to different forms 

and degrees of involvement. One approach is based on designers retaining all decision 

making powers and users providing information requested of them. Another approach is that 

the whole concept of systems "experts" taking the decisions is under challenge. Groholt (1980) 

has proposed several forms of user involvement. They are: 

(i) One way involvement (systems development team driven): This approach will have the 

user under the control of the development team. The development team will keep the 

users abreast of systems development through communication media such as meetings, 

newsletters. The users are used as consultants where the developers seek to elicit the 

expert knowledge from users. Training is a one-way process from trainer to trainee and 

are relatively safe and straightforward to conduct. 

(ii) User representatives: In this approach, user representatives join the development team 

and supplement the team with business expertise. The major advantage of this approach 
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is that the developers have user representatives acting as co-ordinator between the users 

and the system after implementation. 

Hedberg (1975) argues against this approach and suggests that the users will be 

influenced more by other designers than by his user origins and become less 

representative of users. Another problem identified by Damodaran and Eason is that the 

developers may not see the necessity to contact and consult other users. Furthermore, 

developers believe that if they get the support of the users representative, then they have 

the support of the rest of the user community. They suggest a solution to the problem 

identified is to have the representative as a part-time member of the team, but this may 

cause role conflict. Finally, many user representatives who are not trained in systems 

analysis techniques find it difficult to understand entity modelling and flow charts. The 

above user involvement discussed relates to the participation in detail design 

specification. However, there are wider business and organisation issues which require 

high level management decisions. These issues are usually addressed by steering 

committees and usually include user representatives. At this level, the user community see 

the strategic issues related to the project. Damodaran and Eason (1982) have reported 

that representatives in steering committees have raised a number of issues - lack of 

executive control over the design team and whose views tended to be ignored when they 

were contrary to design team objectives. The second issue is the membership of the 

committee. To ensure that views of all the users are presented, there is a need for wider 

user population to be represented, but frequently senior members of departments are 

expected to represent the user community. Damodaran and Eason argue that the user 

may represent his own view and the users, whilst he may become enthusiastic about the 

project. Uninvolved user community may remain apathetic or hostile. Another major 

problem highlighted by Damodaran and Eason is that new systems may result in 

redundancy, retraining, loss of job skills and demarcation. These issues are usually dealt 

with by most organisations through formal machinery and the relationship between this 

machinery and the steering committee can be a problem. 
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(iii) Participative Design 

Damodaran and Eason (1982) have argued that the failure of one-way and representative 

techniques is that user expertise is not fully utilised and full user community commitment 

not gained. To address this failure, various forms of participative design are now being 

employed which seek to bring all users to the design process (Clausen (1978), Hedberg 

(1980) and Muford (1980)). Participative design proposes the notion that all users should 

be involved in selecting the job they will do, how the task will be allocated between them 

and the task relationship that will exist between the users and the computer systems. 

Further, it is only after the user agreement has been obtained, that the technical design 

and systems specification can be started. Users are then consulted during the design and 

construction cycle. Mumford (1980) reports successful "systems development using this 

approach with users greeting the system with enthusiasm and commitment. Damodaran 

and Eason report problems with applying this approach. The first is that the designer and 

developer play a minor role in the early stages of the project due to the fact that users are 

specifying the requirements and that it can be a lengthy process. Secondly, it is difficult to 

manage a design process of this kind when there are large numbers of users. Thirdly, 

participative design requires skillful management by people who are able to provide 

information and concepts in the right form to be useful without precluding users from 

making their own decisions. This requirement is based on the user needs for help in 

conceiving of different forms of work organisation and to consider which is most 

appropriate to them. Finally, using this approach in a systems development project may 

have a very successful beginning and then can end in failure when developers and 

designers disagree to implement the agreed specification. Hedberg (1980) has reported a 

case study in which design problems led to a radical change proposed by users. To 

address these problems, Eason (1977) and Damodaran (1980) propose a continuous 

process of trials, consultations and pilot schemes. 
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(iv) Users Design Expert Advise 

This approach gives the users the power and responsibility for systems design and the 

designer developers acting as advisors and consultant. This approach in shifting power to 

users is being brought about by legislation. Examples of this is that there are a variety of 

laws in Sweden which affect system design. Another source is union action. Trade unions 

argue that computer systems have widespread implications for their members and they 

are making major efforts to protect the interests of their members. 

1.5.2 Measures of User Involvement 

Measures of user involvement refer to general involvement in the systems development 

process. Ives and Olson (1983) have reported the three most common strategies for 

Investigating user involvement. In the first strategy, a survey of different systems across 

multiple organisations. Research work carried out in this area includes work by the following 

researchers: Alter (1978), Edstrom (1977), Ference and Uretsky (1976), Franz (1979), Fuerst 

(1979), Guthrie (1972), Igershein (1976), Kaiser and Srinivasan (1980), Maish (1979), Olson and 

Ives (1981), Powers and Dickson (1973), Robey and Farrow (1982), Schewe (1976), Thurston 

(1959) Vaniommel and De Brabander (1975). In this strategy, users are Identified by the 

Information Systems Manager and are administered a questionnaire containing measure of 

user Involvement with reference to either a specific project or to user's involvement in all past 

or ongoing systems development projects. Ives and Olson (1983) argue that the 

disadvantages of this approach is that reliance on the Information Systems Manager to select 
ti 

appropriate users biases the results. Survey questions may be interpreted differently 

for different systems. Further, the choice of systems and the choice of users participating in the 

study are under the control of the researcher. In the second strategy, user Involvement in a 

single system is investigated. Again, the Information System Manager identifies an appropriate 

system and a user -a specific system development or to the user's involvement in all past or 

ongoing projects. This approach suffers from the same problems identified in the first strategy. 
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In addition, the results obtained are rarely generalisable to other organisations and other 

systems. Ives and Olson (1983) report six case studies of single systems - Gallagher (1974), 

Lucas (1975,1976), Sartore (1976), Spence (1978) and Swanson (1974). The third strategy 

reported by Blake and Ives Is "controlled experiments" strategy. King and Rodriques (1978, 

1981) conducted experimental study of a simulation of management decision making using 

three groups of subjects. The first group participated In the design of the systems and 

subsequently used it. The second group used the system, but did not participate in design. 

The third group served as control. In another experiment, Boland (1978) varied the method of 

user-design communication in a systems development process. 

Ives and Olson (1983) have reviewed the results of these studies and measured system 

success under four major Indicators - system quality, system usage, user behaviour/ attitudes 

and the user information satifaction. They have reported that studies investigating the 

relationship between user involvement and system quality provide little justification for user 

involvement. However, they report positive results for user involvement and system quality 

from work carried out by Boland (1978) and Gallagher (1974). Six studies examined the 

relationship between user Involvement and system Image. Swanson (1974) reported significant 

results, finding user estimates of "a prior involvement" to be related to "inquiry involvement". 

King and Rodriques (1981) found that user participation affects the nature of the usage, but not 

the amount. Lucas (1975) reports mixed results. Seven other studies investigated the link 

between user involvement and user's behaviour or attitudes towards the system only. 

Igersheim (1976) reported significant results. He found user Involvement to be positively 

correlated with job satisfaction, job skill, job opportunity, job originality, job status and job 

salary in one or more of five organisations investigated. The concept of user information 

satisfaction can be traced to the work of Cyert and March (1983) report Ives et al, (1983). Cyert 

and March have suggested that an information system which meets the needs of its users will 

reinforce satisfaction with the system being developed for them. If the system does not provide 

the needed information, the user will become dis-satisfied and look elsewhere. Ives and Olson 

(1983) report that an information satisfaction measure was used in 12 of the 22 studies 

reviewed. Five found a positive relationship between user involvement and information 

satisfaction. Four other studies found mixed results. However, Ives and Olson argue that the 
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results obtained suffer from problems in either construct measurement or methodology which 

may have contributed to the positive result finding. Their view is supported by Powers and 

Dickson (1973) who have concluded that user involvement is crucial to system success. This is 

based on user managers' perception of their participation. No relationship was found between 

user satisfaction and the existence of a project team that includes user personnel. 

1.5.3 The Case for User Involvement and No User Involvement 

There is a strong convicition throughout the information systems development 

industry that proper user involvement will result in better systems. But which 

user should be Involved in which task and to what end? There is a multitude of 

views on this subject and, as yet, no organisation has discovered a recipt for 

user involvement which guarantees success. Ives and Olson (1983), having 

reviewed studies carried out by researchers discussed above, have concluded 

the following: 

Research on user involvement is not based on strong theory. 

Empirical research has not convincingly demonstrated the benefits of user involvement. 

The majority of studies on user involvement have been methodologically flawed to the 

extent that few conclusions can be made about user involvements relationship to system 

success. 

In Chapter 2, we will be discussing the role of user involvement within the new systems 

development life cycle model in detail. The role will be discussed in the context of developing 

live systems development project in the commercial computing. In Chapter 5, we will review 

the results obtained from our approach to user involvement within the new life cycle model. 

The review will be based on the four major system success measures discussed above; system 
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quality, system usage, user attitudes to the system and the measurement of user information 

satisfaction. 

User Support 

Damodaran and Eason (1982) have reported that user involvement and support are closely 

linked processes which both influence the effectiveness of any computer application. They 

have examined the purpose of user support and have argued that its primary function is to 

compensate for the limitations and shortcomings of the system. The user has to learn how to 

initiate and terminate interaction. He must learn to interpret system messages and input to the 

system and output from the system. The second purpose of user support is to promote 

continued viability of human-computer interaction. Damodaran and Eason call this 

'evolutionary user support". They argue that this is complex and varied since it is concerned 

with an evolving computer system applied in a changing environment through the activities of a 

human user, who Is also changing as a result of his learning from experience. Research into 

user support reveals a variety of ways of meeting the two major objectives of user support. 

Damodaran and Eason (1982) have identified training, documentary support and human 

support mechanisms as methods of user support. Training needs are the most commonly 

acknowledged user support needs. This Is due to the fact that systems cannot become 

operational until the minimum requirements are met. Documentary support is widely 

recognised as a method of user support. It takes the form of a user manual or user guide. The 

document Is written for developers and operational personnel to assist when problems arise. It 

is also written for users so that they can understand the system they are interacting with. There 

are three approaches to human support mechanisms. The first is the system-centre support 

personnel. 

They are responsible for training users, resolving problems when they arise, 

providing assistance with hardware and software failures and developing 

further computer facilities. In some organisations, this group is known as "the 

maintenance team". The second approach is to use user-centred support 
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personnel called the "human-interface". This term refers to individuals who 

operate a system on behalf of other indirect users. The final method of 

user support is organisational representatives -a special category of human interface. Bank 

cashiers and airline reservation clerks are examples of organisational representatives. 

As for the design of a user support system, Damodaran and Eason (1982) have argued that to 

design a user support system requires an appraisal of the range of support needs. These 

needs have implications for the design of software, hardware, documentation, human support 

and organisational policy. Furthermore, they have emphasised the close relationship 

between user involvement and user support. They state "There is tacit acknowledgement that 

the precise statement of relevant design criteria can only come from involvement of the user in 

the design process". In Chapters 2 and 5, we will discuss user support procedures 

employed within the new systems development life cycle model including users reaction to 

support provided. The discussion is in the context of providing user support for live systems 

project development and implementation in commercial computing environment. 
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1.6 Conclusion 

The foregoing sections of this chapter have presented a broad discussion on information 

systems methodologies containing techniques and approaches needed to design, construct 

and implement powerful Information and decision support systems to respond to users' needs. 

Most of the methodologies use the same well understood and proven techniques such as entity 

modelling, data flow diagrams and normalisation. Choosing the right technique is Important 

and systems developers are interested in selecting a specific technique that will be appropriate 

to their own environment, address the problems that they have and enhance their productivity. 

Further, the advent of prototyping, decision support systems and special emphasis on the 

human-computer interface design have been causing problems for the rather rigid and orderly 

view of the systems development process, which forms the basis of most methodologies 

currently used. We have given a brief description and have discussed the advantages and 

disadvantages of six major systems specification and design techniques. Information 

engineering, Multiview -a framework for information systems definition, Jackson system 

development (JSD), structured analysis and design, structured requirements definition 

techniques and finally prototyping. Each technique has its good and weak point. Each using 

its own conceptual framework with its own philosophy. These techniques are used In the real 

world to address problems encountered during systems development to satisfy the user 

communities. Maddison et al, (1983) have argued that most methodologies rely heavily on 

Intuitive approach to analysis and design. They are described in terms of "what" should be 

done and rarely In terms of "how" they should be done. Two practitioners of the same 

methodology often derive completely different solutions, models and entity diagrams by 

applying the same steps. Maddison et al, (1983) have argued that the extent of the failure of 

any specific methodology depends on the skills and experience of the practitioner. Downes 

(1989) reports that time and time again this Identifies the basic needs to understand and control 

the data. 
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Experience at author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, supports these views. Further, 

with shortage of skilled resources available to practice these methodologies, many 

organisations have been encouraged by the suppliers of these methodologies to turn to their 

end user community. 

It is claimed that their methodology can be used by end users with no specific skills in data and 

functional analysis techniques. Our experience suggests that most of the methodologies do 

require skilled practitioners in data and functional analysis. In addition, our experience shows 

that these techniques aim to provide guidelines for analysis, design and construction of 

systems and do not address the fundamental area of project management. In our view, the 

systems ultimate success depends on skills required for managing the project. 

As for the evidence of a relationship between end user involvement and system quality and 

acceptance, Ives and Olson (1982) reported no strong evidence to relate the two. They have, 

however, reported that common sense notions discussed previously can be supported by 

strong theory and can be proven by carefully executed empirical analysis. Our experience at 

Massey-Ferguson shows that the end users have always participated in the development 

process. The participation, however, has been limited to early stages of the systems 

development process. What is required in our view is a formal approach to user involvement, 

identifying appropriate stages where user involvement is beneficial. The extent of the 

involvement should have the objectives of the final system developed and implemented to 

reflect more accurate user requirements and to have a high rate user acceptance. Further, our 

experience shows that the more accurate Information supplied to the end user community via 

friendly human-computer interfaces, the more information is needed. It is also generally 

accepted at the author's own organisation that information is the key to increasing an 

organisation's ability to act effectively, anticipating customer needs and competitor moves. 

This awareness has created user requirements for the freedom to access information held in 

corporate databases. 
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The freedom to enquire and analyse the information will itself give rise to the need for more 

easy to use decision and knowledge-based management support systems. However, for these 

systems to be effective, they have to be integrated with the mainframe corporate computer 

systems in our view. Doukidis et al, (1989) have proposed that the technology based approach 

of the knowledge-based management support systems have to be integrated with the human 

activity systems they serve. Doukidis (1989) reports on the emerging trend of knowledge-based 

decision support systems towards practice through applications in real situations. Hawgood 

(1985) stressed the need for providing the managers with the capability of constructing their 

own decision support systems. 

Other important considerations in the design and development of information and decision 

support systems, which in our view have not been addressed explicitly by methodologies 

discussed previously, are the three areas of distributed systems approach, systems security 

and controls and the application of productivity tools within the life cycle. . The objective of a 

distributed information system is to match computer resources with organisational structure 

and needs. The major issue in the management of a distributed information system is control, 

which must be exercised at executive and technical levels. Cost reduction, reliability, 

responsiveness and extensibility are the benefits of distributed systems. The notion of 

distributing the computing facilities of an organisation to match its organisational structure has 

been accepted since the late 1970's at the author's own organisation, where a distributed 

information system is achieved through the synergism of data communications and dispersed 

computer resources. The attractive notion of placing resources where they are needed and 

allowing them to communicate is a potentially powerful means of operating a total computer 

facility. We believe that guidelines are required to assist the designer and developer in applying 

this important notion. Another important area to be considered is that of data secyrity this 

subject has been given considerable attention by many commercial organisations, computer 

manufacturers, software companies and government agencies. Threats to data security have 

been identified and effective counter measures have been established. Techniques for security 

include computer hardware features, software in terms of programmed routines and manual 

procedures, as well as the usual physical means of safeguarding the environment with security 
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personnel, locks, keys and badges. What is needed, however, Is guidance as to where 

attention should focus on the key areas in a computer environment that have proven in the past 

to be critical to system control. Information systems controls form part of the entity's internal 

control system. Internal control comprises "the plan of organisation and all the co-ordinate 

systems established by the management of the enterprise to assist in achieving management's 

objectives of ensuring, as far as practical, the orderly and efficient conduct of its business, 

Including the safeguarding of assets, the reliability of accounting records and the timely 

preparation of reliable financial Information`, Rosen et at, (1986). For computer control 

guidelines to be truely effective, it was to be Integrated with the systems development process. 

It should be clear by now that the ephasis must always be on meeting business requirements 

according to business priorities. It is true however, that work must sometimes be done which 

does not lead to Immediate business benefits, but even this can and should be justified In 

business terms. An important aspect of project justification is making sure that dependencies 

are thoroughly understood. Supporting projects, such as those developing the information 

system infrastructure, can only be justified In this way. It is seldom that the first approach to 

solving a particular business problem is the only one possible. We have choices In technology, 

in selection of development approach and indefining the scope of the problem. 

We set our goal In this program of research to propose a new model for the systems 

development life cycle, allowing the management of systems project through the whole cycle of 

activities needed to develop information including decision support computer systems. A 

model which supports cross-communications between different skill types and stopping the 

serial utilisation of user to analyst, analyst to designer, designer to application programmer. A 

model that allows for the study of user interface Issues. A model that brings different skill levels 

to play their part as the system evolves from idea to installation. A model that supports design 

environment, that addresses design issues arising out of the task while the system addresses 

the technology on which it Is built, and interests of users who use it. Additionally, a model that 

delivers significant productivity gains to appropriate stages within the development cycle. The 

testing of the model Is carried out through involvement In real world problems. Real world 

problems at author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. Wilson (1984) reports that there is a 
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distinction between problems in the real world and problems in the laboratory. In the 

laboratory, the analyst has the freedom to define the problem and to control the environment. 

Thus he can allow certain variables to affect the process under Investigation and to constrain 

others so that they do not. In the real world, such freedom does not exist, the analyst has to 

accept whatever influences the situation under investigation. The method we have chosen Is 

"action science". Argyris et al, (1985) described action science as an enquiry into how human 

beings design and Implement action In relation to one another. It Is a science of practice. 

Action science is based on the observation that science in becoming experimental has itself 

become a model of directed practical doing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROCESS 

AND A NEW MODEL 
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2.1 Information Architectures 

The purpose of architecture in Information processing is to ensure that we have a sound basis 

on which to proceed. We would never consider starting a building without a clear picture of the 

results; even before that we would need a dear understanding of the purpose of the building, 

and of any likely requirements for extension. In the building industry it is expensive to demolish 

a building and replace it simply because the requirement has changed somewhat. This is 

equally expensive, perhaps more so, in information processing. We need a stable 

foundation, and a corporate information architecture can provide this. Experience at the 

author's own organisation has shown that the data required by the organisation by virtue of the 

nature of its business, and the things with which it deals, is much more stable than the process 

performed on the data. If then, we use the entity/data model as the basis for planning, we shall 

not have to make changes unless there is a fundamental shift in the perceived mission of the 

corporation. So long as we stay at ahigh level of abstraction, we can also expect a fair degree 

of stability in the corporate function model, and we can use this plan, monitor and control 

application development. An information architecture also gives us a basis for reviewing the 

current position, so as to establish significant deficiencies and, perhaps more important, 

identify areas where existing systems are adequate and need only minor enhancement. It can 

also enable us to identify areas of data and functions which can safely be treated in isolation; 

this will enable the rapid -development of separate solutions to some urgent problems without 

prejudicing the planned system structure. Further, we shall be able to see the consequences of 

various possible sequences of development and thus to make sensible phased development 

plans. We propose that information architectures must cover two main areas: data architecture 

and applications architecture. In both cases the architecture must be practical; while based on 

the results of high-level business analysis, incorporating the business priorities and the 

awareness of what is practically possible. identifying the need for methods of analysis which 

will allow us to focus on the real business needs. As we have seen, an important aspect of this 

analysis Is the consideration of the data and function required to support the business needs. 

Before proceeding to the practical aspects and discussion on a specific technique for the data 

and function analysis, it is worthwhile considering briefly what data and function analysis is. 

Data analysis is the process of analysing and documenting the data associated with an area of 

business and to build a business data model of the company, an enterprise or organisation. 
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The objectives of data analysis can be summarised to be: 

First to design databases which will be less subject to change than has been the case in the 

past and which will consequently reduce maintenance. Although data analysis is not 

necessarily associated with database software, the two become closely related as data analysis 
itself results in a structured representation of data where the records tend to be small, but the 

number of record types large. Downes (1989) argues that this is a general approach which 

may be termed the "database rationale". Using database rationale helps to achieve less data 

duplication, sharable data, consistent data, control over data validation, better enquiries, data 

independence from process changes and finally better security and recovery of data files. 

The second objective is to provide complete, consistent data descriptions, independent of 

specific database management software and the associated performance comprises resulting 
in more productive application development and improved end user query facilities. Data 

dictionary is a major aid in documenting the output of data analysis. 

Based on these objectives, data analysis attempts to establish the data requirements and the 

relationships between data elements and then to analyse the processes that use the data 

argues Downes (f989). In function analysis, the main function of the business, company, an 

enterprise or organisation Is identified. This main function is then broken down progressively 

into subfunctions. The data or systems analyst will continue the process until a sufficient 

comprehensive level is achieved. This process Is called functional decomposition. In Chapter 

1, we discussed various data and functional analysis techniques. In this section, we will be 

describing a specific method for analysing data and function, the CACI method. In Section 2.4, 

we will be showing how the data and function analysis techniques of the CACI method fit into 

the new systems development life cycle model. In Chapter 4, we will be discussing the way the 

method is used within the new life cycle model In live commercial projects at the author's own 

organisation, Massey-Ferguson. 
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2.1.1 Principles of CACI Method 

CACI method employs six important principles. They are: 

Firstly, the principle of separating the data and function. The method emphasises the need to 

separate the treatment of the data from that of the functions and build systems with a 
foundation of data, rather than application. This separation is done in each phase from strategy 

through to construction. However, in each phase, the separate results are combined for cross 

checking. By adopting the approach of a change from providing application orientated system 

to data orientated systems two benefits are obtained. The data Is subject to strict definition, 

design and control. Another benefit is that the application to use the data may be controlled 
less strictly (e. g. end user query language may be used). 

Secondly, the top down method of analysis. This method of analysis starts with the production 

of wide, strategic views of an enterprise's current and planned data and functions. At this level, 

top management can be involved in approving the understanding of the business as shown by 

the analysis and in selecting which areas need further investigation and/or new systems. As 

the area being studied gets smaller, the complete view is split up into self contained subsets, 

the level of detail increases and the level of management decreases. The most detailed view of 

the enterprise, usually obtained from user experts, are checked with the broader views 

obtained earlier. The main benefit obtained from this approach is that the whole process of 

successive narrowing and detailing of the areas being analysed ensures that the detailing of the 

areas being analysed ensures that the detailed development work fits together in the framework 

that the top management require. The effect of any alternations to the development plan or to 

an individual development can then be measured against the overall plan. 

Thirdly, the principle of making each stage the use of pictorial models developed for previous 

stage. The advantage of using models is that they can show just the level of detail required. 
The more strategic the view, the less the detail. Another advantage is that if a model is 

produced at each stage of the top down approach, those analysing the next level down can all 
be seen to start with the same understanding of the context they will be working in. 
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Finally, the other principle proposed by the CACI method is the checking out of the results with 

the bottom up method. However, there are major faults with bottom up analysis. The amount of 
detail for an enterprise of any reasonable size is vast and the task of analysing all the data and 

processing is far too big. There Is also no easy way to check that all areas are covered. This 

depends on the adequacy of existing documentation. Further, examining the current details 

understanding of what it is trying to do: The how will change as a result of the development. 

2.1.2 Overview of CACI Data and Function Analysis Techniques 

There are three types of techniques proposed by the CACI methodology. Techniques that 

analyse data, function and techniques that cross check the results of data and function 

analysis. The diagram below depicts the overview of CACI data and functional analysis 
techniques. 
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The purpose of entity analysis is to determine the fundamental nature of an enterprise's data 

and then to organise and document all the relevant facts concerning this data. This analysis 

process identifies all the relationships between the entities. Any ambiguities, inconsistencies 

and lack of definition will be formally recognised. Discovering the fundamental nature of data 

requires very careful work. Sufficient data about the enterprise's data must be collected so that 

the systems designer(s) can choose and/or design the appropriate hardware and software 

without having to perform the analysis task again. In this process, the emphasis is on the need 

to seek out implementation(s), only then the designer can make reasoned decisions between 

differed designs. The most important result of doing data analysis is the improved 

understanding it brings of the enterprise's data. To ensure that such understanding is reached 

and as a result of the process, four major outputs are obtained from entity analysis process. 

First is the pictorial model of the entity types and their inter-relationships. The model provides a 

good way of raising such questions of one or more than one and the model's backup 

documentation can then be used to analyse the data requirements of the functions discovered 

during the functional analysis. CACI methodology argues that the cross checking 

between the two will lead to improvement In both the entity and function model. Iteratively 

improved until they can support all the requirements. 

The second result is the detailed documentation of entity, relationships and attribute types. The 

analyst will document the entity definition. The definition is important as definition of an entity is 

'anything of significance to the enterprise about which information needs to be known or held", 

"any named thing". However, it is important to note that an entity can vary from enterprise to 

enterprise. Other definitions documented are the entity occurences and their entity type. 

Forms or a data dictionary are used for documenting the information obtained. Examples of 

information recorded and documented include the following: entity name, synonyms, definition, 

identifying attributes, volume details - when documenting volume details it is important to 

distinguish between permanent and transient entities, ownership, creators, deleters and entity 

sub- and super-types. As for allocating attributes to entities, one of the attribute rules is that an 

attribute can only belong to one entity. Thus it Is necessary to allocate each attribute to one 

entity. The processing of doing this is ailed "normalisation" and the attributes processed are 

described as being "normalised". There are two techniques for normalisation. The first Is by 
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inspecting the entity model. In this method, each attribute is examined in turn and the 
fundamental question is asked "to which entity does this attribute belong? " If the question 

cannot be answered, then there are three reasons for this. First, the entity model is wrong, the 

second is the attribute is incorrectly defined and finally both the entity model and the attribute 
definition are wrong. In all cases, the appropriate action is taken. The major benefit of this 

technique is that the most important attributes can be handled first and lesser ones added as 

and when investigation warrants. 

The second technique is what is called the relational approach to normalisation. The technique 

was developed by codd, devised so that the resulting data structures could be mathematically 

normalised (relational algebra). Normalisation by the relational procedure consists of three 

major steps. From un-normalised data as found, the repeating groups are removed which 

results in the "first normal form". The next stage is to ensure that each attribute depends on the 

whole identifier, which is the "second normal form". The third step is to remove all attributes 

which really depend on attribute(s) not in the Identifier at all, which is the "third normal form". 

2.1.2 Analysis of Function 

We said earlier that there are two broad activities within data analysis - entity analysis and 
functional analysis. Entity analysis was discussed in a previous sub section and broadly it 

concentrates on the things and information the business needs to operate. Function analysis 

on the other hand concentrates on the functions the business carries out in order to operate. 
These two activities are normally undertaken in parallel, as complementary activities each 

providing the other with a better insight into the business. The primary task of function 

function analysis is to start at a high level business function and breakdown the high level 

function into progressively more detailed functions. This process is known as the "function 

decomposition". It is presented pictorially as a function hierarchy and each function Is formally 

documented. The function hierarchy can be checked for completeness and all the functions in 

which an entity type is involved are summarised. The result of this process is, therefore, the 
function model of the business which complements the entity model produced by entity 

analysis. Other important outcomes of function analysis are: a good understanding of what the 

enterprise does before any design takes place, a firm base for selecting which functions to 
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implement including system architecture and program and database design. 

Further, we will have an improved entity model and important pictorial 

representation of interactions between functions and data. 

2.1.3 Entity and Function Model Interaction 

After building the function hierarchies, it is necessary to examine the entity and function model 
in conjunction with each other, with the objectives improving the analyst's understanding of 
both data and function. This examination may lead to redefinition of some entities and 
functions. 

There are three techniques for analysing and studying the interaction of function and data. The 

first technique is function logic analysis. This involves drawing a function logic model for each 

elementary function showing the entity types and relationship types needed to support the 

function. Function logic analysis provides estimates of entity and relationship usage that are 

essential for database design and provides a firm basis for transaction design. Other 

techniques are function dependency diagrams and the attribute usage matrix. Function 

dependency diagrams depict the entity types and attributes which are created or modified by 

each function and used by subsequent functions. The attribute usage matrix summarises how 

much attribute of one entity type is used by each function. 
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2.2 Methodoloav for Decision Sunnort System Development 

Arinze (1989) has argued that methodology is the key to decision support. Methodology will 

enable the use of decision models in a systematic way and the selection and tailoring of 

relevant technologies and techniques to specific decision making situations. Arinze argues that 

a methodology for creating DSS needs to be iterative. This is based on the fact that users of 

information systems are better at specifying changes to an existing system than specifying a 

proposed system requirement. Experience in developing DSS at the author's own organisation 

supports this view. Thus a DSS methodology will lean towards the experimental approach 
(prototyping). In Chapter 1, we broadly discussed development and design approaches 

including prototyping for DSS. In this section, we are presenting a methodology for DSS 

development and discuss experimental approach in the design of DSS. In Section 2.4, we will 

see how this methodology fits within the new life cycle model. 

2.2.1 Stages of DSS Methodol 

The first area that needs to be considered is the 'technology" to be used. The 

designer/developer of the DSS and the end user require an appreciation of the technical 

feasibility and costs of relevant models and systems interfaces for extracting information from 

the mainframe systems in order to make a pragmatic decision and produce a proposal for 

approval. User involvement is important at this early stage to support the central issue of DSS, 

that is the output from DSS should assist the decision maker in order to achieve his objectives. 

Arinze (1989) have proposed six stages of an outline methodology. They are: 

Entry: In this stage, the analyst/designer/developer of the DSS is introduced to the 

problem. It is important at this stage to identify key decision makers, the environments, 
resources and constraints. Two Important aspects of decision making situation will be 

Identified during the investigation - the Internal and external aspects. The internal aspects 

consist of cognitive style, attitudes and beliefs, existing objectives and existing constraints. 
The external aspects include the description of the three major environments. The primary 

where the decision making takes place, in addition tasks and internal/external 

communication to other entities are described. The secondary environment entails the 
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description of the management decision hierarchy, policy guidelines and controls that are 

proposed by this hierarchy. The third environment is the "wider" environment which 

includes legislative, technological, social and economic environments. Each involving a 

description of effects of these on the decision making environment. 

Description: This stage is concerned with describing the organisational, information and 

decision elements of the decision making situation. The main activity is to describe fully 

the organisational structure in terms of hierarchy, communications and controls in relation 

to the key decision maker. The effort at this stage is to define transformations and flows in 

the current decision making situation. Decision making and information processing are 

the key transformations that will be Identified. 

Modelling: The objective in this stage is to produce the DSS model using systems 

concepts discussed previously. The study of the information required will decide whether 
the DSS will be standalone or if interfaces to other systems are necessary. The output of 

the modelling stage will be the description of the DSS model and information in terms of 

structure, content, flows and other relevant characteristics. Other information contained in 

the DSS includes frequency, accuracy, content, structure, timelines and relevant process. 
Data dictionary can be used to record the information. 

Design: The objective of the design stage is to provide a full description of the data and 

processes that are implied and derived from decision enquiries. Arinze identified two 

steps for the design stage. The first is the process of defining the data and process 

models. They can be both represented by the entity relationship model and data flow 

diagrams employed by structured methodologies we discussed in this chapter. The 

second stage is to produce a DSS logical specification. Details of procedures, data 

variables and interrelationship needed to support the logical model are described. The 

output from both steps is, therefore, the logical model and a system specification for the 

DSS. 

Experimentation (prototyping): Prototyping is viewed as a vital step in the development 

of DSS by Arinze. This is based on the argument that DSS is harder to conceptualise than 

other more structured systems. In Chapter 1, we discussed the subject of prototyping and 

prototyping for DSS. 
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Implementation: The final stage of the methodology proposed by Arinze is two types of 
implementation process. The first type is a DSS that is implemented in the conventional 
(/S environment. The second type is "throw away" DSS, the system will be used in a one 

off manner and then discarded. In the event of continued usage, the DSS will be required 
to evolve with environmental changes. 

2.2.2 Experimental Approach in the Design of DSS 

Our interest In this approach stems from the notion that an experimental approach to 

information systems development may have a role to play In DSS design. Guitierrez (1989) has 

suggested that experimental approach is a natural fit with DSS type application based on 

notions discussed previsously and that it will be more effective if applied at the early stages of 
the development. Guitierrez (1989) reports that the concern of the experimental approach in 

the design of DSS is in establishing the conditions for learning and communication about 
decision processes. Two major objectives identified by Guitierrez. The first objective is the 

pursuit of a change in attitude in the performance of development tasks and processes and 

consequently In the use of the system. The second objective attempts to create conditions In 

which learning and fact finding can take place. The experimental approach, therefore, allows 
for Guitierrez (1989): 

Conditions for learning among the parties can be established. 

Communication problems between user and DSS can be addressed. 

A tangible working model can be used to satisfy the learning and communication needs 
which are imposed upon a particular situation. 

To understand the role of experimental approach to information systems in the design of DSS, 

we need to briefly discussed the issues involved in the experimental approach to information 

system development, the relationship between this approach and different problem types and 
finally the role of this approach in the context of DSS requirements analysis and design. 

To understand the role of experimental approach to information systems in the design of DSS, 
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we need to briefly discuss the role of an experimental approach in the context of DSS 

requirements analysis and design strategy formulation. Guitierrez (1989) has argued that if the 

role of an experimental approach to DSS design can be found in the early stages of project 

developments, then what is involved in the analysis of information requirements 

experimentally? Determining decision process and information requirements involves four main 

tasks. The first is to observe, select and report on decision processes and organisational tasks. 

The second is the interpretation and transformation of the processes into an understandable 

means of communication. The third task is the verification process of the requirements. The 

idea is to verify that such requirements have been incorporated into an experimental working 

model. Finally, assuming that the support system will be satisfactory to its users. These tasks 

form the base for Guitierrez's model of requirements analysis experimentally. He proposes that 

requirements analysis can be sub-divided into four separate sub-processes. They are: 

(i) Data collection and elicitation of information needs: 

This involves the observation, recording by the user of decision rules, norms and 

processes that take part in the execution and flow of decision tasks, including the 

necessary data structures. In the context of an experimental approach, the process of 

observing or eliciting information allows for exploring and clarifying the needs of users, 

especially those for which a complete set of requirements cannot be specified. 
Information needs collected should also include characteristics of decision support 

situations. Guitierrez argues that the traditional mode of analysis may not be enough for 

decision support problems where the data collection process may have to be an 

experimental one. The traditional mode of data or information collection normally is 

associated with the revision of existing documentation, interviews, meetings and data 

collection forms. 

(ii) The abstraction process and modelling: 

This process is concerned with arranging the collected data including the interpretation of 

the relevant data and information so that a specification understandable guideline is 

produced. In the context of experimental approach means, we are producing a working 

model and refining the model to finally producing a set of system specifications. 
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(iii) The verification process: 

This process concerned with ease of understanding and communication about an 
information system's needs. The process verifies the working model for reliability in 

relation to the abstraction process discussed. The process deals with this in two ways. 
First it verifies the model for the statement of requirements and secondly it deals with the 
transformation carried out during the experimental stage - how the specification 
incorporates results obtained from a working model. 

(iv) The assurance process: 

The process attempts to prove the specification through the use of the model in the real 

world. Further, it attempts to ensure that the end product will be effective when 
implemented and assess the impact involved in determining which aspects in the system's 

environment need further attention in order to ensure effective implementation. 
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2.2.3 Knowledge Acquisition and Knowledge Representation in DSS 

We have previously described DSS as systems having the objectives of supporting the 

professionals in the execution of the day- to-day decision making process and that knowledge 

based techniques can enhance the decision making process. A DSS requires not only that a 

variety of pertinent data to be made easily accessible to decision makers, but also that the 

implications of such data may be readily explored by such decision makers. What is required to 

provide support for decision making and problem solving activities is the elicitation of relevant 

knowledge and knowledge representation in the DSS framework so that the DSS is capable of 

answering "why? " as well as %vhat jr traditionally available to the decision maker. In knowledge 

based DSS development, much attention has been given to problems of knowledge acquisition 

and representation. The two fundamental issues concerned with knowledge representation 

need to be addressed. First, what knowledge of a problem domain is to be represented and 

secondly, how to encode and reason with that knowledge. There are several classes of 

notations currently employed for knowledge representation. The three most widely used 

methods are rules, semantic nets and frame based methods. Rule based methods consist of 

facts and rules. Frame based representation uses a network of nodes connected by relations 

and organised into hierarchy. Each node represents a concept that may be described by 

attributes and values associated with the node. Nodes low in hierarchy automatically inherit 

properties of higher level nodes. 

As for knowledge acquisition, researchers have identified three major methods for knowledge 

acquisition. Learning by being instructed, learning by induction from examples and learning by 

observation and discovery. We discussed these methods previously Moubarak (1989). These 

methods highlight the fact that the central problem of knowledge acquisition is the transferring 

knowledge from expert into the systems knowledge base. This is carried out by specialists 
known as Knowledge Engineers. 

Edmonds et al, (1989) report that "much effort is directed towards identifying and Interpreting 

expert knowledge from interviews with experts followed by mapping directly from verbal data to 

a chosen from representation. Knowledge acquisition Is carried out at very beginning of the 

need to understand how to structure the knowledge and the inferencing mechanism. " At the 

most basic level, knowledge based technology offers techniques to computer professionals 
that will aid application development, maintenance and ease human-computer Interaction. On 

the broader scale, it invites more human-computer interaction than traditional systems 
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solutions, at the level of system designer and the end user. The building of a knowledge based 

system for everyday use is a process involving considerable amount of trial and error. 
Designers should consider the following as major features of any knowledge based decision 

support system: 

Major features: 

Expert knowledge should not be forced into an inappropriate format. The format for the 
knowledge should allow general rules and complex facts. 

Alteration and enhancement of the knowledge base created should be made simple by 

providing easy to use human-computer interfaces. 

The system should be able to justify and explain its actions. Any system with problem 

solving capability should be able to decide whether some item of information is missing, 
true or false. Keravnou and Johnson (1987) stated that "a computer system that appears 
to lack commonsense knowledge will not be trusted to reach valid decisions on critical 

matters". The system should have the capability of summarising the rules and explanation 
instead of just listing the rules recorded within it. 

When developing knowledge based DSS we need to address these issues and consider 
human-computer interface issues arising from the development and use of knowledge 

based DSS. We need to consider knowledge acquisition, representation, dialogue 

structure and other fundamental facilities such as volunteering, explanation and reasoning 

including intelligent handling of data by integration of commonsense reasoning proposed 

by Keravnou and Johnson (1987). task for the knowledge engineer is to understand the 

problem that is suitable for computer application development first and then address the 

question of what aspects of the problem will lend itself to knowledge based techniques. 

Once this task is completed, the knowledge engineer can then proceed to build his 

system. In the sections ahead, we will consider guidelines for developing knowledge 

based DSS and stages of knowledge based DSS development methodology. These 

guidelines and stages will form the base for our new systems development life cycle model 
described in section 2.4, which encompasses information and decision support systems 

development including knowledge based DSS. 
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2.2.4 Guidelines for Developing Knowledge Based DSS 

Before we develop knowledge based systems, we need to have a strategy. There are four 

strategies that can be considered either individually or in combination with each other. These 

strategies include the use of knowledge based expert systems technology in the following way: 

The four strategies: 

(i) As a software tool aiding the computer professionals In the area of application 

analysis, design and specification: 

A number of methodologies exist for defining and analysing application requirements. We 

have in the preceding sections of this chapter discussed a specific method for data and 
function analysis. Software tools exist for analyzing, displaying, as well as editing a set of 

application requirements related to the design of databases and programs operating in a 

specific computing environment. Once the design is complete, a number of programming 

code generators are used to convert the design to a specification and onto running code. 
To date, no software tool is available to provide a full solution to convert a design to a 

running program code. However expert systems technology provides the potential for an 

application software tool which can bridge the gap between the analysis and the 

specification stages with the systems development process. Such a tool will provide 
fundamental productivity gains for the systems designers and applications programs and 
hence address the productivity issues highlighted in chapter 1. Another area of interest for 

the knowledge based systems technology within the development process is the common 

problem of program conversions from one computer system to another. Every 

management services department needs at times to convert an application system written 
from one specific computer language to another, or from one operating environment to 

another. A knowledge based system having the capabilities described previously, should 

make the task of converting programming code less labour-Intensive. An example of a 

software tool capable of this conversion is the IBM COBOL structuring facility 

(COBOL/SF). Another example is the design and development of an expert system to 

assist in the analysis of crash dumps by Jackson (1983). 
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(ii) As a tool to improve conventional mainframe application: 

A decision to focus on this strategy allows the introduction of knowledge based systems 
technology within well understood current application. This provides a low risk approach 
to knowledge based systems development within the current management information 

services. An example of this type of system is a system developed by IBM called 
"YES/MVS" described Moubarak (1989). The system controls the operations of large 

computer complexes. 

Another area of application for knowledge based systems development is 

human-computer interface to the mainframe databases using natural language ordinary 

english access to these databases. An example of this type is 'INTELLECT" a product from 

the Artificial Intelligence Corporation. This product provides direct english natural 

language access to IBM database management systems. 

(iii) Asa tool to develop systems, on micro, midsize or workstation application: 

Symonds (1986) described a knowledgeable application as aa computer program that 

performs decision support functions in a way that exhibits some of the properties 

associated with human intelligence. These types of systems are easy to use systems that 

non-computer professionals can work with. Small knowledge based systems building 

tools are, in fact, comparable to spread-sheet packages - for example LOTUS 1-2-3. 
Spread-sheet packages allow the end user to enter knowledge and lets the application 

manipulate it. 

(iv) The fourth and final strategy is to implement major new strategic applications that will 

impact the way the organisation does business: 

This is a high risk approach that has the advantage of increasing profits and competitive 

gains and the disadvantage of requiring the resource necessary to develop such systems. 

The requirements for an expert: 

From what we have discovered so far in Chapter 1 and this chapter, it seems that 
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knowledge based systems development identifies an important requirement which Is the 

existence of genuine experts in the relevant field of the application. These experts are 

people generally acknowledged to have an extensive high level of expertise in the problem 

area and they generally agree on the solution proposed. These experts usually have 

expertise needed in many locations or may be needed in hostile environments. They have 

scarce expertise. The other requirement for knowledge based systems development is 

that the problem areas investigated have the following properties: 

The properties: 

The problem solving situations where humans suffer from cognitive overload. Knowledge 

based systems are well suited for tasks requiring cognitive skills and not physical. 

There are many combinations of relevant information to be evaluated. Many humans 

cannot simultaneously manipulate all the information available to them to obtain optimal 

solutions. When examining the information, it is difficult to define exhaustive relationships 

among the different sources of information and the corresponding conclusions to be 

reached. These relationships are more easily represented in terms of rules, each of which 
draws its own conclusion from a small subset of the information. 

Many problems encountered by humans are poorly understood this is due to continuous 

modification and enhancement of the tasks to be performed as a result of user feedback 

or changing requirements. The knowledge systems approach is well suited to a problem 
that can be solved naturally by manipulating symbols and symbolic structures. Waterman 

(1985) has stated that most real world problems require symbolic reasoning. 
Mathematically-oriented problems requiring numerical methods and algebraic techniques 

are usually not suitable for knowledge base systems. 

The problem area investigated is heuristic in nature; they require rule of thumb to achieve 

an acceptable solution. This is perhaps the most important difference between the 

traditional information computer system and knowledge based systems where an 

algorithmic approach is used rather than rule of thumb. 
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2.2.5 Stages of Knowledge Based DSS Development 

Suppose that the problem meets all the criteria discussed in the previous section. What steps 

are required to build the knowledge based system. Knowledge based system builders have 

found that an evolutionary development Is the most effective way to develop such systems. 

However the inherent complexity of expert system development process requires well defined 

steps assisting the system builder. 

The first task a knowledge engineer must perform is to identify and understand the problem 

domain and represent the problem in knowledge systems terms; Le design the component of 

system. These systems consist of a knowledge base, which embodies a human expert 

knowledge and a consultation system which enables the user of the system to make use of the 

knowledge by means of question and answer session. The knowledge base of a typical 

knowledge based system consists range of different elements. The major elements are: entities, 

facts, rules, explanation, reasoning, knowledge acquisition and possibly natural language 

translation facilities. The process of designing and developing an effective knowledge base for 

a knowledge based system involves many stages. They are: 

(i) The breakdown of a problem into manageable sub-problems: 

Waterman (1985) argued that a problem must not be too easy, it should be difficult, and it 

should be a serious problem in a domain in which it takes a human years of study to 

achieve. Waterman went on to argue that the problem should have the proper scope. It 

should be sufficiently broad to ensure that the problem has some practical interest. 

A problem that is too broad or general is not suitable for successful knowledge based 

decision support systems development. 
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(H) Design a method for acquiring the knowledge from the experts: 

As we stated previously, one of the major components of a typical knowledge based 

system is the knowledge base and it is dear that they are useful only insofar as they 

contain knowledge. Walker (1986) has argued that for a human it Is an open question how 

much knowledge is innate and how much is acquired. For a computer, however, the 

answer is dear; all knowledge must be acquired. Moubarak (1989) described three 

methods of knowledge acquistion by which a computer can acquire knowledge from the 

expert. They are basically learning by being instructed, learning by induction from 

examples and learning by observation and discovery. 

(iii) The identification of solutions in terms of the knowledge representation aspects of 
the facts and the rules: 

To use the knowledge contained in the system knowledge base, we must first choose a 

way of representing the knowledge. As we mentioned previously that there are many 
knowledge representation schemes. Johnson and Keravnou (1986) described four 

predominant schemes; predicate calculus, associative networks, frames and rules. They 

went on to argue that we need to distinguish between knowledge representation schemes 

and knowledge representation language schemes. In section 2.3 we will be proposing the 

use of transition networks as a tool for knowledge representation for certain types of 
knowledge based DSS. 

(iv) Design the facilities to record the knowledge acquired: 

A software tool is required to record the knowledge representation scheme used to build 

the knowledge base. To develop this software tool requires time, money and specialist 

computer resources, all of which influence the choice of a tool. As we stated previously 
two choices, are available to us, the use of shells or special programming languages. 

Examples of both types of facilities were given Moubarak (1989). In the section 2.3 we will 
be discussing the potential use of the interface system developed in this program of 

research Moubarak (1989) as a tool for recording the knowledge represented in form of a 
transition networks. 
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(v) Design the Human-computer interface for the knowledge based system: 

Kidd and Coper (1983) have argued that the effectiveness and acceptability of an 
knowledge based system is critically dependent on its human-computer interface. There 

are many parameters which need to be considered when designing the human-computer 

interface for an system. These include knowledge acquistion and representation, 
consultation, volunteering, explanation, dialogue structures and reasoning strategy. We 

have discussed the area of knowledge acquisition and representation previously. 
Explanation, reasoning, consultation, volunteering are important features of expert 
systems and are badly implemented in most systems currently in use. To make these 

systems more usable and to extend the use of such systems in critical applications, 
systems builders need to incorporate these features. 

Explanation: 

Explanation is important and knowledge engineers and systems builders should investigate the 

end-user requirement i. e. what the end-user wants to be explained, and the background of the 

end-user asking for the explanation (whom the user is? ). A typical example would be the 

explanation provided by the system for a GP and a patient. The GP will be expecting 
explanation in the form of a medical language, whilst the patient would be totally confused with 

medical terminology. Hence the functions and tasks to be performed by the system should be 
defined before the style of the explanation is designed. Hughes (1986) has argued that the 

classification of question types and the awareness of the user's environment, can promote their 

thinking about different explanation types. The approach taken by Hughes consisted of 
adopting the existing ways of classifying questions to produce an approach that is of use with 
knowledge based systems developments. She divides questions up into the broad camps of 
temporal - those which relate to cause and effect process, and atemporal - to do with filling In 

slots In a description and understanding concepts. She also splits up questions concerning the 

state of something, and an act which has occurred. She observes conventional "how" and 
"why" Identifies only two question types amongst many which the user can ask. Alexander Ian 
(1986) proposed the use of 'which" as well as "how" and "why°. Other facilities available to aid 
explanation are question forms and the use of diagrams which can offer better explanations 
than text. 
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Reasoning: 

As for reasoning strategy, Keravnou and Johnson (1986) have argued that any intelligent 

problem solving system should be able, given the known data on a case, to decide whether 
some item of information is true, false or unknown. They went on to argue that to have an 

system adequately incorporate commonsense knowledge, an explicit representation of 

structural and strategic knowledge is needed. In order to do this, data subject classifications, 

attribute information for data subjects and inference networks of data have to be considered. 

They Identified four reasoning strategies: a matching strategy operating on the attribute 

information, an inferencing strategy operating on the data inference networks, a generalizing 

restricting strategy operating on the data subject classifications and a default reasoning 

strategy operating on the default information for attributes. Based on these strategies, 
Keravnou and Johnson have designed "Decide-Status". Its architecture is based on a 

separation and explicit representation of the strategic and structural knowledge concerned. 

This separation enables the explication of links that exist between the strategic and structural 

knowledge. "Decide-status" uses the notion proposed by Clency (1986) and Murdoch and 

Johnson (1987). The notion proposed the separation of problem solving and data 

management functions with an expert system. A Data expert" locates and resolves conflicts in 

deciding whether the information is known to be true or false for the case and can be interfaced 

with more than one "problem solver". 

Another implication for human-computer interface design in knowledge based systems is the 

separation of interviewer and reasoner. Gearing et at, (1982) have identified the problem that 

knowledge based systems often suffer a basic conflict between their computationally intensive 

nature and their need for responsiveness to a user. They have proposed a notion which calls 
for partitioning the system into two modules; one model which performs all the functions 

required for the interaction between the user and the system and a second model which carries 

out all the computation. 

Volunteering: 

Volunteering is an important feature of an effective knowledge based system. Where possible 
the knowledge engineer and the system builder should employ natural language interface. 

Kidd and Coper (1983) have proposed the use of graphical interface by the user to 
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communicate with the system. To volunteer information, the user could point to an appropriate 

assertion space and a menu of input options displayed for that assertion space. 

2.3 Incorporating Interactive Dialogue Networks within the Systems Development Process 

The role of dialogue networks as a dialogue design tool was discussed previously. In this 

section, we will discuss the role of dialogue networks within the development process and as a 
tool for acquiring knowledge from expert As a productivity tool, we have seen previously 
Moubarak (1989) dialogue networks with the aide of the interface system developed in this 

program of research offer the potential to achieve greater productivity gains in the areas of 

external design, data modelling, internal design and as a tool for supporting data dictionary 

facilities. 

The external design is addressed by the creation of user views - user formatted output such as 

screens and report layout with the aid of dialogue networks. Dialogue networks allow the 

designer and end user to construct and maintain the data model. This includes the creation of 

the entity diagram which represents the business entities and their relationships. Each entity is 

represented by a node and each relationship is represented by an arc connecting the two 

appropriate entities. By using dialogue networks, better quality data model design iteration 

capability, improved productivity when establishing complex entity diagrams and relationships. 

Other features include the ease of maintenance - new entities are added to the net without 

changes to the rest of the networks representing the data model. 

The internal design Is concerned with the specification of database, program and operation 

procedure. Interactive dialogue network can be used as a dialogue delivery vehicle at the 

construction stage, In particular in the area of program coding within the development process. 

As for the use of dialogue network as a tool for knowledge acquisition and representation, the 

network created consists of three major elements. First the description of the dialogue, 

secondly data relationship within the dialogue and finally path fragments within the dialogue. 

The above three elements represent the user's knowledge base, which correspond to important 

features of certain knowledge based DSS. 
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The advantages of using transition networks as a tool for representing knowledge in DSS, is 

based on the fact that most people can understand dialogue networks, when they describe flow 

of process or known procedures with hardly any instruction. These procedures and processes 

can form the knowledge base for certain expert systems. The network is a vehicle for 

constructing the dialogue network (knowledge base) and in passive mode records the path 

fragments for driving the rules of certain knowledge based DSS. 
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2.4 The New Systems Development Life Cycle Model 

Why a new model? 

From experience in developing information and decision support systems that have given rise 
to the notions expressed in Chapter 1 and this chapter, it can be seen that there are a number 

of issues which need to be addressed and a number of overlapping elements which must be 

reconciled and brought together so that an effective system is designed and developed to 

satisfy users and provide a sound base for future expansion. Based then on these notions and 
ideas put forward, we are proposing a new systems development life cycle model. In proposing 
this model, we have used the systems development standard Moubarak (1989) as a base and 
developed it further to create the new model. 

Major features added include the following: 

Integration of corporate strategic planning within the development Life Cycle: 

Experience of various systems projects at the authors own organisation, Massey Ferguson, 

have highlighted the need for the integration between corporate strategic studies and the 
implementation of individual projects. Even though the need for strategic planning is 

increasingly accepted individual projects still exist in isolation rather than as part of cohesive 

strategic framework. 

The incorporation of decision support systems (DSS) development within the 

development process: 

The standards described previously Moubarak (1989) were created with mainstream 

operational systems in mind with no consideration given for the design and development of 
DSS Including knowledge based DSS. These systems need to be integrated with existing 

corporate information systems, they must address important issues of security, accessibility if 

they are to be accessed through the existing corporate networks. The new model addresses 
design and development requirements of DSS Including knowledge based DSS. 
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Distributed Functions Requirements: 

In recent years there has been a trend towards the distribution of data and it is processing in all 

but the smallest companies. In part this is due to the growth in the profit-centre management 

approach, which leads managers to control of their own data. This is particularly true where 

the part of a business have substantial autonomy from one another and from Head Office, and 

where there is a significant geographical spread. In the past some major corporations 

including the author's own organisation Massey-Ferguson have opted for large data processing 

centres, with a single central database and terminals spread over a wide area, or even 

worldwide. This approach incurs considerable communication costs, and potentially also* 

exposes the business to the risk of communication failures or delays. Experience at the 

authors own organisation shows that some form of distributed approach can reduce this risk, 

increase the resilience of systems and then improve the responsiveness of the applications. 

Data Security: 

The term "security" is used with many different meanings. In this chapter we take it to mean 

the ensuring of the availability of correct data to those with a right to access it. It can thus be 

split into three aspects, which we will consider in turn in this chapter; ensuring the availability of 

data; ensuring its correctness, and controlling access to it. These objectives of security can be 

remembered as reliability, integrity and privacy. It is important therefore that designers 

and developers follow guidelines for designing and developing distributed systems based on 

the requirement definition for distributed functions. 

Applications Package Evaluation: 

Reviewing available application packages against the company's requirements can only be 

carried out when the business requirements are Identified during the analysis phase and during 

design activities. However, it is a matter of judgement how far this evaluation should be taken 

within the phases of the development process. Application package evaluation is addressed 

with this in mind. 
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Developing Processing Controls: 

CICA (1986) have defined general control in computer systems environment to be "General 

management Information` systems controls are controls over activities and resources of the 

information systems development, information systems processing and information system 

support functions. They include segregation of incompatible functions and information 

systems security activities. General control procedures that provide security and control over 
the computer programs, data and hardware facilities within the information systems 

processing, development and support environment. The new Life Cycle model we are 

proposing addresses the need to ensure that effective processing controls are properly 
identified, agreed and developed as an integral part of a system's development is discussed 

and proposed within the activities and deliverables. 

Walkthrough Procedures: 

The new model promotes "walkthrough" procedures as a most effective way of ensuring that a 
deliverable incorporates collective brainpower. The emphasis is on system quality and 
Improved project communication. 

Change Control Procedures: 

The need to operate an effective change control procedure during the development cycle of a 

system in order to control a project's schedule and cost is addressed. 

Application of system development tools within the development process. 

Integrated computer aided software engineering development environment will provide a 

complete and Integrated set of tools that covers the entire development process. At present 
however, no Integrated tool exists to support the development process. The new model 

proposes the use of a combination of tools within the development process to address quality 

communication and productivity issues. 
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The new life cycle model proposed in this section is proposed for guidance purposes. They are 

not Intended to promote slavish attention to detail at the expense of observance of the 

principles and objectives behind them. The schematic on the following pages illustrates the 

project phases. Subsequent sections a head describe each stage in detail. Details discussed 

include the objectives of each stage, activities, deliverables and the players (skill level) 

required. Typically, there will be Instances where "phase overlap" occurs. This Is both 

natural and sensible. However, the overlap does not apply to more than two phases at a time 

and there must be a conscious awareness that some risk is Involved because If the systems 

project were not to be approved at the end of the earlier stage being overlapped, then the 
investment in the activities of the later stage will be wasted. The discipline consists of an 

evolving set of techniques, activities and deliverables which have grown out of the successful 

systems development and Implementations. We believe that the new model will form a useful 
framework for a systems developer, or a manager, or a user of systems. 
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2.4.1 The Preparatory Phase 

The objectives of the preparatory phase is to prepare the project environment necessary to 

ensure project success. Eight major tasks are identified for this phase. They are: 

(i) The definition of scope and objectives of the project: 

Three areas need to be specified. The first, the areas to be covered by the study. The 

second, areas to be excluded from the study and finally areas which will require partial 
investigation. In this phase, a high level function hierarchy representing the organisation 

and functions which are included in the study, excluded from the study and functions 

which require partial investigation. 

(ii) Organising the project team. 

There are more than a hundred significant activities to be considered in the development 

and installation of a new system for it to be successful. These activities span a range of 
different skills which are unlikely to be possessed by any single individual. This is further 

accentuated as the size of a system increases and a system of same complexity is 

considered. The various phases which are identified in the new life cycle model reflect the 

need for different skills to play their part as the system evolves from idea to 

implementation. If the required skills are not provided at the correct time, then the system 

project will probably incur extraordinary cost to accommodate them at a less opportune 

time, or even worse, proceed without their specific contribution. It is thus essential that 

there is a commitment from all concerned to provide the specialist skills required at the 

appropriate stages of the system project. 

Organising the project team entails the identification of the team members from the 

appropriate user community, management service staff and external consultancy service if 

required. A project manager, user project leader, system project leader and the 
development team are appointed. In addition, user representatives from appropriate 
departments are appointed. 
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The role of the project manager is to oversee the project and be responsible for overall 
management of the project, appoint project team members, agree plans, review progress, 
ensure that problems are resolved and provide direction and interfaces with senior level of 
management. 

The role of the project leader is to plan the project or sub projects (tasks identification, 

target date setting), identify and resolve conflict and problems, monitor progress (project 

review and co-ordinate meetings), report progress and problems to project manager, 
monitor quality of work by the use of standards and procedures and finally co-ordinate the 
team's effort and results ensuring global models are maintained and that there is no 
overlap of the team's functional areas. 

The role of team members depends on the specific phase within the fife cycle. Team 

members include systems analysts, data analyst, knowledge engineers, system designers, 

database designers, computer programmes and operational staff and, in some cases, 

networking specialists. In order to ensure sufficient appropriate skills are present within 
the team, an external specialist consultancy service is employed. 

(iii) Establish methods and standards: 

Agree conventions and methods, including specific data and function analysis techniques 

appropriate to the project. In addition, deliverables for each of the selected techniques 

are specified. 

(iv) Planning the project: 

For the whole of the project and for each phase of the systems project, planning is 

necessary at various levels. First, the planning in detail of the current phase which, as 

events proceed, will move into an equally detailed planning of the next phase. This 

requires the identification of the precise activities which are pertinent to a specific project, 
determination of the skills required for each task, estimation of the resources to complete 

each task and the verification of the availability of that skill, when required. Further, target 

date deadlines/milestones are published. 
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(v) Training and education: 

This is an important task and is often ignored. Team members are trained in the 

appropriate data and functional analysis techniques, system design and construction 

techniques using specific productivity tool and finally training in the use of the specific 

project control package to be used. As for educating the user community participating in 

the project, an overview of the techniques and documentation needs to be given. One 

way of handling this is to organise a special course designed for users only or to conduct 
informal on-the-job training. 

At the end of this phase, the preparatory phase, a high level document is published 

containing the objectives, scope, deliverables, project team, project plan and deadlines, 

standards and analysis and design techniques used. This document is submitted for 

approval and agreement should be obtained before proceeding with next phase. 

2.4.2 The Business Analysis Phase 

Traditional approaches to systems analysis has always been taken as their primary concern the 

processes that the system is to carry out. Any consideration given consisted of the specific 

application data requirements. Downes (1989) has argued that in this view point, the data has 

been seen as "a means to an end". In the business analysis phase, we are concerned with the 

organisation business environment in which the system is to be installed. There are several 

major activities within the business analysis phase. These activities need to be consciously 

considered, given that this Is arguably an Important phase within the systems development 

project. We propose six major activities and one deleverable for the business analysis phase. 

They are: 
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Major Activities: 

(i) Strategic Planning Activity 

Experience at Massey-Ferguson shows that the most important critical success factors is 

how effectively they can identify potential opportunities to support strategic business 

objectives, exploring strategic alternatives, establish a manageable and attainable long 

range plan supported by detailed resources and skill level profiles and consider the impact 

on the business environment of new system capabilities. These systems may be in the 
form of viewdata, electronic mail, expert systems, decision support systems or information 

systems. 

Strategic planning stage determines the objectives of the organisation and the information 

that is needed to enable it to accomplish its objectives. Strategic planning should include 

the following: 

- Understand and clarify the business objectives of the organisation. This should cover a 
five year horizon with built-in criteria for regular reviews. 

- Identification of the business goals and strategies, the business information needs for 

the effective operation of the business and appropriate priorities. 

- Investigation of the current status of systems already developed and implemented. 

- Derive a plan which should specify project and their phases, taking account of current 
technical direction, covering; hardware, software, distribution policy, application 
systems structure, telecommunications. 

- Identification of the new organisational structure to be formed out of their strategy. This 

will include resources skill profiles, economic evaluation, the need for maintenance and 

improvement of service levels and maximising the benefits from current expertise and 

investment as well as the long term improvements. 
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(ii) Agree Business Objectives 

The strategic planning stage documents the organisation's business objectives and future 

direction. It does not follow, however, that these are immediately translatable Into 

investigation procedures. Furthermore, business and systems planning should be 

integrated so that they jointly address the goals and objectives of the organisation. In 

most organisations and at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, there is 

usually a greater demand by users for new systems and revisions to old systems than 

there are skilled resources available to meet the demand. There is, therefore, a 

requirement for the identification of business objectives of the system to be developed 

from the start. In agreeing the business objectives, the activity seeks to elicit the business 

reasons for the systems investment which is being proposed and to agree them with the 

business user community. There are no specific rules and procedures for defining 

business objectives, but they must all obey the fundamental rule of relating to the 

operation of the business and to contribute to the profits of the organisation. In Chapter 3, 

we will show and discuss examples of business objectives from a live commercial 
information systems development project. 

(iii) Conduct the Business Investigation 

The investigation activities are referred to as preliminary survey and feasibility study. The 

main objectives of the investigation activity Is to obtain basic understanding of the users' 

requirements including perceived problems and/or opportunities including likely savings 

or benefits that could be resolved through the development or acquisition of a new or 

revised information system. It is important to consider different ways of meeting the 

objectives and not to start with a solution seeking problem. The purpose of the 
Investigation stage is, therefore, to justify the Investment In the system on the basis of cost 
benefit analysis and avoid further significant investment (i. e. analysis, design, construction 

and implementation) in a project that will provide little or no benefit to the organisation. 
However, it Is important to point out that at this early stage of the development process, 

precise costs and benefits cannot be obtained, as usually not enough is known about the 

possible system solutions. Costs and benefits can only really be accurately quantified 

once the analysis and design phases are reasonably complete. One major issue 

pertaining to the feasibility study is quantification of the benefits associated with each 
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proposed system solution. Benefits include such easily measurable savings such as 
displacement of personnel. However, system benefits should also include future cost 

avoidance and personnel productivity improvement. The feasibility of a system 
development project should not be a one-time up front decision, but is a matter that 

should be addressed throughout the system's development process. 

The investigation activities can be described as an art aided by scientific approach to fact 

definition and recording. It provides Information to facilitate an indepth analysis. It acts as 

a reconnaissance for the analysis phase. The main source of information gathered during 

the investigation stage Is from the top and middle management. It is not necessary to 

interview the lower levels of staff at this stage. It is important at this stage to identify the 

decision makers and the decision making process with special emphasis on the expert 
knowledge used throughout the decision making process. 

(iv) Strategic Entity and Function Modelling 

The objective of this activity is to produce a high level strategic model of the organisation's 
business data and functions to the level appropriate for developing a system strategy. The 

models constructed are intended to be at a high level of definition. Further detail analysis 

will be required during the systems analysis phase prior to the design phase. Data and 
function analysis techniques will help us achieve the objective of this activity. The specific 

technique proposed is the CACI technique described in Section 2.1.1. However, there are 

no reasons for not using other techniques discussed in Chapter 1 to construct the models. 
When constructing the strategic model, we need to identify all key entities, only key 

attributes (those required to identify the entities) and the main relationships. When 

constructing the strategic function model, we need to develop all functions within the 

scope to the same level of detail. We need to decompose to a level necessary to help 

identify and scope system areas. We need to identify only significant events. It is 

important not to decompose to the elementary function level and not to spend a lot of time 

on functions that are unlikely to be computerised. The system areas identified allow us to 

define a system or group of systems. This is obtained by manipulating the rows and 

columns on the function, entity matrix to obtain clusters, boundaries drawn round clusters 
identify system areas and define their scope. 
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(v) Idea Processing. Project Options and Recommendations 

This activity considers the different ways in which the business objectives might be 

attained. The facts gathered during the earlier activities are used to consider possible 
business solutions which meet the objectives. This may not necessarily be a 

consideration of a computer based solution. It might make good business sense to pursue 

a practical, manual solution. The activity is an exercise to formulate, structure, compare 

and manage ideas and issues gathered. It is an exercise in lateral thinking and may well 
benefit from a "brainstorming" session. The participants of the session are users and the 

team of analysts conducting the Investigation. Each option considered needs to be related 
to the business objectives identified and it is likely that each option gives rise to a project 

of greater or lesser size with consequent differences In development and running costs. 
Whilst the options considered will often have a strong technical consequence, this activity 
Is not itself concerned with the pursuit of technical options beyond the point of checking 

general feasibility and likely cost impact. Choosing the appropriate option to address all 

of the perceived problems or opportunities which were highlighted during the investigation 

activity is important and difficult. This is due to the fact that the recommended project 

scope may or may not embrace them all. However, it Is Important to take position with 

regard to each of the problems raised. Some of the problems identified may be totally 

outside the scope of the project concerned and need to be promoted as project 

opportunities in their own right. Other problems may be symptoms of more fundamental 

problems, which the project currently discussed may or may not address. There may be 

times when the selection of the project scope itself is difficult. Where this is the case, the 

project manager should take advice from senior management. The project scope gives 

rise to a rigorous consideration of the technical options open to the organisation to meet 
this requirement. There are three options available for recommendation. First in house 

development, the second system package acquisition and finally turnkey system 
development. The traditional in house systems development follows a clearly established 

process where the activities Include what we are proposing within the new systems 
development life cycle model. System packages may be acquired from software systems 

vendors and implemented with little customisation in situations where there is a good 

match between user requirements and functions provided by the package. However, 

another option is available that is the package acquired from vendors Is subjected to 

significant customisation. Existing systems may have to be altered significantly to 
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interface with the acquired system. This is called a complex package acquisition process 

and has to be handled with care. Experience at the author's own organisation shows that 

this type of process encountered serious problems in addressing all the problems 

identified during the investigation stage and the system development cost incurred to 

change the package in fact exceeded the benefits identified. An entity may contract the 

entire systems development process to an outside consultant or system house to develop 

and implement the required system. The organisation may or may not enforce a specific 

systems development standard on the developer. Other options which are capable of 

meeting the requirement include utilising an existing system from another corporate 

organisation and perhaps enchance the current system in operation to meet the new 

business requirements. 

(vi) Knowledge based DSS consideration: 

When examining the current business problems and potential solutions, it may be found 

that the problems identified are not amenable to solution by conventional methods. This in 

turns leads to the question of does the problem area lend itself to knowledge based 

techniques? To answer the question, we need to consider the guidelines described 

previously, the guidelines for building knowledge based systems. If the problem identified 

meets all the criteria discussed in the guidelines then during the investigation phase the 

knowledge engineer and the expert will determine the important features of the problem. 
These include type and scope of the problem, the requirements for additional experts, the 

aims of the system to built and the computing facilities required. 

The Business Analysis Phase Deliverables 

The project proposal document is intended to provide the information to enable senior 

management to make a decision on the future of the project to convince them of the need for a 

new system by describing its contribution to the organisation's business, to justify further 

investment in the project and to obtain commitment to support the development of the new 

system. The proposal document should contain the following: executive summary, business 

objectives, perceived problems/opportunities, business entities and function 

overview (supported by the entity and function model), project options considered, 

recommended project scope, systems options considered and recommended, business 
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issues, cost/benefits analysis and finally proposed project timing. 

2.4.3 The Detail Analysis Phase 

The analysis phase defines the business functions which span the project proposal, Identifying 

which are addressed by the project, show how the business objectives are met, confirm the 

costs and benefits and user commitment to support the project. The focal point of this stage Is 

the achievement of the cost effective business objectives. It Is important to relate the problems 

and/or opportunities of the proposal to business functions and data, which must be fully 

explored. A complete understanding must be gained of the variety, complexity and 
interrelationships of existing procedures and practices. The proposed areas of change must 
demonstrate how the business objectives will be met, confirm what is included/excluded from 

the scope of the system, identify control requirement and highlight any key issues. User 

expectations must be soundly based and the size of the project clearly understood. Costs and 
benefits must be re-appraised and approval obtained to commit further resources to the 

project. 

The core analysis team consists of one or more systems analyst, knowledge engineers and 

should also Includeuser representative(s). 

The analysis phase calls for a detailed understanding of the part of the business which was the 

subject of the investigation. This detailed understanding requires knowledge about the 
business functions and data, confirmation of current practices, identification of auditable 

control requirements, the confirmation of assumption and project scope, the area of change 

and finally the identification of key issues. We propose nine major activities and three 
deliverables for the analysis phase. We will now briefly describe each activity. 
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(i) Analysis of Business Function and Data 

This activity calls for a detailed analysis of business functions and data using data and 
functional analysis techniques. We are proposing the use of CACI methodology described 

previously. However, there are no reasons for not using methodologies and techniques 

described in Chapter 1 to carry out this task. This activity can only be truly successful if 

there is an effective partnership between the user(s) and the system development team. It 

requires indepth exchanges with the business users who are responsible for performing 

the functions. Where there is a requirement to analyse the business functions of more 

than one location, it is most important to do this separately and not assume a similarity 

which may not exist. Any differences which do emerge must be checked out. 

A full analysis of the data used to carry out business functions is important in achieving a 

complete understanding of these functions. The analysis of business data seeks to model 

the structure of the data itself as this will generally be much more stable than the 

mechanisms which currently use it. It Is Important that the model reflects the logical 

structure of the data, rather than the way it Is organised. 

At the end of the function and data analysis, the entity and function model will be 

constructed. In addition, the interaction between the models can be examined by the 

function and data matrix discussed previously. 

The activities for knowledge based DSS development consists of knowledge engineer and 

expert working together to define concepts, entities, relationships and control 

mechanisms needed to describe the problem including all the details of how they are 

combined to solve a particular problem. The knowledge engineer needs to use the 

knowledge acquisition techniques we have described previously. For these type of systems 

the entity definitions and the relationships will contain much more semantic contents for 

knowledge based systems rather than traditional information systems. 
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(ii) Confirming the Current Practices 

For each function within the project scope, the current mechanism by which it is carried 

out, whether manual or computer based, must be recorded. A full understanding of 

current practices is useful for checking the completeness of analysis and will be invaluable 

later in the project for constructing the training program necessary to support the 

migration to the new system. 

(iii) Auditable Control Requirements 

The auditable control ensures that the information systems selected meet the needs of the 

user requirements. In the context of the analysis phase, the objective of control is to 

ensure that the processing of data is complete, accurate, authorised, timely and verifiable. 
A method available for this control is the computer control guidelines by CICA (1986). 

(iv) Project Scope and Assumptions 

The project scope was identified during the business analysis phase and agreed as part of 
the project proposal. The proposal was prepared with an overview of the business 

function data available to the analyst. At this stage, the overview has now been expanded 
to detail function decomposition and a comprehensive entity model is constructed. The 
full implications of the proposed project scope can now be examined. 

Furthermore, perceived problems and opportunities identified during the business analysis 

phase will now be better understood which helps to confirm the business issues and 

assumptions. The assumptions can be of several types - about stability, direction of 
development of the business environment outside the control of the project team, specific 

assumptions made about current business data and its suitability to support the business 

in the future. 
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(v) Area of Change 

The area of change must describe all the current mechanisms which will be modified as a 

consequence of implementing the proposed project. All current practices within the 
business area investigated must be considered to see if they will be changed by the 

proposed system. Business functions not within the project scope may be changed by 

the system as Information may be recorded or extracted In different ways. Describing the 

changes for the user community is generally Insufficient. What is needed Is a full 

presentation of the area of change supported by videos or a prototype of the system. This 

presentation must be planned and developed with the user community affected by the 

changes. 

(vi) Business Issues 

During the project issues which are crucial to the success of the project are Identified and 
highlighted so that they are addressed. This includes any lack of specific resources or 

skills required to complete the project. Other areas include training requirements, the 

need for a change in business concepts or working practice and industrial relations 

exposure. 

(vii) Traffic Analysis 

The traffic analysis of the entity model provides the necessary information on the 

proposed use of data for the design of an efficient 'in-house" database or the extension of 

an existing one. The traffic analysis is an extension of the analysis of the interaction of 

business data and function. 

(viii) Review Available System Application Packages 

A complete evaluation of available packages in the market can only be carried out on the 

completion of an analysis of the business, data and the design phase. However, it is a 

matter of judgement how far this evaluation should be taken at the analysis phase for a 

particular project. In reviewing packages at the analysis phase, it is important to 
investigate both the interfaces with the current systems and the implications for future 
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systems developments of adopting a particular package solution. Other activities include 

the Investigation as to the compatibility of a package's data requirements with the 

company's database developments, the flexibility available for extracting that data for use 
in other areas, extensions which are available for extracting that data for use in other areas 

and the extensions which are available or planned for the package all have Implications 

and may have limitations on future systems development. 

For knowledge based DSS application we propose that serious consideration should be given 
to tools for building knowledge based DSS to run on personal computers (shells) 

(lx) Cost/Benefit Analysis Revisited 

As we said previously, the updating of cost/benefit information is a continuous process 

and should be carried out at each stage of the development. 

(x) Project Timing Revisited 

At the end of the analysis phase, the project timing and dates proposed are reviewed in 

the light of detailed information now available and new dates are published. 
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The Analysis Phase Deliverables 

The detail Information Analysis Phase Deliverables can be seen as three separate requirements, 

the business systems specification, the technical systems requirements and the pre-design 

approval request. 

The objective of the business system specification is to demonstrate to the end users that the 
business environment is well understood, define the scope of the analysis and identify the 

changes needed to meet the business objectives, to obtain user agreement to the boundaries 

and principles of the new system and finally to get commitment to support project development 

through design. 

The objective of the technical systems requirements is to define in detail the Business functions 

and data which are within the scope of the system. This should describe, in sufficient detail for 

the systems design to be undertaken, the technical functions and data required to meet the 

business requirements. 

The objective of the pre-design approval request is to re-assess the business justification for 

the system agreed at the business analysis phase. To take account of the agreed scope of the 

system proposed, project timing, the resources consumed to date, the updateed cost/benefit 

analysis and finally to make an Investment recommendation. 

2.4.4 The Design Phase 

The objective of the design phase Is to provide a cost effective system design which meets the 
business requirements and define a common framework for systems construction. This phase 
is concerned with designing the technical framework within which the new system will be 
developed and installed. It determines how the areas of change, agreed at the analysis phase, 
will be supported technically. Logical and physical data structures must be defined, the 

characteristics of all jobs and programs described, human-computer interfaces In form of 
screen and reports are identified and control requirements are confirmed. This phase must 
establish the overall technical operational requirements of the system, define explicitly the 

constraints inherent in the design and identify the testing resources required. 
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Before we discuss these activities in detail, it is important to discuss the key elements and the 

aims of the design process. Edmonds et al (1989) have argued that the attention paid to the 

different aspects of the system development varies according to the circumstances and the 

objectives of the power agents in any given project. Very often a key individual with 
enthusiasm and drive is to be found behind a successful scheme. If a system is to become 

more than someone's pet project and perform a productive commercial function, it goes 

without saying that it should be used. All too often, the importance of end users In the 

measurement of success or otherwise is notional. To ensure sufficient attention to user 

requirements analysis and specification and to place it correctly in relation to other activities, 

such as knowledge acquisition, it must be Included explicitly in the project plan. It is not an 

easy task to ensure that users are taken account of, let alone be directly Involved, in design. 

However, some activities lend themselves more readily than others to enabling the user voice 
to be heard. Candy and Edmonds (1988) have also argued that the approach to evaluation and 

prototyping as vehicles for increasing user involvement in the design Is an Important part of any 

satisfactory strategy. Further, Edmonds et al (1989) have argued that to clarify user 

requirements, a combination of user evaluation and the deployment of the user Interface 

prototype can be used with practical mechanisms for assessing the appropriateness of the 

whole system design. It Is Important that the design process Is based on the findings from the 

analysis phase. In particular, in giving consideration to the requirements of different classes of 

users. Further, facilities should be available to enable the users to articulate their requirements. 
As a design aim, the designer needs to consider all the design Issues and guidelines discussed 

previously in Chapter 1 and this chapter. However, the designer needs to be aware of design 

considerations. We will discuss these considerations briefly now: 

Design Considerations: 

(i) Practicality: To provide practical solution to the requirements as defined in the business 

specification document the output from the analysis stage. The system should be capable 

of being operated over a long period by competent but average intelligence persons. 

(ii) Efficiency: The best use of hardware, software and human resources including the 

accuracy, timeliness and comprehensiveness of the systems output. 
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(iii) Least Cost: The objective is to have minimum cost incurred provided the system meets 
the requirement defined in the business specification. 

(iv) Flexibility: The system needs to be adaptable to the changes inevitably requested by the 

end users. Structured systems development methods discussed in Chapter 2 alleviate 

some or all of the problems created by the traditional methods including the flexibility 

problem. 

(v) Security: the degree of importance of information security to an organisation should be 

reflected in the nature of the organisation structure and policies established to provide 

security of information and information systems. 
As we said earlier "security" is used with many different meanings - availability of correct 
data for those with a right to access it. It can thus be split into three aspects, which we 

will discuss in turn. 

Reliability: one of the prime requirements for a shared database is that it should be always 
be available and correct when required. This has always been important for computer 
held data, but becomes even more vital when the data is likely to be shared by many 

applications. Systems can fail. The application program itself may fail, either because of a 

program bug or because the user was unable to complete transaction, otherwise known 

as a success-unit. Computer and communications hardware can also fail. It Is therefore 
important that we can recover the database to a complete and consistent state after any 

such failure. The first and most obvious way to recover is to use a copy of the database 

taken previously, and to reprocess any work completed since the time of the copy. 
Another way available is what Is called "forward recovery" a log database of the changes is 

available to be re-processed. It is important to note that any form of provision for recovery 

costs money. Copies of files and databases takes time, and occupy disks or tapes, spare 
hardware or backup arrangements at another site also costs money, as does the effort of 

making recovery plans. It is therefore necessary to balance carefully the cost of recovery 

with the cost of various sorts of failure, so as to decide what level of recovery capability is 

appropriate for each system or database. A major factor here will be the cost to the 
business of being without the system, or the database, until recovery is complete. 

Integrity: One of the attractions of systems based on personal computers is that the 
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designer need not consider the complications of shared access to data, and possibility 
that two users will want access to the same record at the same time. In a database 

context, though such sharing is one of the objectives, and it is to be expected In systems 
based on minicomputers or mainframe computers, as well as networked personal 

computers. 
Furthermore, an often neglected aspect of DSS design is the security of DSS. Baskerville 

(1989) points out that such systems are Intended to support decision making In what are 

often crucial areas of an organisation's activities. A decision based on misinformation may 
have catastrophic effects on the success of the organisation. Information systems, and 

equally DSS, are vulnerable to accidental or deliberately induced errors, errors in the data 

and operation. The designer of these systems needs to introduce fundamental design 

security principles. The first Is the design principles that support the requirement to 

protect the hardware, software and data from destruction or abuse. The design principles 
that maintain the Integrity of data through ensuring that the definition of the logical and 

physical data relationship is secure should include user identification and password 

protection facilities allowing the end user to interact with the full or partial facilities 

available. Another Important design principle is to ensure adequate backup and recovery 

procedures. As for the security of DSS, Baskerville (1989) provides an analysis of the main 

risk factors and suggests an approach to DSS design which helps the designer in 

identifying threats and in providing controls which reduce the damage of decisions based 

on false information. We consider Baskerville's inversion model of information system 

risks is useful as a basis for design consideration for the security of DSS. The MSK 

inversion model suggests controls which should be strongly considered for DSS, such as 
the protection of data against integrity loss. This protection must be automated with the 

DSS, transparently imposed on the decision maker who is using the tool. Two major 

aspects need to be considered. The first is the data gathering phase. This is the most 
dangerously error-prone phase of the development. The second is the data integrity 

during analysis and construction of alternatives may not be properly implemented by end 

users. The guidelines proposed previously will address these two issues of security. 
However, we support Baskerville's view that "controls design should not be deferred to the 

decision maker". These security Issues equally applies to knowledge based DSS. 

Privacy: The third aspect of security is the control of access to the data. This is not 

always necessary for all data; when it is required, there are many possible levels at which 
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the control may be applied. The purpose is to ensure that confidential data cannot even 
be seen except by those explicitly authorised to do so, and that updating of data is only 

possible for authorised users. Such control always carries a cost, both in terms of 
implementation effort and in application performance, and control should therefore only 
be applied where necessary. The subject of processing controls are discussed in detail. 

As for accessing the data, there are many levels at which access may be controlled, 

ranging from access to the terminal or computer down to the individual fields of identified 

records. Broadly speaking the finer the level of control, the higher the cost. Some 

relational database management systems allow control of access to specific rows of 
tables, using selection expression. Access through a viewed table also limits access. As 

well as control by the database management system, the application by control access 
itself, perhaps for specific types of transaction. One danger to be aware of is that end 

user enquiry and updating facilities sometimes bypass such controls, and it may be 

necessary to limit their use. 

(vi) Distributed System Approach: Several factors may indicate an opportunity to gain 
benefits by the distribution of data processing based on the requirement definition for 

distributed functions for multi national companies and other geographically dispersed 

organisations, such as the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. 

Sometimes the prime motivation is company policy. Each profit centre is to be 

autonomous and manage its own data. This is fine in principle, but may make it very 
difficult for Head Office to put together the necessary central information; here remote 

access to the local databases may solve the problem. It is also important to avoid 

creating a system structure which is only appropriate to the current organisation structure. 
In many companies the organisation structure changes more often than it is economic to 
develop new systems. 

At the detail analysis phase, the designer needs to formulate the architecture for 

distributed database solution and predict the effect at each distributed node. The 

designer can then define data distribution, volume by node and database. Size by node. 
Having defined the processing nodes necessary to meet the computing requirements of 
different business units, the mapping between business functions and business unit may 
then be used to define the transaction types of the node, the frequency of transaction and 
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cross node transactions. On completion of these activities, the designer can then 

determine the impact of alternative distributed processing and/or database architecture 

on machine utilisation and performance. Three types of distributed computing approach 

are available for the designer: distributed processing, standalone computing and personal 

computing. 

Distributed processing refers to the situation where processing is carried out at more than 

one location. Distributed processing involves hardware and software application systems 

running at the distributed locations for use on either a standalone basis or on a linked 

basis. In the latter case, computers are linked to central databases or to a series of 

centralised databases and data is entered or retrieved (uploaded or downloaded) at the 
distributed location. The distribution of processing needs across time zones is a factor 

which can work either for or against distribution. Sometimes a single processing centre 

can deal with processing needs in, for example, the USA and Europe, since the peak 
times do not overlap and total processing costs are lower. On the land it may happen 

that processing costs are lower if a system is operated during local office hours. In 
Chapter 4, we will describe a specific live commercial system using this type of distributed 

processing. 

Standalone computing refers to the use of a computer in a manner that is separate from 

the computerised information systems environment of the organisation, but where the 

results obtained from its use could have an affect on a decision making process. In this 

type of distributed processing, data may have been extracted and downloaded from the 

central databases to a microcomputer for decision support type application. It is 

Important to note that the data manipulated by the user will not be uploaded to update the 

central databases. 

Personal computing is another form of distributed computing and it refers to the use of 
PC's in such a way that it is not integral to the computerised information system. Data is 

not downloaded to the PC or uploaded. However, this type of computing is widely used 

and it is used as decision support activities in the area of financial data analysis using 
Lotus 1-2-3 or graphics facilities for presentation purpose. Other examples include the use 

of wordprocessing packages on the PC for text manipulation. 
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In 1986, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accounts published the major issues 

concerning distributed computing. It was argued that the importance of a distributed 

system could be assessed by a form of risk analysis based on the following questions: 

- To what extent does management base important decisions on information produced by 

the distributed computer system? 

- What would be the effect on the day-to-day activities of the entity 9 the distributed system 
was not available? 

- Is a significant control function carried out at the distributed location? 

- Could the user of a distributed computer Inadvertently or deliberately alter or destroy data 

on the central system needed by other users? 

- What exposure could result if unauthorised persons gained access to computer hardware 

and/or programs and data at the distributed location? 

The designer needs to address all these issues highlighted before deciding on distributed 

approach as a solution. In Chapters 4 and 5, we will be discussing this subject again. The 

context is in the form of designing live commercial distributed computing systems. 
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(vii) Database Technology: Database designers, In conjunction with systems designers, take 

input from information analysis, data modelling, data use analysis and function modelling 
to design the physical database. By consolidating information on the requirements of all 
the transactions, they identify precisely what, within the logical database, has to be 

Included in the physical design. Structuring rules for the particular database software 

package are applied. The loading pattern Is reviewed and the physical design is revised 

until an efficient structure is obtained. The designer then prepares scheme and 

sub-scheme specifications and recovery, security, archiving, restructuring 
(reorganisation), monitoring and operations procedures. Database software environment 

available to the designer are the hierarchical and relational structures. Both need to be 

considered with care and applied as appropriate. Experience at the author's own 

organisation, Massey-Ferguson, shows operational systems designed for stable 

applications, which change very little over the years. These systems have high transaction 

rates, typically several thousand per day, fast response. In addition, these systems have 

complex pre-defined data structures to provide the required performance with current 
data updated in real time. These systems are needed for the day-to-day running of the 

business and highly related structures are needed. The "hierarchical" model of the data is 

appropriate, as we can build the relationships required into this model in advance, e. g. 
IMS/VS and DOS/VS DL/1 are IBM's database products for this environment used at the 

author's own organisation. However, there is no reason for not using equally appropriate 
hierarchical database product from other vendors. Experience also shows that 

operational systems are not designed to meet the increasing business needs for timely 

and accurate information. What are required are decision support systems (DSS) 

described previously. These systems have the characteristics of data requested and are 
business related. They have a short life - they are used to solve a specific project, simple 

and changing data requirement so considerable flexibility is required. These systems have 

the need for summarised and historical data. For these types of systems, a simple data 

model Is required. The relational model of the data, where the data is viewed as tables, Is 

most suitable for this environment. Examples of these types of technology are IBM's 

relational database product DB2 and SQL/DS which is used at the author's own 

organisation, Massey-Ferguson. In Chapter 4, we will describe two case study projects 

using the hierarchical and relational approach. 
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(viii) System Prototyping: Prototyping is based on the premise that users and management 

cannot initially grasp all the ramifications of any proposed system. With prototyping, 

improvements are dynamically incorporated. The perception of what the proposed 

system can achieve grows with experience, growth in user population and trial and error. 

The designer can assume that efficiency, controls and data security can be ignored in the 

prototype. He is left with input data, the output data, the file structures and the system 

logic. The ideal prototyping software would generate the input output screens and the 

internal files under the control of the prototype software itself. In addition, transactions to 

update the database management systems include output reports. Different 

fourth-generation languages and application generators may possess some or all of these 

features. However, fourth-generation software tools may not be available for the designer. 

At the most basic level, the designer can use 'screen painting" facilities to construct input 

output screen and report layouts so that users view the proposed format and agree and, 

as an interative process, the final product is produced. Prototyping and system design 

techniques blend together successfully. We discussed this subject in Chapter 1. We 

equally feel that prototyping is an Important activity within the design phase to construct 

the human-computer interface, if the designer aims to achieve the concept of user-driven 

rather than technology driven design. Furthermore, the recording of the overall 

experience gained during the prototyping will help to avoid mistakes in full implementation 

and act as training for the users. Clark et al (1985) have argued that 'tracking the cultural 

impact of the prototype is a must for assessing the wider effects of a fully developed 

system'. Prototyping have a major influence in the design of DSS and knowledge based 

DSS. Hayes-Roth et al, (1983) have argued that the espoused development strategy for 

expert systems is an evolutionary, prototyping approach where the system evolves in 

multiple stages through continual interaction between the knowledge engineer and the 

expert(s). Jenkins (1982) has stated that prototyping is desirable, even essential, in 

environments where system requirements are dynamic. 
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The Design Phase Activities 

The major activities within the design phase include the following: planning the design 

phase, the determination of the logical and physical databases, the definition of screen 

and report layouts, and the preparation of system "demos". In addition, design constraints 

and description of job and program requirements Including confirmation of auditable 

control requirements are completed. 

These activities will result in three deliverables - the business system design, the technical 

system design and pre-construction approval request. The business system design 

defines the system from a business standpoint, covering both technical and procedural 

perspectives, to the level of user supervision. Further, the business system design 

ensures that user(s) agreement to the system content and a commitment to support the 

project development through the installation. The contents include the business 

objectives and the scope of business analysis, planned area of change, illustrative screen 

and report layouts including system demonstration, auditable control requirements, 
business issues, project control-containing resource requirements and proposed project 

timings. 

The technical system design defines in detail the technical functions which the system 

must provide, identifies all the technical components required, including hardware, 

software conversion needs, testing facilities and operational characteristics/feasibility. 
The content of the technical design document includes the logical database structures 

and the physical database characteristics, screen and report layouts, system component 
identification, program synopsis/ characteristics/interrelationships and operational 

requirements. Finally, it contains auditable control facilities and project testing resources. 
The pre-construction approval request re-assesses the business justification for the 

system agreed at the analysis phase. It also takes account of the design of the system 

proposed, project timing, the resource consumed to date, the updated cost/benefit 

analysis and finally to make an investment recommendation. The pre- approval request 

contains an executive summary, business objects and issues, summary of changes, 
boundaries of the new system, project organisation and resource requirements including 

project timing and finally costs/ benefits including one-time costs incurred. Specific 

activities related to information systems design we propose that these activities and 
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requirements for deliverables be a part of the process of the design stage within the new 
development life cycle model. In addition when designing information and decision 

support systems the result of the analysis stage Is incorporated into the design process. 
Two areas are addressed by the design stage, the external and the internal design. 

External design Includes the production of on-line-screen, report layout and the creation of 

the relational diagram. During the design stage the screen layout is reviewed again. This 

may be necessary due to technical requirements, for example the acceptable response 

time limitation for an on-line transaction which may force the designer to break down the 

transaction further to smaller transactions. The internal design is concerned with the 

specification of the data base, program design and operational procedure. The program 
design consists of identifying all possible execution paths for each problem to be solved. 
We propose the use of dialogue networks to design the human-computer inter face. Such 

technique will ease the design burden. As for designing knowledge based decision 

support systems, the step the knowledge engineer will take is the design of the knowledge 

base. We discussed a methodology for designing the knowledge base previously. During 

the design stage the key concepts, rules and relations identified within the analysis stage 

are expressed in a formal way. At the design stage the knowledge engineer will decide 

what method to use for representing the knowledge. We discussed various methods of 
knowledge representation previously. In this phase the knowledge engineer needs to 

consider the human-interface carefully. Three specific techniques may be adopted. 
Explanation, reasoning and voluntering techniques. We described these previously. 
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2.4.5 The Construction Phase 

The objective of the Construction Stage Is to develop and test a system In accordance with the 

agreed design and prepare all ancillary materials required to install the new facility. In this 

stage the computer system Is developed in accordance with the approved technical design and 
is tested to the satisfaction of the Management Informations Services team. Al the necessary 
information to enable the computer centre to operate the system to meet the business 

requirements is produced. 

The activities within the construction phase include the following: scheduling the construction 

activities, establishing a project test, the creation of test data and database, the Installation of 

special testing equipment/ software. The most intensive activity in this phase Is the writing of 

the program specification and design and code of programs in the appropriate language. In 

addition, user training material and procedures are prepared. 

The project deliverables within the construction phase consist of the five major deliverables - 
the user reference guide, the Data Centre reference guide, the installation plan, the application 

software documentation and finally pre-installation approval requests. 

The objective of the user reference guide describes in detail how to use the facilities provided 
by the system and provide a continuely maintained and up-to-date point of reference for the 

users of the system. The deliverable contains business objectives, Help Desk contacts, user 

procedures, processing schedule, screen layouts, Help screens, report layouts and auditable 

control requirements. 

The Data Centre reference guide defines the operational requirements in terms of jobs, 

operations, interdependencies, JCL, report distribution, security, scheduling and recovery, 

such that the Data Centre can operate the system to meet the business requirements. 

The Installation plan defines the steps to be followed In implementing the system, including the 

schedule for user system testing, system cut-over and the phasing out of superseded facilities. 

The plan Identifies the training requirements of the users and how they are to be met and to 
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enable the Data Centre to install the system by making available its constituent parts. The 

contents of this deliverable include business issues, detailed activity schedule, system start up 

considerations, cut-out of superseded systems. In addition, it will contain resource 

requirements. 

The application software documentation provides comprehensive and up-to-date information to 

enable the jobs and programs comprising a system to be maintained and/or amended. The 

documentation is required in a different form for systems which have been developed 

"in-house" than for systems which have been implemented using a package. The content of 

in-house developments include program specification, program structure/flowchart, program 

source and link listing, program test plan and test data, JCL and test results. The packaged 

based implementation consists of package technical guide and installed software components 
log. The technical guide contains package introduction, software communication medium of 

the vendor, supporting documentation supplied by vendor installation processes, physically 

changing the software, the testing environment and finally software transfer processes. 

The pre-installation approval request re-confirms the business justification for the new system, 

updating the cost/benefit analysis with the one-time costs consumed and the latest prediction 

of ongoing costs and benefits, in addition to making a recommendation about the installation of 
the new system and its timing. 

The core construction team consists of management systems (analyst, knowledge engineer, 

technical designers, Programmers and Data base analysts) and end users. The nature of the 

technical solution and the organisation of the systems development group influences the 

composition of the design team. The management systems staff are mainly involved in the 

construction of the system using appropriate software tools. and the coding of the program 

from the program specification created during the design stage using a specific computer 

language. The choice of the computer programming language must reflect both productivities 

and programming requirements. Many organisations recognise that the increase in 

productivity from the programming area must be enhanced if they are to meet the demands 

from the user community. This resulted in development of powerful languages which enable 

results to be obtained without the use of professional programmers. The languages vary 

greatly in their capabilities. Some are query languages, high level languages such as COBOL, 

others claimed to generate complete applications. We propose that these activities and 

requirements for deliverables be a part of the process of the construction stage within the new 
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system development life cycle model. we proposed the use of the dialogue networks for the 

construction of interactive systems. 

The construction phase activities for knowledge based DSS is a continuation of the 

prototypingactivitles carried out during the design phase. The prototype with additional revision 

in certain cases constructing the interface with the corporate systems, the prototype becomes 

ready for testing. Testing of the knowledge base should proceed rapidly to check the 

effectiveness of the design stage. During the testing of the knowledge base the expert will 

evaluate the system and, in conjuction with the knowledge engineer, will run the system on 

many examples before it is released for more testing by the user community. 
Waterman (1985) stated that during the development of the knowledge base, the knowledge 

base may have reached an unmanageable size, with systems conclusions unorganized and 

presented at the right level. At this stage the knowledge engineer and the expert should 

attempt to re-examine the problem and the associated knowledge representation model which 

could lead to more appropriate design and construction. 
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2.4.6 The Installation Phase 

This stage Is concerned with the procedure of cutting over the system to production and the 

evaluation of the success of the project and the system in meeting their original objectives. To 

train users in the new system, confirm availability of user procedures, perform user systems 

acceptance test, implement any dependent organisational change, install the system and 

remove all mechanisms superceded by it. This stage is concerned with testing all aspects of 

the new system. It includes the installation of hardware/software which was approved as part 

of the project justification. The major aspect of this stage, however, is when users test the 

capabilities of the new system in acceptance trail, whatever form that take. Depending on user 

experience with testing the new system, so the implementation of the new facilities will be 

scheduled, parallel running requirements confirmed and the cut-out date of superseded 

facilities agreed. The deliverable from he installation phase Is the installed system. 

The activities within the this phase include the scheduling of the installation stage, the 

Installation of approved hardware and or software, the completion of user training programs, 

the validation, conversion and load of start-up data. In addition, user system testing, system 

security are implemented. Other activities Include the creation of production database, 

implementation of the new system and discontinuation of the superseded systems. 

The core installation team consists of management system staff (analyst, knowledge engineers, 

technical designers, Programmers, DBA and computer centre operational and control) and end 

users. We propose that these activities and requirements for deliverables be a part of the 

process of the Installation stage within this new development life cycle model. 

Transfering knowledge based DSS from its development and test stage to production takes 

place at the installation phase. Standalone systems are easy to install and effectively the test 

system becomes the production version. However, where, the system interfaces with the other 

corporate systems-the interfaces are established reliably with the implementation of security, 
backup and recovery procedures. 
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2.4.7 The Audit and System Evaluation Phase 

This stage Is an important process which aims to make an ojective appraisal of both the 

development of the systems project, as well as the resulting system. The audit stage evaluates 

the project In terms of the quality of the system produced, the timing achieved and the cost 
Incurred. To review the effectiveness of the system, its cost of operation and the benefits 

obtained. To improve, as necessary, the project development and approval processes. The 

business problems and business benefits are the yardstick for determining the success of the 

project in meeting its business objectives. The cost benefit analysis of the system 
Implementation strategy is the yardstick for determining the success of the project in meeting 
its technical objectives. The assessment is based on the extent to which budget and target 

dates were met and the quality of development as measured by change requests and problem 

reports raised during the development Iffe cycle. 

The deliverable from the audit stage is the project audit report. This report verifies the 

effectiveness of the development process for the project, in terms of the one-time resources 

consumed, the timing achieved and the quality of the resulting system, to establish if the 

installed system meets its business objectives and review its costs and benefits. The report 

recommends any necessary changes and actions with regard to the development approval 

process and/or the system. 
The core audit team consists of the auditors supported by analyst members of management 

systems group and end users 
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2.4.8 Systems Development Activities/Deliverables Assessment 

The principal sections of the new systems development life cycle provided guidelines on the 

activities to be considered and deliverables required for the effective conduct of the system 
projects. The sections a head concentrate on procedures and techniques and cover In some 
detail how to address specific subjects of developing processing controls, walkthrough 

procedure for system quality and finally system change controls. 

(i) Developing Processing Controls 

The subject of auditable controls arises In several phases of the new systems development life 

cycle. We have argued previously that these controls are a vital part of the system's 

effectiveness and must be addressed at the correct time during the development process. The 

analysis phase Identifies the control requirement - the need for and nature of the processing 

controls. The subject must be considered in its entirety, from the point of data origin to the 

multiple points of usage, and should Include both manual and automated controls, as 

appropriate. The criticality of the controls must be assessed and due consideration given to the 

subject of cost effectiveness in relation to business functions identified for controls. The design 

phase specifies how the control requirements are met. There are various control techniques 

which can be used to meet the control objectives of processing of data - mainly completeness, 

accuracy, authorisation, timeliness and adequacy of management trails. The design of the new 

system will typically confirm the degree to which it can accommodate the automated control 

requirements in the context of the computer programs supporting the relevant business 

functions. The construction phase builds the controls, whether the controls are in the form of a 

computer program or a user procedure. The installation phase uses and tests the effectiveness 

of the controls which have been incorporated. The audit stage reviews the entire scope of the 

project and assesses how effectively the controls have actually operated to protect the 

company's business interests. 

(ii) Walkthrough Procedure for System Quality 

A "walkthrough" is a procedure for confirming the quality of a deliverable, through subjecting 

subjecting it to open scrutiny by a group of peers, in the presence of the author. It Is a most 
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most effective way of ensuring that a deliverable incorporates collective brainpower. 

The procedure was promoted In the mid-1970's by IBM as a method for Improving the quality of 

programs - an area in which it has proved very successful and gained wide acceptance. Since 

then, the use of walkthroughs has expanded out of the programming area and Is commonly used 
throughout the system development process. Indeed, the walkthrough procedure can be used 
to review any set of deliverables for any type of project. 

The benefits to be obtained from using walkthroughs are: 

- Systems project quality - discovery of errors and omissions. 

- Investment control - earlier trapping of errors which, if undiscovered, would require costly 

effort to correct. 

- Productivity - improved chances of "right first time" In meeting well defined, accurate 

requirements. 

- Improved project control by highlighting the completion of deliverables. 

- Familiarisation of other project team members with the deliverable - an insurance against 
the unexpected loss of a team member. 

-A training vehicle for new team members and encouragement of a team approach. 

The formality of a walkthrough Is varied according to the type of deliverable concerned. A 

walkthrough of a program specification, for example, Is normally an Informal review 
between the author and the programmer. On the other hand, a walkthrough of a major 
deliverable, such as a business system specification, might Involve several reviewers with 

varying interests and must be conducted In a more formal manner to achieve maximum 

effectiveness. This type of walkthrough is referred to as a "formal walkthrough" and these 

are identified as activities in the system development cycle and are shown In the checklist 

against each appropriate phase. 
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Formal walkthroughs should be highly visible milestones, established ahead of time and 

explicitly incorporated into the systems project plan and resource estimates. 

The principles behind this procedure apply to all walkthroughs, but the degree of formality 

exercised will depend on circumstances. There are three distinct steps to be followed: 
Preparation, Review and Follow up. We will now discuss each step. 

Preparation 

The author must allow the walkthrough participants sufficient time to absorb the message of the 

deliverables and to consider their reaction. Thus, the first step is to communicate its contents In 

advance of the review and to some extent this will depend on the nature of the deliverable itself. 

If it takes the form of a written document, then the preparation will take the form of distributing 

copies of it to the participants. If it takes the form of a demonstration, then much will depend on 
its duration and complexity, as well as the available demonstration facilities, in determining how 

best to give the necessary advance insight into the deliverable's contents. 
The author is responsible for ensuring that the preparation step is completed, which will include 

advising participants of the time and venue for the review. 

Review 

The purpose of the review is to achieve a full understanding of the contents of the deliverable and 

to subject it to constructive criticism, with a view to ensuring that its quality is either confirmed or 

enhanced by the collective involvement of the participants. It provides an excellent forum for 

discussing any omissions, disagreements, difficulties of concerns which the participants might 

have with the deliverable. Actions must be agreed for all outstanding points, which need to be 

addressed to produce the highest quality deliverable possible. The following must be included 

in the review: 

The author gives a brief overview of the deliverable. 

Any participant with points to raise must be given an opportunity to register them. . 
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The author "walks" the review group through the deliverable in sufficient detail so that any 

concerns are satisfactorily explained or brought into focus as shortcomings in the 
deliverable. 

Outstanding points are recorded and decisions taken on who will address these and by 

which date. 

Normally, a review should not exceed two hours (half a day maximum) and it should be 

reconvened at a later date if this time Is exceeded. The spirit to be achieved Is one of 
"constructive criticism", aimed at the QUALITY of the deliverable. The author should not be put 

on the defensive or feel the object of undeserved criticism - it Is the collective responsibility of the 

reviewers to ensure that this does not happen. If SIGNIFICANT revision to the deliverable is 

required, then it should be submitted for a further review. Sign-off responsibility for an 

outstanding concern is generally assigned to the participant(s) who raised it. 

Notes: 

Begin formal reviews with a clear statement of the business objectives of the project 

producing the deliverable, as well as the purpose of the particular meeting taking place. 

Appoint a secretary to minute the points registered. 

If the waikthrough is expected to be controversial, appoint an Independent chairman. 

A reviewer who is unable to attend personally should be represented by someone who is 

capable of active participation, with the authority to make decisions. 

- Follow UR 

The author must ensure that each outstanding point Is successfully resolved and the deliverable 

amended accordingly. The amendment needs to be duly approved by the appropriate 
individual(s). 
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(iii) Change Control Procedures 

One of the greatest causes of project slippage is the failure to manage requests for change 

which are received during the life cycle of the systems project. 

It is undesirable to suppress change requests artificially by the imposition of a "freeze", since this 

will generate user dissatisfaction and may result in a final product which does not meet the 

business requirements. On the other hand, the unquestioning acceptance of requests for 

change can have a serious impact on the project schedule and budget, which will also give rise 

to customer dissatisfaction and may have a detrimental effect on the business. The objective of 

a change control procedure is to evaluate the Impact of each change request, so that an 

informed business decision can be made on whether or not it should be accepted. It Is essential 

that the procedure be operated with minimum overhead and it must be appear unduly 

bureaucratic. 

The benefits of a change control procedure are: 

- Improved decision-making in response to requests for systems change. 

- Elimination of arbitrary and unpopular "freezes". 

- Greater understanding of the implications of a change request by the originator. 

- Ability to measure the cumulative impact of change requests on a systems project. A 

large number of small changes can have as great an overall impact as a few major ones. 

- Identification of weaknesses in the systems development process, enabling appropriate 

action to be taken. 

The change control procedure only applies to deliverables which have completed a formal 

walkthrough and been accepted. It operates as follows: 

The change request is submitted to, or raised by, the project manager. 
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- The project manager estimates and records the effort required to accommodate the 

change. 

- Wherever possible, decisions to accept/reject requested changes are made at regular 

meetings, so that priorities can be better assessed, but there will always be exceptions! 

- If a requested change involves additional resources from a support group (e. g. 

programming, where this is a separate group), this must be discussed with the appropriate 

manager, before making a decision. 

- If the requested change does not jeopardise the project schedule or budget, the project 

manager is authorised to accept the request. 

- If the requested change places the project schedule or budget in jeopardy, the project 

manager may seek guidance from a member or members of the project steering 

committee, as appropriate, before accepting the change. 

- The actual effort involved in actioning the change is recorded. 

The Initiators: 

Anybody can initiate a change request (user, analyst, database analyst, programmer, Data 

Centre staff, etc. ). 

If a project manager intends to reject a requested change, the reasons for rejection should 
first be explained to the originator. 

A log, showing all the change requests received for a systems project, must be kept, 

irrespective of whether or not a request is accepted. 

If a request is rejected, the originator has the right of appeal to a member of the project 
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steering committee. 

A change request is raised if the estimated effort involved is greater than one day: 
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2.5 System Development Productivity Tools 

Butler Cox Foundation (1990) have reported that suppliers of the system development 

tools in the market argue that their products will address all the problems encountered by 

the systems builders. They have argued that this does not mean, however, that the tools 

should be ignored. There are benefits to be gained if they are adopted selectively. There 

are several types of development tools currently available and in widespread use these 

include the following; third generation languages, object oriented programming systems, 

expert systems, end-user tools, non professional 4GLs, fourth generation languages, 

computer aided software engineering (CASE), data dictionaries and integrated 

project-support environments. But which tool? The advice hinges, primarily, on 

methodology on techniques employed to acquire and organise the information. Tools can 

assist in the planning, analysis, design, documentation, prototyping and construction of 

applications in accordance with one or more structured data and function analysis 

techniques discussed in Chapter 1 and this Chapter. Advocates of tools say that, used 

properly, tools help produce correct and maintainable software; detractors say that tools 

produce nothing and end up as shelfware. We support the view that tools can help define, 

design and build system and in the next section we will discuss the application of tools to 

the appropriate phases of the new Life Cycle model. 

Let us consider the core phases of a system development life cycle i. e. analysis, design, 

construction (coding) and implementation. The other phases initial project definition and 
post implementation review are not really relevant to this discussion. 

(i) Analysis Phase: 

This is the logical modelling of the business system requirements. There are two 

distinct elements to this, with various techniques which may be used: 

Strategic Data Definition: Entity - Relationship Diagram 

Entity Description 

Attribute within each entity 

Attribute definitions 

Data Access profiles - (keys) 
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- Function Definition: Function Hierarchy 

Data Flow Diagram 

Data Flow to/from user 

Data Flow to/from data store 

Function logic definition 

Horizontal Balancing 

(checking completeness of 
function/data interaction) 

Analysis tool kit should provide extensive facilities to support all of the above activities. 

(ii) Design Phase: 

Here again there are two aspects: 

- Database/File Design Sequential Files 

ISAM Files 

VSAM Files 

DL1 Databases 

DB2 Databases 

- Program Design/Specification: Program designation 

Menu layout/user dialogue 

Screen layout/user dialogue 

Report layout/control blocks 

Data manipulation logic 

Program structure design 

Design tool kit should provide extensive design support, including prototype screen, program 

module descriptions and inter-module parameter definitions. 
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(iv) Construction phase: 

Once more, the two elements: 

Data Definition: File layouts 

Database schemas 

Program Generation: . Screen formats 

Screen dialogue code 
Report formats 

Report control code 

Data manipulation code 

Design tool should generate DB2 schemas, CICS BMS maps and IMS/VSMFS blocks. 

The application generator should provide the application system. This eliminating the need for 

coding in COBOL/PL1. etc). The application can be created on a pc and then migrated to the 

mainframe environment. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

The central concern of this chapter has been the systems development process. In particular, 

the application of methods, techniques and test which would support the following objectives. 

Better project management and control, enforcement of standards, improved communication 

between end users and development staff - better requirements definition, improved designed, 

improved productivity, fewer staff, better quality reduced maintenance reusable components 

and better documentation. To meet the above objectives we have considered three major 

areas. The activities and deliverable. Within the systems development process, structured 

data and function analysis techniques and the use of systems development tools within the 

development process. We envision the new model to be an architecture, philosophy or open 

framework having the objectives of managing the system project through the whole cycle of 

activities needed to develop information systems including decision support systems. 

Furthermore, producing an asset of high quality, which is capable of making a continuing 

contribution of the business. In constructing the new model we have enhanced the systems 

development standards Moubarak (1989) to include major important features mainly; the 

integration of corporate strategic planning, the inconsideration of distributed function 

technology and application package evaluation. In addition developing processing control 

procedures, walkthrough procedures and change control procedures are added. 

As for structural analysis and design techniques we reviewed the need for methods of analysis 

which will allow us to focus on the real business needs. As we have seen, an Important 

aspect of this analysis Is the consideration of the data required to support the business. The 

entity model was proposed as a tool for showing how the various types of data of interest to 

the business are related. Another Important aspect is function analysis, which is a companion 
to data analysis. Where data analysis concentrates on the things with which a business is 

concerned, function analysis deals with what the business has to do to be successful, 
Independently both of the organisational structure and of how any existing systems, manual or 

automated, behave. It is important that function analysis is business orientated and should not 
be concerned with analysing how existing systems work, except in so far as it helps us to 

understand what the business needs to do. Nor should we be unduly influenced by the existing 

structure of the organisation and management structure change. The underlying needs of the 
business are much more stable. Entity and function models as a language for describing 

complex things: 
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The CACI techniques of entity and function modelling we have proposed provide a key to rapid 

understanding of the organisation's business Information needs and the functions performed 
by the organisation. The greatest difficulty in designing a business information system Is to 

overcome the poor communication between the designer and the end user community. The 

diagrammatic conventions proposed by the CACI techniques can be used as a powerful aid In 

the communication of complex subject matter. There are specific communication areas we feel 

the CACI techniques improve. First the communication between the analyst/modeller and the 

end users who know the business in detail, but lack the technique to articulate those aspects 

which form the essence of information systems. The second is the communication between 

users from different departments who find that diagrams often reveal their conflicting or 

ambiguous perceptions In a way which makes them easy to resolve. The third is the 

communication between the analyst/modeller and his/her previous conceptions so that 
his/her own understanding can advance steadily instead of going round in circles. Finally, 

communication between the analyst/modeller and the technical database designers whose 

skill and knowledge is about technical database design and efficiency of operation of these 

databases. 

The data and function model gives a clear understanding of a user's business. The model gives 

them a clear and self-consistent definition of the things about which information is to be held, 

as well as the relationships between them which must be built into the database in one way or 

another. 

In all the four cases, the benefit derives because the diagrams clariify the subject matter and 

provide a new and relevant specialised terminology with unambiguous definitions which is 

self-contained and self-consistent. This is done with the aid of entity relation diagram. 

Other techniques described in Chapter 1 can equally represent the entities and their 

relationships - some diagrams are better than others. We discussed the advantages and 
disadvantages of these techniques. However, the test for any model is whether people other 
than the model authors can understand them. Two main questions need to be answered. First 

is the model self-consistent, does it hang together? The second is can people familiar with the 

subject matter understand what it is saying and correct it as necessary? 
In Chapter 4, we will discuss the use of models in live commercial business information 
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systems and in Chapter 5, we will attempt to test the model to address the questions addressed 

above. 

As for the use of systems development tools, we showed that tools can assist in the planning, 

analysis, design, documentation, prototyping and construction of information and decision 

support systems in accordance with one or more structured data and function analysis 

techniques described in Chapter 1 and in particular within the new cycle model. Development 

tools suffer from unrealistic expectations. Tools can help define, design and build systems, but 

there's no magic involved. Successful implementation requires dedication and skill. It must be 

remembered that the facilities offered by any tools make possible changes in working method 

which would be impractical without them. Therefore the implementation of the tool should be 

seen as an evaluation of a complete new way of working supported by appropriate tools within 

the phases of the systems development process. This will lead not only to a technical 

implementation of the tools themseif but also the implementation of changes in organisation 

and working practices which should be considered. Furthermore, suppliers of the system 

development tools in the market place argue that their products will address all the problems 

encountered by the systems designer and builders. As in the past not all of these promises will 

be realised. Butler Cox Foundation Report (1990) have stated "Do not commit to integrated 

CASE". They have argued that at present, no complete integrated case environment exists. 

The author's own experience in evaluating various products during 1989-1990 supports this 

view. However, we feel that system development tools should not be ignored and as we 

showed previously there are benefits to be gained from using development tools. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ROLE OF INFORMATION COMPUTER 

SYSTEMS IN A MAJOR BUSINESS INITIATIVE 
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3.1 Place of Strategy in Shaping and Guiding a Company 

Yavitz and Newman (1982) have described major characteristics of strategy, namely "the 

strategy focuses on basic longer-term direction, is primarily qualitative, provides guidance for 

preparation of short-term plans, integrates functional plans into an overall scheme for the 

company, is realistic and action orientated, and is understood throughout the top and middle 

levels of the organisation". The emphasis in strategy is on the quality and texture of the 

business. An actual strategy is a longer-term plan that sets the direction and tone of the 

shorter-range plans. A strategy must be feasible in terms of resources that will be mobilised 

and it must identify ways by which at least some form of superiority over competitors is to be 

achieved. Yavitz and Newman (1982) report that an essential feature of all strategic planning is 

a forecast of the world ahead - or at best, a forecast of those parts of the environment that will 

have significant impact on the company's successes and failures. This chapter presents 

strategy as a trajebtory for managerial action. In the sections ahead, we will be discussing the 

need for strategic direction and how strategy is formulated at the author's own organisation, 

Massey-Ferguson. 

3.1.1 The Need for Strategic Direction 

The need for strategic management is increasing as managers are being confronted by a wider 

range of external pressures that must be taken account of in their major decisions, with a 

constantly changing business environment involving risks in declining or unprofitable market 

segments that require a fresh approach or withdrawal. The strategic mission of any 

organisation should address three major areas. The first is where and what the organisation 

would like to be in the future world. Secondly, what are the particular products or services the 
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organisation can provide and to what markets in a distinctive manner with the resources the 

organisation can mobilise. A desired position in a predicted future world, that is an 

organisation "mission", is to evolve a trajectory or flight path towards the target strategy Yavitz 

and Newman (1982). In addition, to achieve the target strategy, what an organisation needs to 

do is to bridge the gap between the selected strategy and short run action. The force of any 

strategy is closely tied to the consistency and reinforcement of other practices within the 

company. Clearly, strategy is not a separate device that can be merely implemented onto an 

existing organisation. If it is to be effective, it must be made an integral part of the total 

management process and system. Another important issue needing attention is organising the 

corporate headquarters to support the strategy. The strategic action usually takes place at the 

operating division and business units levels. This is due to the fact that these units are on the 

firing line, that is where sound organisation is crucial. Nevertheless, supporting organisation at 

corporate level is also necessary. The corporate headquarters can either and/or hinder the 

execution of corporate strategy. The organisation's view of strategic planning should not be 

based on the existence of a Strategic Planning Department. Rather, it is important that 

provision is made for several vital activities and also that work which should be performed in 

the operating divisions, not be usurped by headquarters staff. 

3.1.2 Strateciv for Competitive Advantage 

Many organisations can achieve a meaningful competitive advantage by developing an 

effective strategy. This advantage can be translated into new market opportunity as well as 

sustaining the current business. In identifying and exploiting a sustainable competitive 

advantage, the strengths and weaknesses of actual competitors need to be assessed. A 

sustainable competitive advantage is derived from tangible opportunities to differentiate from 

competitors. It is generally accepted that a business must stay in tune with the needs of its 

customers to be successful or even to survive in today's competitive markets. Yet the notion 

that keeping up-to-date with changing competitive responses is increasingly a problem of 
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information management OASIS (1989). Skilled information management Is the key to 

increasing an organisation's ability to act effectively, anticipating customer needs, competitor 

moves and other external simuli. It can also be a powerful catalyst for competitive innovation In 

products, customer services and organisational arrangements. Janulities (1984) has argued 

that Information systems technology can play a very important role in a corporation's 

competitive strategy. These are the exploiters of information systems technology who change 

the way their Industries do business, the competitors who use Information technology to 

support their business and the participants who only view information technology as a 

necessary tool. The dilemma facing many organisations has been the integration of 

information system technology with a constantly changing business environment. We will be 

discussing this subject in the next section. 

3.2 Information Systems for Competitive Advantage 

Effective information management is the key to marketing success and, therefore, the success 

of the whole business. In the case of the author's own organisation, as with many other 

organisations, we have mainly directed systems development efforts to the provision of 

systems to support specific operational business processes. In contradiction to the strategic 

direction of the organisation, what is needed is an information systems strategy to support the 

strategic direction to achieve the objectives of the business strategic plan. The strategy needs 

to aim to develop systems to support operational processes. These are the fundamental 

systems that are needed before the organisation can be in business and which support the 

objectives of meeting service levels and minimising operating costs. Such systems make only 

a small contribution to providing the management information needed to measure and plan the 

business to meet its overall aims. Our response to resolve this issue is to develop corporate 

operational and decision support information systems using the new development life cycle 

model described in Chapter 2. Further, we aim to evolve the corporate information systems, 

maintaining key information required to run the business with flexible software tools to enable a 

broad range of end users to access and exploit the information. In Chapter 4, we will discuss 
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the development of strategic business information systems at the author's own organisation to 

support the business strategic driving force - the "business plan for the organisation". However, 

before proceeding to describe case study live commercial business information systems 

projects, it is worthwhile describing briefly the business environment in which these systems 

have been developed for. 

3.3 The Corporate Business Environment 

The Massey-Ferguson Parts Company, a division of Varity Corporation, provides an 

international procurement, storage and distribution service for Varity Corporation product 

divisions. The existing customers Include: Perkins Engines, Massey-Ferguson, Pacoma, M-F 

Industrial, Massey Combines Corporation and Dayton Walther. Massey-Ferguson Parts 

Company Is based in six countries, operating from five base distribution centres with four 

languages, in six currencies and serving approximately 5,000 plus outlets world-wide in 150 

markets, each with their own unique language, currency and culture. 

European business has a high export content and is affected through four distribution centres, 

Urmston Manchester (UK), Athis (France), Fabbrico (Italy) and Eschwege (Germany). Each 

distribution centre has its own management structure to control full range of functions, e. g. 

Order Processing, Warehousing management, Inventory management, Accounting, 

Specification and Procurement. 

North American business is primarily domestic to US/Canada and is effected through a master 

distribution Centre in Racine, Wisconsin, and eleven smaller parts distribution centres. Here a 

centralised approach has been taken with the Parts distribution centres providing warehousing 

and order processing, but all other support being provided from Racine. Each year the 

Massey-Ferguson Parts Company handles over 6 million order lines of which 2.5 million are 

requested for same day despatch. Massey-Ferguson Parts Company recognises that in 

today's environment, it has to aim to be responsive to its customers in terms of the support and 
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service it provides. In order to do this, it will: 

pursue activities which are consistent with divisional strategies and objectives. 

provide a service which is competitive in terms of cost, quality and availability. 

develop flexibility in responding to its different customers' needs. 

To this end, Massey-Ferguson Parts Company commissioned its business development group 

with the strategic mission to examine the organisational structures, current practices and 

service levels provided at each location. A full-time core team was formed in late 1985, 

consisting of two parts distribution specialists In the. area of in-bound and out-bound logistics, 

and two computer professionals from the Management Information Systems group, with the 

author being a member of the team. The team was further supported by part-time members 

from divisional sales and marketing and other departmental representatives. 

3.3.1 The Business Requirement 

The team collated and used the information gained and gathered to create a working document 

containing key weaknesses and recommendations. The document (MF-Document, 1987) 

identified series deficiences in the area of out-bound logistics systems, specifically in the areas 

of customer order processing and marketing intelligence. The current interface between the 

Massey-Ferguson Parts Company distribution centres and the dealer/distributors in terms of 

Order Entry and availability of order status Information is to varying degrees in need of drastic 

improvement as much is based on exchanges of paperwork, which is both slow and unreliable. 

The order processing system varies by location. In Europe we have old batch systems which 

are cumbersom, inefficient and unreliable (e. g. the average time from receipt of a stock order to 

printing picking tickets is 3 to 4 days). North America has an excellent business system, but it 
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Is over 17 years old and utilises communication techniques developed early in teleprocessing. 

Applications were constructed in low level languages, where maintenance personnel are not 

readily available - nor affordable. 

As for In-bound logistics, the document (MF-Document, 1987) identified serious deficiencies in 

the area of forecasting and material management. The key fundamental weaknesses identified 

were the following: poor material control and too many Inadequate suppliers, distribution and 

transport, lack of In-house expertise to manage transport contracts in today's changing 

distribution environment, distribution centres state of technology and the ability to cope with 

fast moving spare parts, people - skill mix and customer awareness and accountability. 

technically obsolete systems which need updating to meet business needs and give the Parts 

Company a competitive edge. 

The document proposed the formation of three strategic business projects supported by 

computer systems projects and outlined with the business objectives of each. Projects 

identified were the orders management, marketing intelligence and material management. 

(i) The Worldwide Orders Management Strategy 

The team identified an urgent need for a new world-wide orders management system which will 

be closely integrated with the material management and marketing intelligence systems. The 

new system to be developed will replace the current technically obsolete systems and will have 

the following business objectives: 

The business objectives: 

- Provide an effective mechanism for Dealers/Distributors to communicate parts 

requirements and obtain Information thereby Improving company image, developing 

loyalty and promoting product and aftermarket sales. 
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Reduce the decision costs associated with processing 

orders and providing information to customers. 

Maximise utilisation of assets through computerised visibility of world-wide inventories. 

Provide the material management system with only one true customer sales demand, 

including reversals for returns, to enable more accurate forecasts. To work with material 

management to provide a cost effective method to control the internal distribution of 

inventory. 

Allow life cycle visibility of orders and provide the new marketing intelligence system with 

timely and accurate information. 

To reduce the management information system costs through the elimination of 

maintenance and equipment associated with five obsolete/independent order processing 

systems. 

To stop the excessive costs associated with patching the existing order processing 

systems and to denote these resources to the development of strategic solution. 

(ii) The Worldwide Marketing Intelligence Strategy 

The need for a system to provide the information that allows the sales and marketing end user 

to analyse their parts sales information in a flexible way. The business significance of this 

system is that it will become a major business tool to develop and monitor targetted sales 

initiatives and improve the performance of the business. The emphasis of the system is on 
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flexibility - in addition to agreed standard reports provided, the end user will be supplied with 

computer based tools to analyse and report information appropriate to the business needs. 

The business objectives of the marketing intelligence system identified to be: 

The business objectives: 

monitor and analyse the volume, value and profitability of their parts sales at any level 

within their sales organisations from individual customer (Dealer/Distributor) account to 

complete market. 

- establish budgets/targets at various levels within their sales organisations and to measure 

performance against them. 

- create sales campaigns and incentive programmes and monitor their effectiveness. 

- monitor and analyse the sales performance of categories of parts. 

- accumulate historical sales performance information to assist in identifying trends, refining 

forecasts and formulating business development programmes. 

(iii) Material Management 

The team identified an urgent need for a new material management system which will be 

closely Integrated with a new orders management system described previously and a 

purchasing system. This system will be flexible and enable the world-wide parts Inventory to be 

managed as'one inventory'. It will not impose undue complexity on one client in order to meet 

the needs of the other client divisions. It will provide a tool which allows management to 

directly Influence demand forecasts and Inventory levels, in other words to balance service 
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levels with inventories. The business objectives of the material management system are as 

follows: 

The business objectives: 

allow world-wide parts inventory to be managed as 'one inventory' with stock allocation 

via the master stock control system against individual warehouses. 

- provide if' capabilities to simulate different demand forecasting and inventory holding 

alternatives. 

- integration with orders management system to simulate availability for proformas, tenders 

and abnormal demand. 

allow scheduled orders to be loaded and included in future demands. 

t 

- Identification of discrete customer demands at all stages to facilitate direct shipments and 

trans-shipments, particularly on urgent orders and specific fast lane (fast movers) parts. 

- speed up the whole logistics cycle significantly reducing the lead time from identifying a 

requirement to placing an order on a supplier. 

- segregate demands to reduce cycle time to customers and minimise distribution/handling 

costs. 

- support simulation of inventory requirements for variable fill percentages by season by 

location/area by product. 
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The document containing the recommendations was then sent to the Varity Corporation's 

Corporate Headquarters for investment approval - initially to start the detail investigation for 

each project. This approval was obtained and three project teams were formed: the orders 

management, material management and marketing intelligence projects. The author was given 

the project management responsibility for the orders management and the marketing 

intelligence systems. 

3.3.2 The Business Information Systems Strategy 

The systems development strategy is driven by the strategic mission identified in the strategic 

business plan, which will result in integrated operational systems supporting a single parts 

company business. This will result in the replacement of a heritage of ageing systems originally 

designed to support individual locations. This strategy aims to support new business 

organisation restructure, new business practices and resulting cost reduction. In addition, the 

strategy will also focus on management information systems. Such systems make contribution 

to the processes of decision making, control and management of the business or its future 

planning. The strategic planning activities discussed in chapter 2 are used to formulate the 

information system strategy. The total systems development and operating strategy consists of 

five major initiatives. They are: 

Operational System Strategy: 

The objective of this strategy is to replace all the operational systems with new major systems 

mainly in the areas of inventory management, orders management, Purchasing and Finance 

systems. 
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The inventory management system is a package based solution which has resulted in single 

demand forecasting, inventory planning and material procurement mechanism for all locations. 

An additional on-line system is used to manage the expediting of material from suppliers with 

fast communications via a telex link. The Purchasing system administers the purchasing 

process and provides access to purchase prices across the Massey-Ferguson group. The 

orders management systems strategy results in the replacement of the current three individual 

order processing systems by a flexible system supporting one-stop order shopping throughout 

the company distribution network with a single customer communications system. This 

strategy will follow a modular approach with progressive implementation. We will discuss the 

development of the orders management strategy in detail using the new systems development 

life cycle model. The Finance system strategy includes the implementation of accounts 

payable and export accounts receivable packages. 

(ii)Management Information Systems: 

Three specific projects are pursued in this area. The Marketing intelligence system supporting 

a major database containing Sales and Marketing including Product Marketing definitions. The 

second, is an executive information system (EIS). The senior management of the company will 

undertake a planning process which will culminate in the definition of the key information that Is 

required to provide statements of performance, which can be used to actively support 

monitoring and control of the business. Such a system will provide for the integration of 

information from many sectors of the business (a mix of computer based and manually 

recorded data), a weakness of operational systems, the latter being purpose built design for 

processing - efficiency being a high priority. Systems support will ideally be provided through a 

package operating on a distributed computer, to which operational data can be transferred 

from the central computer as required. The third project is the end-user decision support 

systems on pcs in the areas of sales and marketing. 
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(iii) End User Decision Support Systems: 

The process of placing pcs and mini-computer technology into the hands of professional end 

users who are running and planning the business. The process is actively encouraged with self 

control exercised through multi-disciplined groups - communities of end users with a common 

interest to share information, to put into place appropriate standards and to ensure that the 

company avoids the vulnerability of key knowledge being possessed by a single person. 

(iv) The Hardware Computing Strategy: 

The core operational systems are an integrated set of orders, material, product and financial 

systems which will continue to process on an IBM or-compatible mainframe computer. 

Distributed computing is performed on IBM mini hardware (9370 and 4331) machines. 

(y) Telecommunications: 

All locations are connected via the "Varity" network, including electronic mail capability. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

In the proceeding sections of this chapter, we stressed the selective nature of strategy. 

Strategy concentrates on only crucial thrusts and centres on relatively few characteristics and 

assumes that other features of company activities can carry on satisfactorily. Yavitz and 

Newman (1982) have argued that "care must be exercised that neither the planning system nor 

the executives using it inject so many dimensions that this selectivity gets buried". They have 

also argued that "as an embryo strategy progresses through the cycle, although that progress 

may be halted to overcome a major uncertainty or to develop commitment, the eventual 

outcome can and should be a dominant guiding mission for the business". A well defined 

strategy will articulate commonly held corporate goals and objectives. It will also focus and 

stipulate the broad Information system requirements of the company. The strategy will form a 

framework and points of reference for the development of strategic information and decision 

support systems. In developing these systems, opportunities should be conducted within the 

context of competitive strategy development. Only then the organisation will be sure that all 

the options have been explored. Furthermore, for the organisation to identify all strategic 

information systems opportunities and to defend against strategic information systems's threat 

from the organisation's competitors, then the organisation must allow for active participation of 

the systems professionals in the strategic planning process. Developing competitive weapons 

from information systems is not done without effort. In addition To achieve maximum benefit 

requires a joint effort on the part of user community and systems professionals. However, The 

dilemma facing the systems professional is that the demand for new systems from the business 

community to address tactical business problems, while the strategic mission continues, is 

clearly outstripping the ability of systems professionals to supply these systems. What Is 

needed Is that the Information systems strategy should focus on two areas of systems 

development. Firstly, the strategic systems supporting the strategic direction of the 

organisation. Secondly, tactical systems developing strategy supporting one-off projects 

. undertaken by the organisation and the support for day-to-day activity of the business. 
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In chapter 4 we will describe strategic live commercial system development projects with the 

aid of the new model. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE NEW SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE MODEL IN USE 
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4.1 From Concept to Practice 

The corporate/organisation's strategy is described In the preceding chapter as a powerful 

tool. From a business viewpoint, it pulls together the activities of the various business units 

Into a balanced, synergistic program. In addition, it proposes a plan for the use of scarce 

resource and endorses missions for operating managers. Further, targets for overall results 

are set. This strategy will address long-term and tactical short-term issues. In turn, these 

decisions will have a direct bearing on the formation of the systems development strategy. 
The business strategy and the system strategy need to be tested for workability. No strategy 
Is well conceived until its workability Is evaluated. If the chances of its being carried out are 

remote or the cost of doing so is very high and benefits Identified cannot be obtained, then 

the strategy itself should be at least reassessed. Following this approach, we are taking the 

information systems strategy described in Chapter 3 through the workability test. The 

systems strategy Is Implemented with the aid of the new systems development life cycle 

model described in Chapter 2. In turn, this Implies that we are testing the new life cycle model 

for workability by developing life commercial international information and decision support 

computer systems and thus we will be using "action science" methodology to test our model. 

Action science Is described by Argyris et al, (1985) as a science of practice whether the 

professional practice of administrators, educators and psychotherapists or the everyday 

practice of people as members of families and organisations. Action science calls for basic 

research and theory providing that they are Intimately related. 

The case studies described in this chapter are live commercial international systems 

development projects developed at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson. The 

author being responsible for all aspects of activities within the systems development for these 

projects. These projects are based on the business information system strategy discussed in 

Chapter 3. In this chapter, we are Interested in two specific strategies - the worldwide orders 

management strategy and the worldwide marketing intelligence. The worldwide orders 

managment strategy consists of operational and decision support strategies. The marketing 

Intelligence being of decision support systems strategy. We will now describe how these 

projects were developed using the new systems development life cycle model. In addition, in 

section 4.3 we will discuss methodology for evaluating the new model. The discussion Is in 

the context of these strategic projects. 
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4.2 Case studies-Portfolio of Examples Application 

This section will desribe the two major projects to support the strategic corporate business 

direction at the authors own organisation Massey-Ferguson. The projects are live commercial 

worldwide Information systems developed with the aid of the new model. The first project is 

tho worldwide orders management and the second Is management Information system 

strategy which Involves the development a worldwide sales and marketing intelligent 

information and decision support systems. 

4.2.1 Worldwide Orders Management System Project 

In this section We will describe the activities and deliverables within each phase as it was 

applied using the new systems life cycle model. 

(i) The preparatory phase 

Scope and Objectives of the Project: This project was embarked upon in the early part 

of 1983 to support the business strategic direction to sustain the competitive advantage 

and to specifically provide facilities to achieve the objectives identified previously in 

Chapter 3. From the business standpoint, the Intent of the orders management system 

was to provide a new improved universally acceptable vehicle for managing orders, not 

to simply duplicate functions as they are currently performed. Wherever practical, 

common worldwide customer Interfaces. Customer Interfaces consist of 

human-computer interfaces or simply common forms and documentation (e. g. order 

forms, picking lists, delivery bills). The advantage of single customer Interface is that it 

would make it easier for the customer, who will be placing order on multiple locations 

and who will be receiving shipments from multiple locations and for those customers 

who have multiple franchises, to do business with us. The benefits and capabilities of the 

new orders management worldwide systems were set to be: 
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Replace the current manual customer Interface with a customer (dealer) electronic 

communication package with a full function parts order processing, tracking and 
Information system. This Interface, the human-computer Interface, will be designed as a 

user friendly, improved response, expanded information, single business image with full 

security utilising modern data entry methods. 

Supporting the concept of "one stop shopping" which Is providing each customer 
(dealer) with a single entry point for all orders and having the system scan the locations. 

This facility will provide the dealers with a higher perceived parts supply service as parts 

are automatically directed to alternative locations; rather than backordered and 

re-ordered later. It will also support processing stock orders from the base warehouse 

when economically justified and supported by the manufacturing base. In addition, the 

system allows orders to be automatically directed to any stocking location which could 
include factories, packagers and third party suppliers. 

- The system will provide comprehensive workload and pipeline tracking from order 

receipt through to despatch. In conjunction with the marketing Intelligence system, it will 

provide sales information by territory, market and customer levels. 

- Ability to switch orders between warehouses to balance workloads or bypass industrial 

relation problems. 

- Faster order processing and allocation of orders from stock and thereby faster order 
turnaround (saving two to three days in Europe). 

- Less administrative effort to manage orders. A major area of reduction in Europe would 
be inter- location expediting due to improve overall service levels, thereby less urgent 
order placement, less chasing and less paperwork. 

- The Important facility Is the ability to schedule warehouse picking of parts In line with 

orders available and warehouse capacity. In addition, the flexibility to quickly 

accommodate changes in warehouses and warehouse structure. 
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Further reduce Inventories of slow moving parts In Europe via centralisation of safety 

stocks Into a single location. This is possible as the system will automatically allocate 

and redirect parts to customers Independent of their point of orders. 

In addition to the above benefits, the project aimed to eliminate the problems identified in 

the areas of pricing, discounting and Invoicing. The worldwide order management 
strategy Included the development of worldwide special pricing and invoicing system. 
The planned system Is part of the total system strategy covering the areas of special 

pricing and discounting, warehouse order completion, Invoice production and 
Interfacing with appropriate marketing Intelligence and accounting systems. The alms of 

the system were identified to be: 

- Produce Invoices In the most economic and efficient way. 

- To provide for pricing and marketing management more flexibility to allow the promotion 

of various incentive and discounting facilities for the distributor network in order to 

permit sales development. 

-- To reduce the Incidence of invoicing errors, Improve data controls, on-line enquiries and 

update facilities. 

- To improve the cash flow for sales revenue. 

To provide sufficient data to enable the Introduction of management accounting routines 
designed to achieve sales analysis, marketing statistics and control. 

- To Improve customer service. This will be achieved by meeting customer requirements, 

thus reducing customer delays, contributing to reducing order turnround within the 

supply locations and standardising the layout of the export invoices produced. 
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The protect Team: 

To start the project, a project manager with a broad knowledge of the business functions 

was confirmed. Reporting to the project manager a systems development manager and 

user project leaders were confirmed - user project leaders representing appropriate 

functions. To conduct the business analysis phase, three systems project leaders with 
Indepth systems analysis experience were confirmed. Further, a steering committee was 
formed. The committee was made up of five top management representing the locations 

(countries), project manager and the systems development manager. Appendix (A) 

shows the project team organisational structure. 

Establish Methods and Standards: 

The team were asked to attend a one day seminar. The objective was to present the new 

systems development life cycle model with specific emphasis on activities and 

deliverables within each phase within the life cycle model. In addition, an overview of 

and a background to structured development method were given. In particular, why a 

new approach is needed for systems development, to show how the data and function 

analysis techniques of the method fit into the systems development cycle. The CACI 

structured development method was confirmed as the data and function analysis 

methodology. Furthermore, an overview of project control facilities developed in-house 

were given. Appendix (B) shows the document, setting methods and standards for the 

project. 

Planning the Project: 

The planning In detail of the business analysis phase was constructed with the 

identification of precise activities which are pertinent to the business analysis of the 

Identified functions, together with the estimation of resources to complete each task 

within the business analysis phase for the user representatives and the system 

development team members. The plan also showed training, location visits and 

deliverable dates. Appendix (C) shows the project plan as it was constructed. 
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Training and Education: 

Two courses were Identified as the necessary courses before the commencement of the 

business analysis phase. Firstly, the CACI function and data analysis course designed 

for the experiepced systems analyst and secondly, a much simpler course giving an 

overview of CACI data and functional analysis methodology for the end user team 

members. Both courses were given by external consultants In-house. The content of 
both courses are shown In Appendix (D). ' 

(ii) The Business Analysis Phase 

The principle activity within this phase is the Investigation activity. Before conducting the 

Investigation, the team were invited to attend a review session. The objective of the 

session Included the confirmation of the business and system strategies to support the 

overall strategic direction of the corporation. 

The Business Investigation: 

Although a high level business Investigation was conducted during the formulation of the 

strategy, the team visited all the locations as planned extracting information from top and 

middle management and Identifying the decision makers and how decisions are made. 

During these visits, the team recorded the basic users requirements and discussed 

problems Identified and validate benefits claimed or identify benefits that may be 

obtained by developing the system. 

The Strategic Entity and Function Modelling: 

The team attended a two day session to construct the strategic and function model. The 

sessions were driven by the systems project leaders and took the form of identifying 

business entities, entity types, the relationship between them and information required 

for each entity. In addition, a strategic model for the high level functions was 

constructed. Appendix (E) shows the entity and function model. 
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Idea Processing, Project Options and Recommendations: 

The Investigation team were asked to attend a five day session to discuss the findings 

from conducting the investigation. The problems identified and the requirements were 

examined. In addition, possible options were considered. Three alternatives were 

considered In detail - the "do nothing", purchase a "software system package" or develop 

an orders management system "in-house". The "do nothing" option does not solve any 
business problems. It will not allow the organisation to change the way the business 

operates In order to eliminate the Inefficient use of expensive manpower and prevent the 
perpetuation of high Interest costs associated with an excessive level of inventory. It 

would not provide a means of. replacing the aged and virtually non-supported data 

processing equipment being used. "1t would perpetuate the use of twenty year old 

systems without the skill levels required to support them, which makes the business 

extremely vulnerable, particularly If any changes to these systems are required. We will 

remain an "organisation of the part". As for the purchase of software package, the team 

concluded that there were few packages on the market that are structured to support the 

complex requirements of orders management. The team argued that packages are most 

advanced and general purpose In the "planning systems", areas of demand forecasting 

and Inventory management. They are weak in the area of order processing, where 

vendors find that the requirements of organisations such as ours tend to be specific and 

packages undergo substantial modification. The "in- house" development option was 

recommended as the best option utilising extensive knowledge and experience available 

within the user representatives and the systems development team capable of meeting 

the projected needs of such systems. The "in-house" solution identified the requirements 

for three types of systems - operational mainframe systems, distributed systems and 

decision support systems approach. Based on experiences In developing information 

systems at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, the team concluded that 

developing one singular system to provide required complex facilities would result in a 

poor quality system and an Impossible system Implementation schedule within the 

multi-national and multi-location environment. A modular approach to the system 

development with progressive Implementation was recommended. The orders 

management system project as It Is known will now be segmented Into sub projects with 
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early implementation into locations returning the largest benefits. It was also proposed 

that the sub projects with the largest benefits will be developed first. In Sections ahead, 

we will describe each sub project in detail. 

The Business Analysis Phase Deliverables 

The project proposal document output was published and lt contained a background to 

the project, current business problems, actions to date, recommendations, the strategic 

entity and function model, estimates of resource requirements, project timing and 

cost/benefit analysis. The document was sent to Varity Corporation Corporate 

Headquarters for investment approval. This approval was obtained and the next phase, 

the detail analysis phase, started using the scope and objectives of the project Identified 

during the business analysis phase. 

(iii) The Detail Information Analysis Phase 

The analysis team was made up of three teams. Each team consisted of a project leader 

and two systems analysts. Each team having the responsibility for the specific sub 

project. The team attended a one day session to plan the detail analysis phase. The 

teams were reminded that the focal point of this phase is the achievement of the cost 

effective business objectives and that it is important to relate the problems and/or 

opportunities of the proposal to business data and function which must be fully explored. 

The analysis of Business Function and Data: 

The team conducted a detailed analysis of the business functions and data using the 

CACI methodology. Indepth discussions during structured interviews with the business 

users resulted In constructing the entity and function models. These models were 

validated during review sessions with appropriate user departments. The strategic entity 

model was expanded during the detailed entity analysis to construct the detailed entity 

model. Equally, the strategic function model was fully decomposed during the detailed 

function analysis to construct the detailed function model. Appendix (E) shows the 

detailed entity model. To ensure that the teams were fully involved in the constructing of 

the entity model and function model, one of the project leaders was assigned the task of 
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co-ordinating changes to the entity and function model, in particular to discuss the 

changes with the system project manager before the changes are Implemented. The 

resulting models were cross checked by testing the functions through the entity model 
(the Inter-relationship of data and functions). At the end of these activities, the team 

documented the entity, attribute and function definition including entity relationships, 
function matrix, attribute, function matrix, entity life cycle and function dependency 

charts. Appendix (F) shows samples of these documents. 

Confirming the Current Practices: 

During the detailed structured interviews, the team examined the functions performed by 

creating and decomposing the function model and they re-confirmed the business 

practices during the business. analysis phase. These practices were reviewed with the 

user communities using the function model as a communication tool. 

Auditable Control Requirement 

The entity and function models were reviewed in detail with the Internal Audit team. The 

review sessions addressed the audit requirements of control and security. The check list 

from CICA (1986) was used by the Internal Audit to ensure the requirements satisfied the 

External Auditors. 

Project Scope and Assumptions: 

The teams attended a review session where the scope and objectives of each sub 

project were reviewed against the function model. The scope and functions to support 

each objective were confirmed. In addition, assumptions made by each team were 

presented and examined in detail to ensure all the team members and the 

representatives of the user community understood the full implication of these 

assumptions in achieving the objectives of each sub project. 
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Area of Change 

Representatives from the user communities were invited to present to the development 

team their perception of the way the systems were going to impact their day-to-day 

activities. These review sessions turned out to be very successful in that they formed a 
breakthrough for the project team, making the user community relate itself to the 

systems via the changes in their area (it was real now). Another important output of 
these reviews included a discussion on IR issues. 

Business Issues: 

The objective of the orders management project was set to provide a new improved 

universally acceptable vehicle for managing orders, not to simply duplicate functions as 

they are currently performed. As a general positioning statement, this means all the 

locations with their own current procedures, systems and practices, including 

documentation and screen/report formats used, have to move now to common 

worldwide forms, visual displays, common definition of order type, etc. This means that 

all business issues needing resolution have to be highlighted and agreement obtained, 

some issues before the start of the design phase and other issues before the 

implementation of the sub project. Appendix (G) shows examples of business issues. 

Traffic Analysis: 

During the structured interviews and from current systems in operation, data on volume 

of entities and traffic of functions and entity relationships are obtained and documented. 

One way of documenting this information is to present it on the entity and function 

diagrams. Appendix (F) shows traffic analysis document. 
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Review Available System Application Packages: 

During the business analysis phase, information available to the project learn consists of 
the strategic entity and function model and a high level definition of what is required and 

problems. Examining the suitability of a package to fit the business requirement is 

difficult. However, it assisted the project team in deciding that "in-house" development to 

be recommended. While the project team were carrying out the detail analysis, a new 

package was Introduced to the market and the project team were asked to review and 

examine the facilities provided by this package against the detailed entity and function 

models. The team concluded that the package cost of 0.7 million (USD) with 

customising for facilities proposed with multi languages and distributed approach at 

additional 0.8 million (USD) brings the total to 1.5 million over and above this expense. 
In addition, the development team would still have to write all interfaces to existing 

systems. Finally, based on broad estimates, the total cost to install a purchased 

package would be likely to exceed 2.0 million (USD) where the incremental costs of the 

"in-house" development option was 1.1 million (USD). There would also be an ongoing 

user maintenance charge of 0.2 million (USD) annually. Based on these facts, the 

project team recommended the rejection of the package solution. 

Cost/Benefit Analysis Revisited: 

The detail analysis activities and deliverables give the project team a complete picture of 

what Is required (hardware/software - systems development to support the agreed 
function model). This allows the project team to construct a revised and more accurate 

cost/benefit analysis. Appendix (H) shows the cost/benefit analysis constructed. 

Project Timing: 

With the availability of detailed entity and function model, the development team 

estimated a more accurate number of programs required to support the agreed 

functions. A new project timing was published. Appendix (i) shows the project timing 

published. 
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The Detail Analysis Phase Deliverables 

Thrrro documents were produced containing deliverables as specified in Chapter 2. The 

detail entity and function models plus the traffic analysis and attribute definitions form the 

important base for the design of the logical and physical databases. The pre design approval 

was presented to the steering committee for approval. The approval was obtained and the 

design phase started. 

(iv) The Design Phase 

To start the design phase, the team were joined by two database analysts and two senior 

programmers. The team were invited to attend a session to discuss the activities within this 

phase. The objectives of the design phase were re-emphasised - that is to provide a cost 

effective system design which meets the business requirements and design consideration 

discussed In Chapter 2. The detail analysis phase re-confirmed the requirement for three 

types of systems - operational systems, operational distributed systems and decision support 

systems. The main activities included the design of the databases, the design of the 

human-computer interfaces and core system processing. 

Database Design: 

The database technology available to the project team consisted of two IBM database 

management system products - IMS DB/DC/DL1 supporting the hierarchical database 

design and DB2. DLI supporting relational approach. DB2 was examined as a possible 

DBMS for the entitles, but was rejected for fundamental reasons. A high proportion of 

data already exists as DL1 under IMS databases and hence the problem of maintaining 

data on different DBMS. High volume of transactions. Lack of confidence in DB2 by the 

Internal development team. In addition, no Inbuilt referential integrity on the DB2 version 

was available. However, DB2 has the advantages of being easy to change and 

implement in comparison to IMS. IMS DL1 DB/DC was, therefore, selected as the DBMS 

and the orders management databases will exist in the security cycle as other related 

databases. Links between these databases was provided In such a way as to cause 
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minimal changes to the existing databases. All the databases, apart from the secondary 
Indices, have been implemented using bidirectional symbolic pointers. This enables 
logically linked databases to be accessed from either side of the relationship and greatly 

reduces the time required for database roorganisations. OSAM was chosen for the 

access method as this, at the time of the design, gave better access for on-line 

transactions. Other access methods considered included VSAM. This method was 

proposed, which gives better performance or as the databases grow in size (expanding 

over more than one pack). Appendix (J) shows the databases of orders management. 

The design of the Human-Computer Interface: 

The detail analysis phase identified two different types of users interacting with the 

system. The first group identified represented the external users (dealers/ distributors). 

The second group represented the internal users within the organisation. The external 

users communicating via a PC to the mainframe. With the dealer/distributor 

communication package, the dealer/ distributor interface was designed and named 

"VISCOM". The design consideration included the easy to learn and use interactivity with 

full security facilities. It was designed utilising windowing (superimposing one screen on 

another) and "help" screens to easily step the user to place part order entry, part price 

enquiry and reporting, order information and cancellation ability, stock order submission, 

electronic mail and invoicing Information. The Internal user-system interface again 

consisted of both interactive and batch facilities. When designing the interactive on-line 

user-system interfaces, the designers considered the efficiency aspects of these 

transactions. They addressed this by adopting the fundamental design principle - that is 

whenever a new on-line interactive transaction is Implemented, it is vital that its effect on 

existing transactions are estimated prior to the actual implementation. If this is not done, 

then all the existing on-line transactions may be adversely affected by one rogue 

transaction which utilises more of the computer's resources than it should be allowed to. 

One of the more easily predictable and perhaps the most critical resource requirements 

of any transaction is its CPU time utilisation. The team used this estimate and an 

estimate of the daily volume of the transaction. It is possible to predict the impact of the 

new transaction on existing transactions. Appendix (K) shows the specific form used to 

list all of the transactions in the proposed system and the expected daily volumes of 
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each of them. CPU time utilisation was then estimated for the critical transactions within 

the system. This analysis was performed for the top 50 per cent (in terms of daily 

volume) of the transactions as well as for any transaction with a daily volume in excess of 

100. oven If this transaction is not in the top 50 per cent. The general guideline of CPU 

time of 200 msocs or less was used as the target for any one transaction. Once this 

analysis was complete, the results were then reviewed to improve the database design. 

The program specification was only commenced when the timing estimates had been 

accepted. 

Security: 

Another Important feature incorporated In the design of the total system was the "security" at 
data and transaction levels. At the transaction level, the use of IBM's security facility "RACF" 

and the data level where access to the data is checked against the authorisation code using 

the user-database and terminal ID. 

Prototyping: 

The internal and external user interface was prototyped. Two categories of prototypes were 

used. Evolutionary prototyping (described in Chapter 1) was used to construct the external 

users' (dealers/distributors) interface to the system known as the dealer communication 

package "VISCOM". The prototyping system was used initially by the development team in 

conjunction with the users to evolve the design. It was also used to sell the product to the 

dealers and as a tool to train them. In addition, it was used to test the efficiency of the system 
in the area of network and system response time discussed previously. Furthermore, the 

development of the package was carried out by separate teams. The PC based system was 

developed by the North American development team and the mainframe based system by the 

central team In England. This approach to developing the package was possible with the aid 

of the evolutionary prototyping and significantly reduced the complex communication 

requirements between the two teams. Appendix (L) shows the dealer communication 

prototype. In chapter 5 we will discuss dealers view of the developed product. 
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The throw-it-away prototyping approach was used to design screen and report layout for the 

rest of the system using a software package. Once the user requirements were clarified and 
the layouts agreed, the development was started and the prototype was duly used to train 

new members of the development team. 

Distributed Processing Requirements 

We said earlier that the orders management system aims to integrate the order processing 

activities of locations in both North America and Europe. In North America, a central major 

warehouse supporting eleven strategically placed local warehouses covering both the US and 
Canada. In Europe, warehouses located in UK, France, Germany and Italy. Between them, 

these locations process some 6 million order lines per annum, varying from 120,000 to 1.3 

million. These order lines are placed by over 4,000 customers worldwide from a selection of 

over 600,000 part numbers. Specific functions considered for distributed processors located 

in locations and linked to mainframe central processor included order entry and validation, 

modification/authorisation of invalid orders, management of allocated orders through 

warehouse picking and packing, with production of supporting documentation and bar code 
facilities. In addition, decision support type application. 

Why Distribute? 

In making the decision to go distributed or not, the design team have argued that whether the 

function is to be supported on one or more will be dependent upon such factors as data 

consideration (enquiries, creation and modification), whether it is of local or international 

interest and the volume of it. Further, the cost of performing the function on one computer as 

opposed to another. In particular, the cost of a PC or distributed processor plus data 

transmission charges plus incremental development costs. In addition, three major factors 

were considered. Firstly, the impact upon the business if a particular processor is down and 

not having the back up of an alternative such as the inability to enter orders, inability to 

produce warehouse documents for picking and packing parts and finally the inability to 

produce shipping documents to despatch goods. The second factor was the need for 

speedy and reliable processing not impaired by long response times, especially transactions 
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which are high usage and used for urgent enquiry. The third factor was the cost justification 

of specific hardware in each location. In smaller locations, it was argued that it was not 

possible to cost justify both a distributed processor and PC. Therefore, in those locations 

without PC's, it Is necessary to provide order entry facilities for stock orders on the distributed 

r)rocossor. 

Proposed Area for Distribution: 

The functions required to be supported vary from location to location, dependent to a large 

extent on the size of the location, volume of order lines processed, types of order category 

processed and mix of domestic and export business. The team attempted to portray three 

possible scenarios, but within each location there will be variations at the individual location 

level. A small location processing low volumes of data which dictated that all required 
functions be developed for a single low cost processor such as a PC, printer and one or two 

visual display units (VDU's). The medium location, with higher volumes and greater 

complexity of business requires support for more functions and may justify a small to medium 

size single processor capable of supporting high speed printers and several VDU's. The large 

location, high volumes, large user community and greater complexity of business justifies use 

of both PC's and a distributed processor supporting high speed printers, approximately 

twelve to fifteen VDU's, laser printers and bar code readers. 

In all the three cases, the functions proposed included the order entry, entry of customer 

complaints and returns, warehouse-bank, limited enquiries, production of export 
documentation for locations dealing with export business and local reporting for operational 

and decision support. 
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Communication Between Processors: 

Consideration needed to be given to the required frequency of communication between 

processors (mainframe to distributed or distributed processor to the mainframe). This varied 
depending upon such factors as the function itself, requirements of individual locations and 

categories of orders being processed). In particular, consideration was given to three 

requirements. First for communication of data, where delays between processing needs to 

be minimised so that service levels can be achieved by the despatch of goods within what are 
typically short lead times. secondly, the availability of the data field on one processor to 

systems running on another processor (mainframe/distributed) including database 

management systems running on the mainframe-required for tracking information. Finally 

the requirements for transferring volumes of data on a scheduled basis, so that it is available 
for scheduled processing. 

Communication Techniques between Processors: 

Specific techniques considered included the "trickle- feeding" of data, the initiation of a task 

on one processor "pulling" the data it needs from the other, frequent transfer of batches of 
data - regular transfers of large volumes of data and the ability to meet schedules required by 

each location and finally the transactions and programs accessing data on more than one 

processor, especially with regard to response time and cost. 

The Final Decision - Distribute or Not to Distribute? 

Three options were presented. The first option proposed a fully centralised single processor 

providing all the orders management functions and supporting all the locations. The single 

processor will be supported by PC's or mini processors for data entry facilities on the basis of 

store and forward basis. The transmission of data between the distributed processor and the 

host (both ways) at times to be determined by the end user. The distributed processor would 

support printers and VDU's, including bar codes. The second option proposed included 

having major functions on the central processor, but functions related to local activities, e. g. 

the recording of picking and packing and simple domestic invoicing production, will be 

performed on local mini computers. The third option proposed argued that each continent 
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would have Its own computer processing all the functions with minimal interaction and few 

contratisod functions. Reviewing these options on the basis of costs, functionality and speed 

of development to meet the business objectives. Option 1 was accepted as appropriate for 

the environment currently supported, with the recommendation that wherever possible, the 
databases and functions will be designed so that they can be transported to single distributed 

processors if required at a later date. 

The Role Of Dialogue Networks within the Design Phase: 

During the design phase, the author, with a selected group of analysts, attempted to use 
dialogue networks to perform the appropriate activities within the design phase. The 

activities Included the design of screen and report layout for the dealer communication 

package discussed previously. They found dialogue networks easy to use and improved 

productivity in constructing the screen in conjunction with the user. However, the 

problem encountered related to the fact that the system was only available on one work 

station and, therefore, they concluded that the availability on more than one work station 

would be required. 

The results of the design phase were presented to the steering committee and the end 

users for approval. A series of presentations and walkthroughs were conducted with the 

users at each location for approval. This approval was obtained and the construction 

phase started. 

(v) The Construction and Installation Phases 

The construction and installation team was formed. At the beginning of the construction 

phase, the design team was extended to include programmers and operational staff. We 

previously stated that we followed a modular approach to the construction and progressive 
implementation according to benefits obtained. The sequence in which the subsystems were 

constructed and implemented was: 

. Order tracking and invoicing system. 
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Dealer/distribution communication package. 

. Warehouse bank system. 

Each system was identified as a project with a project leader co-ordinating and leading all the 

activities of construction and pre and post implementation support. A full project plan for the 

construction and Implementation plan is given in Appendix (C). The team members were 

given specific responsibilities. Systems analysts were given the responsibilities for program 

specification, program unit testing, system testing, construction of user guide and help 

procedures in conjunction with the user project representatives. The programmers were 

given the responsibilities for coding the program in a specific language, in our case COBOL 

DL1 was used, the unit program testing, assisting the analyst in testing the total system, 

assisting the operational staff in setting up the operational scheduling procedures. 

4.2.2 Management Information Strategy 

The strategic business plan highlighted a significant business weakness - that is of lack of any 
formal computer or manually based sales and marketing related management information 

systems. There was a plethora of reports available across the business providing fragmented 

information at different level of detail and frequency. To address this major weakness and 

as a result of the strategic business direction, three major systems projects were pursued. 
The marketing Intelligence known as PRISM, the Executive Information systems (EIS) and 
finally the end user DSS. From the start, the top and senior management were made aware of 

an important problem based on experience in developing systems for the sales and 

marketing user community. They were informed that experience has shown that we have not 

yet succeeded in'obtaining the full active participation of senior and middle management to 

define the Information required to manage and control the business. In turn, this has resulted 
in individual functions identifying their own requirements without relating it to other 

requirements from other functions in the sales and marketing areas and in some cases totally 

opposite to the strategic direction as seen by the senior management. Based on these 

experiences, the project team was formed with specific emphasis on the active participation 
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of senior management representatives. 

The development of this project followed similar steps to the orders management project. All 

the stages within the new systems development life cycle model were performed as specified 
in chapter 2. The analysis phase proposed an "in-house" approach for the marketing 
intelligence system as the nature of the requirement was specific to the varity corporation 
type of business and therefore, no package could be found to support the identified 

requirements. In developing the syastem four major requirements were addressed: . 

(i) Non-Computer specialist access: 

The most important design consideration, that is the design of the databases in such way to 

allow and users with no specific skill in programming languages to access these databases. 

The other consideration, the choice of a user friendly language for these users to construct 

"queries" to interrogate the database. 

(ii) Business data capture: 

Interface system to capture data from appropriate systems (e. g. orders management, material 
management and financial systems) for the creation of databases for the user access. 

(iii) Standard reporting: 

A system to produce regular reports for users. These types of reports defined to be of a 

complex nature and, therefore, needing special attention during the design phase. 

(iv) Decision support ad-hoc reporting: 

A series of "queries" type facilities having the ease of use as a major feature for end-user to 

request. Furtermore, the need for down-loading information to PC for DSS PC based 

applications. 
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The design phase proposed the use of IBM's DB2 relational database management system as 

a solution with the use of two languages provided by IBM (SQL and QMF) to be used. 
Appendix (E) shows the entity model and appendix (J) shows the relational database model 
for the marketing intelligence system. 

(v) The Role of Dialogue Networks within the design Phase 

During the'design and construction of the system a small team was formed to investigate the . 
possibility of using dialogue networks for the construction of DSS type applications. The 

team was made up of 2 users and the author. The requirement for the extraction of 
information from the mainframe databases to a workstation or a PC, so that interactive 

dialogue network is constructed was Identified. 

it was thought that dialogue network systems constructed with the aid of a software tool can 
play a major role for decision support type applications. This view is based on the ease of 
use by which interactive dialogue network is constructed with no requirements for the use of a 
specific computer language. 
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4.3 Evaluating the New Model - Evaluation Methodology 

The extent of the success or otherwise of any systems development methodology usually 

relies on the skills of the practitioners and their experience and familiarity with the concepts 

and mechanics of the methodology. The actual benefits that accrue from using a 

methodology need to be established. This is done through the use of the methodology and 

the possibility of considering the views of the systems developer, data centre operational 

staff, user support (help desk) and the end users of the implemented systems should be 

considered. We attribute the success of the information systems projects described in 

this chapter to the proposed new systems development life cycle model. Success is a relative 

measure and hard to quantify. In order to validate our claim, we need to make an assessment 

of the model on four major assessment considerations. 

The first consideration is the subject of project risk assessment. In this consideration, we will 
discuss a structured approach to assessing risk which can be carried out at any phase in the 

system development cycle. Its aim is to promote the objective recognition of risks so that the 

appropriate degree of timely management attention can be given to those areas which might 
jeopardise the success of the system. In addition, to ensure that the project meets the 

objectives we set for it, we need to carry out a risk analysis on the project - in this case the 

projects discussed previously. The assessment of risk was carried out by the user Project 

Manager and the Systems Project Manager (the author) in conjunction with the Steering 

Committee. The assessment technique employed consisted of a generalised checklist of risk 

factors developed by the IBM Corporation and are used at the authors own organisation, 

Massey-Ferguson. In Section 4.3.1 we will describe this technique. 

The second consideration relates to the activities and the deliverables within the development 

process with special emphasis on developing processing controls. Processing controls 

describes the need to ensure that effective processing controls are properly identified, agreed 

and developed as an integral part of a system's development. Section 4.3.2 describes a 

specific technique for assessing auditable controls. 
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The third consideration relates to user involvement in the activities as proposed by the model. 
This is considered in the context of measure of system quality, measure of system usage and 
the measurement of perceived quality and user information satisfaction. 

The fourth consideration is the systems developers view of the model. In this consideration, 

the model Is considered as a contributor to the productivity and quality by improving 

communication among developers and users, increasing flexibility of approach, providing 

consistency across the development life cycle and enhancing the quality of the final 

application. In addition, the concept of usable systems Is considered in the context of the 

model. In sections 4.3.3,4.3.4 and 4.3.5 we will examine the management of user 

involvement, measure of system quality and acceptability and system success due to 

user involvement. 

4.3.1 Project Risk Assessment 

The objective of using the checklist is to guide people to think in a general way about the 

environment In which the project existed as well as the culture and attitudes of the people 

who will be affected by it. All the questions in the guideline should be answered and, under 
the heading "more concern" or "less concern", tick the column that corresponds to the 

assessment for the appropriate project. The inclusion of "yes" and "no" answers in the table 

should not Imply that the exercise is perceived as being a precise one - this is clearly not in 

keeping with its nature. In reality, one will be concerned with "degrees" of concern and the 

table can be a useful trigger for registering these. If the person is In any doubt, it is suggested 
that the "more concern" column is ticked. The objective of the assessment is not to obtain a 

nunnarical scorn at the end of the exercise. Instead the areas that have the highest proportion 

of "more concern" answers, together with any Individual issues that are considered of 

particular Importance, need to be noted. These areas of concern and issues to evaluate the 

decision you make in developing/implementing the project should be used to ask the specific 

question - "does this decision help to reduce any of these risks? ". At the end of this process, 

the assessor would have done something positive about every item of concern, or at least 

resolved to keep it under close review. 
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Level of 
Concern 

Less More 

1. Business Case 

1.1 Has the business case for this project 

been fully endorsed at board level? Yes No 

1.2 Was the business case put together 

recently? If not, It may be out of 

date. Yes No 

1.3 Are any further board level decisions 

needed on any aspects of the project? No Yes 

1.4 Is the size of this investment (for 

instance, in terms of effort, cost, 

amount of upheaval) significantly 

bigger than the level which is 

"business as usual" for your organisation? No Yes 

1.5 Is this a project that your 

organisation MUST do (for example, 

because failure to embark on it will 

put you at a serious competitive 

disadvantage or because you simply 

can't do business unless you have this 

system)? No Yes 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

1.6 Is this project different in nature 

from other things that you have 

successfully done in the recent past 

(for example, much bigger, much more 

complex, or much more critical)? No Yes 

1.7 Are there policy changes in prospect in 

your organisation that might cause 

decisions about the project to be 

delayed or fudged? No Yes 

1.8 Are there other major changes in 

organisation, systems, or the way of 

doing business going on at the same 

time at this project, which might 

jeopardise its success? No Yes 

1.9 Will any problems with this project be 

a matter of public comment (for 

example, in the press)? No Yes 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

Technical Environment 

2.1 Are you trying to do something which is 

considered leading edge in your part of 

the industry No Yes 

2.2 If there is software to be developed, 

Is it of a size or complexity that is 

greater than your organisation has 

tackled before? No Yes 

2.3 Is there a source of expertise 

conveniently available to support any 

new components (hardware and software)? No Yes 

2.4 Are any of the requirements for the 

performance, reliability, or 

availability of the system more severe 

than those you are used to achieving? No Yes 

2.5 Have you planned adequate machine 

facilities for development and testing 

activity? Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

3. User Impact 

3.1 Are the system requirements well 

understood, clearly defined, and 

endorsed by users and their management? Yes No 

3.2 Do the users know and agree the 

realistic dates by which they will 

really start to feel the benefits of 

the system? Yes No 

3.3 Do the users understand the real costs 

of the system (for instance, in terms 

of extra work which they will have to 

do in order to provide data which will 

benefit someone else, not them; or work 

involved in collecting or cleaning up 

data)? Yes No 

3.4 Will the user definitely agree any 

changes to his working practices 

required by the system? Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

3.5 Does the system represent a significant 

culture change for the organisation in 

order to realise the project benefits 

(for example, improved standards of 

data accuracy, analytical capabilities 

of clerical staff, computer system at 

the heart of the business process)? Yes No 

3.6 Will the formal structure of your 

organisation have to change 

significantly to use of take 

advantage of the system (for example, 

new departments set up, new lines of 

reporting or responsibility, or 

significant shifts in balance of 

power)? 

3.7 Do the the users understand the extent of 

the user training needed for this type 

of system? 

Yes No 

Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

4. People 

4.1 Is the project heavily dependent on the 

drive, energy and personal standing of 

one individual in your organisation? No Yes 

4.2 Are people with the necessary skills 

and experience committed to this 

project for the time required? Yes No 

4.3 Do you have all the necessary project 

management skills and resources to 

support this project? Yes No 

4.4 Are some of your people being spread 

too thinly - perhaps because there are 

too many projects going on at once? No Yes 

4.5 Will you be self-sufficient technically 

once the system is completed? Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

S. Project Structure/Management 

5.1 Are clear project goals established - 
the things it is trying to achieve? Yes No 

5.2 Does your organisation accept the 

importance of a formal project 

management system for this project? Yes No 

5.3 Are you trying to implement the system 

in a shorter time than you would 

normally allow for this type of 

project? No Yes 

Project Structure/Management 

5.4 If several distinct departments, 

divisions, or groups must work 

together, drawn from inside or outside 

your organisation, is the Project 

Manager used to handling this degree of 

co-ordination? Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

Less More 

5.5 Does the project Involve people in 

different locations working together as 

a team? No Yes 

5.6 The management of this project may 

demand the setting up of a project 

organisation which cuts across normal 

reporting lines. Do your senior 

management understand the implications 

of this? Yes No 

5.7 Is the success of this project 

dependent on the success of some other 

project? No Yes 

5.8 Are there any critical deadlines to be 

met? No Yes 

5.9 Is a director or an executive level 

manager clearly identified as project 

sponsor (the person who has most to 

gain, in business terms, when the 

project succeeds)? Yes No 
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Level of 

Concern 

5.10 Is there a Project Manager who is in 

command of the project? 

5.11 Is there a useful Project Review Board 

in place? 

5.12 Is the sub-project structure and 

associated responsibilities proving 

workable and acceptable? 

5.13 Are there milestones which are being 

achieved? 

5.14 Is there a system in place for the 

Less More 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 

management of changes and problems 

which is being used and proving useful? Yes No 
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4.3.2 Developing Processing Controls 

The subject of auditable controls arises in several phases of the new systems development life 

cycle. We have argued previously that these controls are a vital part of the system's 

effectiveness and must be addressed at the correct time during the development process. The 

analysis phase identifies the control requirement - the need for and nature of the processing 

controls. The subject must be considered in its entirety, from the point of data origin to the 

multiple points of usage, and should Include both manual and automated controls, as 

appropriate. The criticality of the controls must be assessed and due consideration given to the 

subject of cost effectiveness in relation to business functions identified for controls. The design 

phase specifies how the control requirements are met. There are various control techniques 

which can be used to meet the control objectives of processing of data - mainly completeness, 

accuracy, authorisation, timeliness and adequacy of management trails. The design of the new 

system will typically confirm the degree to which it can accommodate the automated control 

requirements In the context of the computer programs supporting the relevant business 

functions. The construction phase builds the controls, whether the controls are in the form of a 

computer program or a user procedure. The installation phase uses and tests the effectiveness 

of the controls which have been incorporated. The audit stage reviews the entire scope of the 

project and assesses how effectively the controls have actually operated to protect the 

company's business Interests. The Internal Audit were invited to the walkthrough of the 

deliverables which referred to the processing controls. In the next section, we will discuss a 

specific control specification form to check for the processing control objectives. 

(i) The Control Specification Form 

The content of the form anchors the whole subject of processing controls to business functions. 

For each function, the requirement and technique(s) are completed for the following - 

completeness, accuracy, authorisation, timeliness and management trail. The following are 

examples of control specification forms completed for one function of the orders management 
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system. 

(ii) Control Specification Assessment 

The control techniques in support of the objectives we identified as completeness, accuracy and 

authorisation take the form of a matrix, which groups the techniques under two headings - 

"preventive" and "detective/ corrective". The matrix gives an indication of the likely effectiveness 

of each control technique in meeting these objectives. The effectiveness ranking guide has 

control significance as follows: 

A= High. 

B= Good, when combined with additional controls. 

C= Useful, but not adequate alone. 

We use this ranking as a guideline, since the real effectiveness will depend on a combination of 

factors. For example, a rigorously applied "B" technique may be more effective than a loosely 

applied "A" technique. Furthermore the number of "C" techniques being used is large. This by 

itself would generally not be considered adequate to meet a control objective. The matrix as it 

was completed for the orders management project is shown below. Control techniques in 

support of the objectives of timeliness and adequacy of management trails are shown as a 

straightforward checklist, following on from the matrix. 
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Completeness Accuracy Authorisation 

1. Preventive Controls 

1.1 Simultaneous recording 

of a transaction with 

the business activity 

itself. BBC 

1.2 Properly scheduled system activities 

(collection, conversion, transmission, 

processing, reporting and reconciliation). B 

1.3 Data "prompting" 

through interactive systems. B 

1.4 Formatted input 

screens. 

1.5 Input forms designed to 

match systems needs. 

1.6 Visual scrutiny of 

input. 

1.7 Data input key 

verification. 

B 

B 

B 

B 
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Completeness Accuracy Authorisation 

1.8 Authorise transactions 

prior to conversion. 

1.9 Data ownership - 

password security. 

1.10 Restrict access to 

authorised users. 
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Completeness Accuracy Authorisation 

2. Detective/Corrective Controls 

2.1 Maintain and investigate 

suspense record of outstanding 

items. AB 

2.2 Systems matching of 

expected transactions. ABB 

2.3 Verify transaction impact 

against major assets and 

liabilities. BB 

2.4 Analyse variances between 

actual and budget. CC 

2.5 Consecutive numbering of 

transactions and checking of 

continuity after processing. A 

2.6 Reconciliation of the number 

of source document to the number 

of transactions processed B 

2.7 Control totals. AB 
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Completeness Accuracy Authorisation 

2.8 Reconcile changes in 

assets/liabilities to 

transactions processed 

during the period. 

2.9 Retention of source document 

until the transaction are processed. 

processed. C 

B 

2.10 Record changes to 

sensitive semi-permanent 

data and compare with system 

listing of accepted changes BBB 

2.11 Verification of output 

by users. BB 

2.12 Input editing - checks 

for reasonableness, logical data 

relationships and self checking numbers A 

2.13 Process checking - 

reasonability of results B 
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Completeness Accuracy Authorisation 

2.14 Periodic user review of 

semi-permanent data. BBB 

2.15 Detailed matching of 

processed results to 

source data. AB 

2.16 Review transactions for 

authorisation. B 

2.17 Check "lack of 

activity' for regular 

business. CC 

3. Timeliness 

3.1 Prepare documented procedures for production 

scheduling and control. 

3.2 Use software, to the extent possible, to 

to reduce discretionary manual procedures and 

to monitor the performance of the system. 
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4. Management Trail Controls 

4.1 Document and enforce record retention 

procedures. 

4.2 Unique identification for each record. 

4.3 Filing in significant and planned sequence. 

4.4 System design to allow tracing data backward 

and forward through the system. 

4.5 Logging of on-line and internally-generated 

transactions (including information such as 

User, ID and date of the transaction). 

4.6 Periodically save semi-permanent data which 

Is changed by overwriting the old contents in 

the same physical storage location. 

4.7 Provide users with data scrutiny and 

analysis capabilities. 
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4.3.3. Managing the User Involvement 

We have stated previously that the development of a quality system requires the harmonisation 

of a wide range of business and technical skills and the efficient planning and control of a large 

number of activities. A user project manager is the champion of the project, whose mission is to 

drive it to a successful conclusion. In the case of the orders management project we described 

in Chapter 4, which involved more than one department and location (multi-function, but also 

multi-location) and the functions provided were aimed at specific business objectives supported 

by a specific systems development. The question of the project management process of the user 

involvement was considered from the very inception of the project. This involved the decisions 

on who is the user project manager - the quality and experience, as well as the membership of 

the project steering committee and the representatives of the individual functions. The user 

project manager's problem was choosing the members with appropriate knowledge and skills to 

represent the user community. Most of the user input came from a few highly skilled, very 

experienced staff. Their knowledge was important in providing high-quality knowledge of the 

current business environment and problems, but they lacked in vision - identifying future 

requirements and seeing the system in achieving business advantage. This problem was difficult 

to overcome. From the beginning, it was difficult to move them away from their current 

day-to-day problems. As the project progressed, the user representatives became aware of what 

was required and gained confidence. This meant new ideas were generated. However, "blue 

sky" requirements that would entail an enormous systems development resource requested by 

the users had to be dropped by the user representative after detailed discussion with the 

developers. The process needed careful consideration as developers often tend to associate 

complex user requirements as "blue sky" requirements. Our experience shows that this process 

may cause tack of interest in the project by the end user community due to change in their 

attitude from "will get what I want from the new system" to "will not get what I want from the 

new system after all, so why contribute". Managing this process is important and should be 

performed with care. In addition, the developers felt that using user representatives as 

go-betweens between themselves and end users will cause difficulty in defining and 
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obtaining the end user requirements. Thus it Is difficult to generalise about the opinions of 

user population from the few users who are most heavily involved in development. They 

may or may not reflect general perceptions, not only because of their commitment to the 

project, but because they may not reflect the shifting composition of the population. The 

top management assumed that the heavy involvement of a few user representatives would 

give them the complacent belief that they are in touch with the end user community. 

Another Important activity was the marketing of the project so that project supporters are 

identified and encouraged to market the project further. Roberts (1974) has argued that a 

sponsor and a champion provide necessary advocacy for any new idea. This view was 

developed further by Rothwell (1977) arguing that this support is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, failed projects can have highly visible champions. Leonard-Barton (1987) has 

argued that "champions and their projects are successful to the degree that they stimulate 

support in the right quarter". In our experience, when developing a large complex system 

for multi-locations bringing with it the symptoms of "not invented here", champions or 

supporters for the project are a mandatory requirement. In our case, the orders 

management was championed by the managing director of the Parts Company. He in turn 

marketed the project to the corporate headquarters and created an environment for the 

creation of network of supporters from each location making each location relating to the 

project and creating a feeling of "project ownership". The primary challenge facing the 

champions and sponsors was keeping the users' interest in the project. Regular reviews 

were conducted with objectives of informing and reminding the users of the benefits 

provided by the system. In the case of the orders management project, our experience 

shows that appropriate support that is visible, carefully timed and appropriately positioned was 

important to address issues and problems encountered. However, visibility at high level can also 

hinder projects. The main problem facing the project team included a constant justification of 

resources used, detail project status reporting at a low level to top management. In our 

experience, project visibility at a high level can be worse than none at all. Furthermore, support 

at the appropriate time is Important. In our case, we received strong support during the analysis 

and design phases, but reduced during the construction and installation phases. These phases 
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were seen by the sponsors as technical in nature. Another important factor impacting the 

implementation of the orders management was the hourly workers' attitude to the system. It was 

seen as a threat to their job security and, therefore, resisted the implementation strongly. Part of 

the management's problem was identifying and working with union representatives to develop 

the needed social and physical support. Our experience shows that careful consideration should 

be given the social aspect of system implementation and that trade union involvement in the 

early phases of the project will result in a smooth implementation and acceptance of the system. 

We will discuss the subject further in chapter 5. 

4.3.4 System Quality and Accegtabilit 

The "right first time" principle is strongly supported as a key quality objective by the new cycle 

model, especially where well defined tasks are Involved. However, in our experience, the 

development activities at the earliest phase of the project scope definition contained areas of 

uncertainty. In these Instances, we felt some degree of iteration was essential to clarify Issues, 

gain understanding and secure user agreement. Furthermore, because of the impact on the 

remainder of the phases of the project, the need to be "right" was paramount. The practice of the 

walkthrough described previously occupied a fundamental role in our life cycle as a major 

contributor to quality. In the context of user involvement, the walkthrough sessions were used 

as a process of subjecting the specific deliverable to open scrutiny by the user departments 

relating to the particular function in the presence of the user representatives and members of 

the development team. The atmosphere encouraged in these sessions was one of constructive 

criticism with the goal of the early detection of errors and omissions. 

To investigate the relationship between user involvement and system quality and acceptance, we 

conducted a study at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, with special emphasis on 

extracting users' views. Before proceeding to the discussion on the study, it is worthwhile 

identifying who the users are. We classified our users as "owners". of data and as "access users", 
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who do not own data but who may have access to data. As an owner of data, they carry with it a 

commensurate responsibility for control over the data and/or specific functions provided by the 

system or the total system. Throughout this section, we will be using two terms - internal users 

and external users/ access users. Internal users refers to the users of the system employed by 

Massey-Ferguson and they are "owner" users and "access" users. The second term, the external 

users (dealers and distributors), refers to customers of Massey- Ferguson and they are "access" 

users. In chapter 5 we will be discussing the external users' view of the model. 

4.3.5 User Involvement and System Success 

The new system development life cycle model we have proposed is aimed at bringing the 

developers and users closer within the systems development process so that useful, usable, 

desirable and quality systems are developed. To examine system success due to the 

involvement of users, we will focus our investigation on two class of outcomes of user 

involvement-system quality and system acceptance. We proposed that the quality of an 

information system should be measured in terms of its satisfaction of business requirements. 

We have argued that the new life cycle model ensures that a clear and precisee understanding 

of these requirements is communicated accurately across the life cycle and refelected in the 

final system. This communication has resulted in the user community reporting that the quality 

of the systems developed with the aid of the model can be measured in higher satisfaction with 

these systems. To provide data to support a positive or negative relationship between user 

involvement and system quality, we carried out our study at the author's own organisation, 

Massey-Ferguson, Investigating the role of users in designing and developing the information 

systems described previously. Involving the user community in the design and development 

process necessitates more planning and complex activities than it Is recognised. It requires 

attention to the management of the user involvement which has a direct impact on system 

quality and acceptance. 
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4.3.6 Improved Productivity-Is the New Model the Answer? 

We have argued that the ever increasing demand for the effective and flexible information 

systems, coupled with shortcomings of traditional techniques in the development of these 

systems, has highlighted the importance of deriving more powerful concepts, techniques and 

tools for improving software productivity and functionality. We believe that the proposed 

development phases are the correct way to view the various activities involved in the 

identification, specification, development, use and improvement of information technology 

systems. As for achieving higher productivity by applying the proposed model and a device 

which provides automated support for production of deliverables, we used specific productivity 

tools from McDonnell Douglas Corporation (ProKit*Workbench and PRO-IV) to support the 

analysis, design and construction phases within the development life cycle. The application of 

these tools were monitored and evaluated. Benchmark results obtained are discussed in 

chapter 5 in detail. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON THE USE OF 

THE NEW LIFE CYCLE MODEL 
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5.1 The New Life Cycle Model and Systems Success 

The decision to install the systems described In Chapter 4 necessitates a choice of mechanisms 

to determine whether the systems described were needed and once implemented, whether it is 

functioning properly and that the users believe that the information available to them meets their 

requirements. These requirements Identify the needs for evaluating measures of system success 

which can be viewed as measures of system quality, measures of perceived quality and 
information satisfaction. The overall project assessment is one way of assessing that these 

requirements have been addressed. Assessment activities consisting of project management 

and structure, the business case (business benefits/cost saving) the technical environment of the 

system (development and implementation) and people skills and personalities. The project plan 

should make generous use of the checklist of high level activities identified for each project stage 

and sub-divide them, as necessary, for effective control. This should go some way towards 

minimising the project risk which accompany the omission of essential activities. However the 

subject of risk is never far from the surface in the life of the project, especially large international 

projects, and it must be given regular attention to protect the company's investment 

opportunities. The assessment of risk carried out using the techniques described in chapter 4 

showed a high proportion of "Less Concern" than "More Concern". In section 5.2 we will discuss 

the result In detail. Another important area contributing to system quality is the processing of 
data completely, accurately, timely and verifiably. Each of these requirements constitutes 

specific control objectives which need to be systematically considered. The technique proposed 
In Chapter 4 expresses the effectiveness ranking guide has control significance of high, good, 

when combined with additional controls and useful, but not adequate alone. The technique 

applied to system developed with the aid of the new model by the Internal audit section at 
Massey-Ferguson showed "high" ranking controls. A third important factor contributing to the 

quality of deliverables within the development process is the "walkthrough" procedures 

proposed. It is a most effective way of ensuring that a deliverable incorporates, collective 
brainpower - subjecting the deliverables to open scrutiny by a group of peers, In the presence of 

the author. In addition, change control procedures we proposed addressed one of the greatest 

causes of project slippage - the failure to manage requests for system change which are received 
during the life cycle of the systems project. The procedures was seen by the developers and end 

users as having the objectives of evaluating the Impact of each change request, so that an 
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Informed business decision can be made on whether or not the change should be accepted. it 

was stated that the procedure be operated with minimum overhead and it must not appear 

unduly bureaucratic. Section 5.3 discusses the results of auditabie processing control 

assessment in detail. Walkthrough and change control procedures used are discussed in 

Section 5.4 and 5.5. 

As for the measurement of user satisfaction and it's relationship with system success, we 

propose that it is on perceptional or subjective measure of system success, it serves as a 

substitute for objective determinants of information system effectiveness which are frequently not 

available. The subject of user satisfaction is evaluated in the context of the new model being a 

contributor towards achieving information satisfaction and system success. A survey of internal 

and external users of the systems developed with the aid of the new model was conducted. The 

survey has shown that a good quality useable system can be developed with the aid of the 

model. The overall reaction of those who responded was very good. Section 5.4 discusses the 

internal and external user' view of the systems developed with the aid of the new model. As for 

the developer's view of the model, a survey was conducted within the development team at the 

authors own organisation. The discussion in the context of the model providing the developers a 

medium for communication with end users, flexibility, consistency, productivity, maintenance and 

usability. The survey resulted in the developers reporting that, whereas the system development 

standards described previously Moubarak (1989) ensures that system developed meets users's 

requirements at the level of individual applications, the new model guarantees that the entire 

corporate application conforms to the goals laid down by strategic information processing. 

Support is available for the developer throughout the entire Life Cycle from the original idea and 

it's specification to implementation of the application and it's subsequent replacement. The 

framework for all development based on data and function analysis. The heart of the architecture 

is the integration of the end-users within the development process. In Section 5.5 the 

developer's view is discussed in detail. Another important factor contributing to system success 

is for the system to be fully utilised, the point when the system will be accepted. The process of 

acceptance was described by the participants in our survey as an adaptive process. the 

adaptive process starting at the implementation phase with the system ownership by the users of 

the system. 

The survey showed that system changes were recorded within the change control procedures 
described in Chapter 2 were due to various misalignments between the system functions through 
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which the solution was delivered to the users of the system. Business and organisational factors, 

systems and technical factors and political factors were identified as specific misalignments. 

Implementation as an agent of change including these misalignment factors are described in 

Section 5.7. 

5.2 Project Risk Assessment-Result 

The project risk assessment was carried out by the user and system project managers in 

conjunction with the steering committee. As stated in chapter 4 the objective of using the 

checklist is to address the areas that have the highest proportion of "more concern" answers, 

together with any individual issues that are considered important. The project manager 

addressed every item of concern and resolved issues highlighted during the assessment. 

Specific areas of concern highlighted included the following: 

(i) The business Case: 

Specific areas of concern included the implication of policy changes in relation of business 

direction for example of acquisition of third-party business, in particular what type of business. 

The issue was addressed by the top management stating "the systems need to support functions 

relating to core Massey-Ferguson distribution business". 

A second area of concern related to the criticality and the size of the project. This concern was 

based on requirements for the commitment of all companies with the varity group. Re-assurance 

was obtained by the steering committee. 

(ii) Technical Environment: 

Specific areas identified were performance reliability and availability. The concern expressed in 

relation to the system being available 24 hours with over 2000 internal and external users 

accessing the system. This requirement resulted in the construction of specific standards for the 

design of on-line transactions discussed In chapter 2. 

(iii) User-Impact: 

Two related areas were identified. First the change to existing working practices and the culture 
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change in relation to a single site mentality to a common single point of contact for customers of 
Massey-Ferguson on a worldwide bases. The problem was addressed by forming a working 
group consisting of human resources, representative of each business unit and project 

personnel was formed resulting in the creation of a package, containing full training and 

education courses for the clerical and commercial staff. 

5.3 Control Specification Assessment-Results 

We stated previously that the audit phase reviews the entire scope of the project and accesses 
how effectively the control have actually operate to protect company's business interest. The 

control specification form described in chapter 4 was used by the internal audit department to 

perform the assessment. The assessment resulted in the preparation of the audit report for the 

senior management. The report started that all specified auditable controls were considered 

adequate to meet control objectives. Specific issues highlighted included on-line security and the 

use of password at individual user level rather than collective department/terminal-id level. This 

recommendation was accepted by the user management and implemented. 

5.4 The End Users' View of the Model 

The subjects chosen in our study represented two groups - internal and external users. The 

internal users group was made up of 27 users with a mixture of good formally educated 

experienced subjects and experienced with no formal education background subjects, but all 

have the experience of using interactive and batch systems developed using traditional systems 

development methodologies, their views are discussed in detail in section 5.4.1. The external 

users were represented by selected number of dealers from the Massey-Ferguson dealership 

community(180) dealers from the North America were chosen. in section 5.4.2 we will discusses 

the results of a questionnaire sent to these dealers. In addition, the role of the internal and 

external users during the development process are discussed in section 5.4.3. 

5.4.1 The Internal Users' View 

This group consisted of the following members: 
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. Three distribution managers, one from each location. 

. Three warehouse managers, one from each location. 

. Three distribution order processing supervisors. 

. Three invoice processing supervisors. 

. Three export documentation clerks. 

. Three warehouse supervisors. 

. Four pickers and packers. 

. One pricing manager. 

. Two Sales managers. 

. Two Marketing managers. 

To obtain the group's view in our study, we interviewed members of each group. The interviews 

were conducted by the author at the members' own environment over a period of six months. 
The discussions with the users were concerned with the following areas of 
interest. 

(i) New cycle model as a framework for communicating business 

requirements to systems developers: 

The discussion took place in the context that the new model ensures that a clear and precise 

understanding of users' business requirements are communicated accurately and reflected in the 

final system. The managers reported that the business requirements identified at the strategic 

planning phase have been supported by the system and that specific economic benefits have 
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been obtained in the area of decision costs, reduced inventory levels, increased revenue by 

introducing new marketing pricing campaigns and improved service levels. However, they all felt 

that phase implementation of the project prolonged the realisation of the economics benefits. 
The phase implementation was defended on the grounds that a major, complex and large system 
such as orders management has a major impact on the organisation's internal structure and 
users of the system. In addition, the logistics of supplying over 2,000 dealers/distributors 

customers of Massey-Ferguson with communication packages so that they can place orders and 
communicate with the new system all at the same time was seen as a task with serious risks and 

major business impact. This was accepted and they admitted that the internal user organisations 

could not absorb the changes that the new system would bring. 

(ii) The new cycle model as an agent for reducing business complexity: 

The idea processing and the brainstorming sessions taking place at various phases of the project 

allowed for complex business problems to be identified before rushing around looking for a 
solution. The managers reported that the brainstorming sessions elicited good ideas in a fairly 

short time. The ideas acted as catalysts provoking everyone to come up with more thoughts and 
new lines of thinking. However, one good way they felt to help along the sessions would have 

been for someone outside the project team and Immediate organisation to sit In on the session 

and to have cross-fertilised the run of ideas by bringing knowledge on related subject. In our 

case, all the sessions were led by a user or systems project manager. The argument presented 
by the managers is that the complexity remains even with the introduction of the new systems 

and procedures. An example given by the managers included the pricing, invoicing and 
discounting rules - has the model failed in reducing business complexity? We felt that the model 

provides a framework for exchanging ideas and allowing the users to see the complexity and 
thus ensuring that the complexity is avoided. It could also be that these problems start further 
back in the organisation or the work process than first appeared. In the case of the example 

given, märket forces forced the need for complex pricing and discounting structures. 

(iii) Decision making performance: 

A point made consistently by the managers during the analysis phase was that the information 

provided by their current systems was not sufficient and that they found too great a mismatch of 
information produced from different systems. As one manager said, "it is like comparing apples 
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with oranges". Furthermore, customer service level data and various data extracts for decision 

support applications originated from local systems, each with their own rules and algorithms. 

These problems Identified the need for common and comprehensive decision support type 

reporting. The material thus gathered was used to construct a function called "measure orders 

management activities". The objective set for this function was set to be: Establish performance 

criteria, capture and evaluate measurement data and to provide performance reports. All the 

managers concluded that the four major objectives of this function allowed them to run their 

departments to improve customer service to their clients. They reported that setting 

performance criteria at each location for individual clients using facilities provided by the system 

allows for the analysis of performance of order turnaround by order type by location. In addition, 

pipeline analysis is supported by extracting data at selected control points. As for the analysis of 

data needed to develop management information, all the managers agreed that the approach 

taken to provide a selected standard report on an agreed schedule and with additional support 

by extracting information on a daily basis from the operational mainframe databases for 

downloads to their PC's was the most efficient way of using resources. They reported that the 

use of software tools such as Lotus 1-2-3 on this extracted data and other DSS type applications 

has improved their day-to-day decision making process. The main problem identified by the 

managers was the introduction of computing-literate personnel to their departments to carry out 

tasks in construdting "what if type" analysis. The study showed that the managers strongly 

supported the prototyping of the human-computer interfaces and felt time allocated to these 

activities during the early stages had resulted in producing quality and usable information. As 

one manager commented, it is bound to be right, we designed it, you just programmed it. " The 

discussions with the subordinates were concerned with discussing the essential elements of the 

system which they have contact with - the human-computer interface (on-line screens and 

reports). Although the participants had ideas about what the system would do for them in terms 

of information, decision support and usability aspects, since they played a major part in 

designing their interfaces, the extent of which varied according to the participants' education, 

career history and previous computing experience, especially their experience in using 

interactive computer systems. The interactive facilities provided consisted of PC assisted on-line 

transactions and on-line transactions on traditional VDU's for enquiries only. The essential 

elements of the discussion on the interactive human-computer interfaces included the following: 

Simplicity of commands. 
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Consistency of commands. 

The availability of menu and help facilities. 

Presentation of information on displays in a meaningful and simplistic way. 

Adequate response time during the interaction with the system. 

All the participants reported that PC assisted facilities proved to be more superior to the 

transactions on the VDU's and strongly requested the availability of extra PC's throughout the 

departments. 

5.4.2 The External Users' View 

On July 28th 1989 a survey was sent to selected North American dealers-180 dealers users of the 

dealer communication package developed within the orders management project described 

previously in chapter 4. At the time of writing the thesis we have received 29 responses. The level 

of responses was disappointing but it may have been partially due to the busy time of the year 

when many of the dealers may simply not wanting to take the time to answer the survey. While 

the number of responses were disppointing the overall reaction of those who responded was 

very good. A summary and result of the surveys will now follow: 

(i) Survey Questionnaire 

The following questions were asked: 

1. How long have you been using the package? 

Please tick one of the following: 

30 days, 60 days, 90 days, 120 days, 120 plus days 
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Results: 

30 days 3 

60 days 6 

90 days 3 

120 days 4 

120 plus days 13 

Total 29 

2. How were you trained and how do you rate your training? 

Method of training (please tick): 

Telephone, regional training centers and visit to dealer 

locations 

Results: 

Telephone: 

Regional training centers: 

Visit to dealer location: 

Total 

No. Exc. Good Adg Poor 

20 3 7 9 1 

8 2 3 3 0 

1 0 0 0 1 

29 05 10 12 02 
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3. How often do you use the package functions? 

Dail Occasionally Never 

Parts Ordering 28 1 0 
Parts Inquiries 15 14 0 

Electronic Mail 22 7 0 

Wholegoods Info. 0 16 13 

Retail Contract 1 10 18 

4. How would you rate the package functions? 

Excellent Good Adequate Poor 

Parts Ordering 11 15 3 0 

Parts Inquiries 6 18 4 1 

Electronic Mail 8 15 6 1 

Wholegoods Info. 0 11 6 1 

Retail Contracts 2 7 4 0 

5. Suggestions for improvement 

Suggestions offered - 24 

No suggestions -5 

A wide range of suggestions were offered. Each suggestion was reviewed to 

determine if changes were required and could be made. 
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6. List any additional features you feel would be beneficial. 

1 Warranty Claim Submission 

3 Wholegoods Order status 

2 Parts back order list 

2 Parts back order promises 

2 Transmit credit application 

1 Retail contract payment calc. 

1 Parts return submission 

7. How do you rate package response line Help Desk support? 

Excellent = 11 

Good = 14 

Adequate = 04 
Poor = 00 

Total 29 

8. How would you rate the overall performance of your package? 

Excellent =6 Good = 16 Adequate =7 Poor =0 
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9. If you have another manufacturer's communication system, how does the package compare? 

No other system - 23 

Better Same Worse 

Than As Than 

Ford 1 0 3 

Chrysler 0 1 0 

Komaster/ 0 1 0 

Dresser 

Total 123 

10. Do you feel you made the right decision when you purchased the package? 

Yes-29 

No -0 

(ii) Results Summary: 

The survey has shown that a good quality usable system can be developed with 

the aid of the model. The overall reaction of those who responded is very good. 

Some important statistics obtained are: 

- 100% of the dealer's think they made the right decision when 

they purchased the package. 

- The response line support(help-desk facilities) was rated 

very high: 
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. 86% Excellent or Good 

. 14% Adequate or Good 

.0 Poor 

- Overall package performance is very favorable: 

. 76% Excellent 

. 24% Good 

.0 Poor 
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5.4.3 The Role of Users within the Life Cycle 

We have argued previously that effective user participation within the development process 

enhances the final product developed. This effectivenes depends on appropriate role played by 

the participants. The table below illustrates the role of user envolvement in the systems 
development life cycle activities during the projects. 

A= Senior Management, B= Executive-Business-Strategist, C= Middle Management, 

D= User representative, E= Supervisors, F= Clerical Staff, G= User Project Manager 

The Life Cycle Phases High Low 

(1) The preparatory phase: 

Definition of scope and A, B, C, G 

objectives of the project 

. Organising the project team G 

. Establish methods and standards G 

. Planning the project G, D 

. TRAINING and education G, D A 

(2) Business Analysis phase 

. Strategic Planning activity B, C, D, G 

. Agree business objectives - A, B, C, G 

Conduct the business D, G 

investigation 
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The Life Cycle Phases Hiah Low 

. Strategic entity and function D, E, G 

modelling 

. Idea processing, project options B, C, D, E, G 

options and recommended project 
proposal. 

(3) Detail Analysis Phase 

. Confirming the current practice C, D, E, G 

. Auditable control requirements D, G 

. Project scope and assumption D, G E 

. Area of change C, D. G 

. Business Issues C, D, G A 

. Traffic analysis D, E, F G 

. Review available system D, E, F, G C, B 

application packages 

. Cost/benefit analysis revisited B, C, D, G A 

. Project timing revisited D, G A, C 

. Business system spec. D, G C, E 
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. Technical approval 

The Life Cycle Phases ! Igh Low 

(4) Design phase D, E, F, G C 

(5) The construction phase D, G 

(6) The installation phase D, E, F, G B, C 

(7) The Audit and system evaluation C, D, E, F A, B 
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5.5 The Developer's View of the Model 

In this section, we consider the experience of another group referred to collectively as 
developers. Mostly professionals from the management information services department at 

Massey-Ferguson all members of the project team developing projects described in chapter 4. 
The participants of our group consisted of: 

3 system project leaders. 

.3 systems analysts. 

.1 senior programmer. 

.1 database analyst. 

2 programmers. 

To carry out our investigation, we interviewed members of the group. The interviews were 

concerned with discussing specific benefits that the new model would bring to reduce the risk 

associated with application system development in particular projects described in chapter 4 and 

the role of developers within the development process. In the next two sections we will discuss 

these benefits and the role of developers within the development process. Section 5.5.1 

discusses these benefits. In Section 5.5.2 we will discuss the role of developers with the 

development process. 

5.5.1 Benefits Identified 

The following are some of the benefits identified: 

- Better Communication 
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The model as a media for communicating ideas and concepts among the developers and the 

end users. 

- Flexibility 

The model as a framework that allows top-down approach for strategic systems development 

including tactical, pragmatic approach to address immediate needs (tactical solutions with 

strategic vision). 

- Greater Standardisation 

By providing a checklist of activities and deliverables for each phase using the same vocabulary, 

the end users and the developers can be sure the meaning and intent of their work is carried 

through to the implemented system. The model ensures that this consistency applies across all 

systems. 

- Improved Productivity 

The model as contributor to systems development productivity throughout the development life 

cycle - transformation from manual to automation. It is through integration that productivity and 

system quality improvements are made possible. 

- Maintenance 

The model as a tool controlling and co-ordinating maintenance alongside simultaneous 
development projects. 

- Higher Quality Applications 

The role of the model in designing reliable and responsive systems. Application that focuses on 

calculating errors early in the development process-before detailed design and implementation. 
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f 

Achieved through better communication, increased productivity and greater standardisation so 
that higher quality applications are developed-has the right functions in it so that users can do 

their work better and like it. 

As a starting point, the discussion centered around the role of developers within the systems 

development process and what they require from a methodology. They defined their goal as 

designers and developers of information systems reflecting user needs and to convince the users 

of the final product of the developed systems. Systems that support business functions that 

allow users to do things they want to do. But more significantly, these systems must evolve 

rapidly to support change in the business and environment it serves. To achieve this 

responsiveness requires a solution to the problems that traditionally fail them. Mainly 

user requirements not clear, development takes too long, it costs too much and the quality of the 

resulting system is poor. The sceptics of the group initially argued that the structured approach 

as proposed by the new life cycle model would lengthen the development process. They would 

be adding on more work and, therefore, more time and effort would be required. In addition, 

they argue that because the business requirements change faster than developers can respond, 

many application systems being developed will never be implemented. This view fails to 

recognise that the model is designed to address these fundamental problems. Another view 

expressed by the analyst members of the group is that of "de-skilling". In their view, they felt that 

the involvement of users as a driving force at the early phases of the analysis would make their 

role as a subordinate passive role to user needs, rather than the analyst defining what the user 

should have. 

As a communication medium, the participants of the group agreed that the model provides a 

framework for the communication of ideas and concepts important to the systems development 

process. The framework is largely based on a combination of phases containing activities and 

deliverables representing a structured and consistent framework within which the system can be 

developed. The communication is enhanced by making the communication models pictorial. 

Verbal models, the traditional means to communicate systems analysis requirements used by 

our participants, have several defects. Mainly, unless a structured language is used, it is nearly 

impossible to get an unambiguous meaning for even a relatively small/simple subject. For a 

model of any reasonable size, it is difficult to check self-consistency. Easy to comprehend 

modelling makes user participation simple to enforce. 
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However, our experience shows that during the analysis phase of the orders management 

project, the analyst members of the group reported that entity modelling was more difficult to 

comprehend by the user community and that only graduate level educated users could 

understand the entity relationship. On the other hand, function modelling was reported as the 

most successful media for communicating business functions and that with the walkthrough 

sessions carried out to examine the entity and function models, everyone understands the 

requirements definition and can measure the system against it. The participants have all agreed 

that the model allows flexibility and precision in the range of problems that can be addressed and 

systems that can be developed. Systems described In Chapter 4 support this view. 

Furthermore, they argued that the separation of data and functions as proposed by CACI 

methodology simplifies documentation, analysis and enhancements due to change in function 

requirements. Separation of techniques makes the project control easier by ensuring definition of 

small analysis and design steps. The whole development has calculable and controllable 

timescales. 

During the analysis phase, much quantitative information on data and business functions was 

collected, which for it to be of benefit In the design and construction phases, then it must be 

organised and recorded in a central information directory with graphical support for modelling. 

In our case, the tools available to the developers consisted of a separate non-integrated tool kit 

with no automatic interfaces. For example, a data dictionary was used as a means of recording 

the attributes and the entities, but no computing medium for a function model was available. 

Furthermore, no automatic Interface between dictionary and prototyping exists and thus no use 

of data dictionary for screen design. The participants all strongly agreed that there is a need for 

an integrated tool kit that provides graphics facilities to create data and function models and 

program structure charts with prototyping facilities to help analyse business requirements and 

model screen dialogues. Behind these facilities, linking them all together, is an active data 

dictionary which should document all aspects of the system from a high level business overview, 

through detailed process and data definitions, down to the physical system elements of 

programs and files. During the initial phases of the project, a study was carried out to evaluate 

analysis and programming tool. The study proposed that no one suitable affordable tool was 

available for the company to invest in. However, since then a number of tools have been 

introduced to the marketplace which can play a major part in addressing the problems Identified 

by our participants. 
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The participants agreed that such tools can be introduced within the model to improve 

productivity during the analysis phase. As for the design phase, the participants reported that 

breaking the deliverables of the design phase into smaller areas is useful. The business system 

specification is the output of the business system design. Designers use the information 

gathered during the analysis phase to describe the information system that can satisfy the 

business' needs. User representatives found this extremely useful to understand the system 
better in the area of human-computer interfaces. The designer ignores the details of the 

operating environment at this point. The designers reported this has been the most difficult task 

for them - the border line between considering the operating environment for technical system 
design and not considering it for business systems design. The activities and considerations 
Identified by the model in the area of security, distributed approach and the direction towards 

choosing the appropriate database management system was strongly supported by our 
designers. However, they all felt that the approach encourages integrated systems designed for 

centralised data sharing. This view failed to recognise that the activities within each phase can 

equally apply to de-centralised databases and systems. 

The developers identified prototyping as the most important tool they have come across. With 

sample screens, reports and menu, users can not only validate, but uncover additional 

requirements previously overlooked. Simulated execution is an added benefit. A model of 

screen execution can be created to show how screens will behave in production as it tests both 

navigation and logical criteria. Various levels of complexity can be modelled - from function key 

screen transfers to complex data orientated navigation. Our investigation shows that the 

prototyped human-computer interfaces inform of on-line screens and reports layout were not 

changed during the system implementation and no changes were requested post 
implementation in two years. 

The construction stage invited considerable comments from the programmers. They felt that the 

model has nothing to offer them as they still code programs in the appropriate language - no 

productivity gains. This view failed to see that this phase sees the program being updated within 

the level of information necessary to generate a high level program specification which in turn 

can be converted to program code using traditional 3rd and 4th generation languages. It Is true, 

however, that a greater productivity is achieved by automatic generation of code. Again, no 

tools were available to the developers for automatic code generation. 
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In our conviction, we feel even with the use of a construction tool set available there will be 

complex requirements which needs the facilities supported by "3GL". 

5.5.2 The Role of Developers within the Life Cycle Phases 

We have described the new model to be an architecture or open framework facilitating the 

coordination of users and systems developers efforts towards a common goal. We asked the 

participants to Identify roles of developers within phases of life cycle. The table below illustrates 

the roles as Identified by our participants. In addition the role of senior MIS managers and 
developers are identified based on experiemce during the development of the projects described 

previously in chapter 4. 

A= Senior MIS Management 

B= Systems Development Manager 

C= System Project Manager 

D= System Project Leader 

E= Systems Analyst 

F= Data Analyst 

G= Systems Designers 

H= Database Designers 

I= Knowledge Engineering 

J= Programmer 

Life Cvcle Phases High Low 

(i) The preparatory phase 

. Definition of scope and B, C A 

objectives of the project 

Organising the project team B, C 

. Establish methods and standards B, C 

Planning the project B, C, D 
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Life Cycle Phases High Low 

. Training and education B, C, D 

(2) Business Analysis phase 

. Strategic Planning activity B, C, D 

Agree System objectives B, C, D 

. Conduct the business investigation B, C 

Strategic entity and function C, D, E, I B, E, F 

modelling 

Idea processing, project options C, D, E, I B 

and recommended project proposal 
proposal. 

(3) Detail Analysis Phase 

Confirming the current practice D, E, I C 

. Auditable control requirements D, E, I C 

Project scope and assumption B, C, d 

Area of change C, D, E, I B 

Business Issues B, C D 
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Traffic analysis E, F 

Life Cycle Phases High Low 

. Review available system C, D, E, I A 

application packages 

Cost/benefit analysis revisited B, C D 

. Project timing revisited A, B, C 

. Business system spec. B, C, D A 

. Technical approval B, C, D, H, I 

(4) Design phase D, E, F, G, H, I B, C 

(5) The construction phase E, G, H, I, J C, D, F 

(6) The installation phase C, D, E, G, H, I, J B 

(7) The Audit and system evaluation C, D B 
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5.6 Development Productivity Gains-Results 

This section reports results of a study to evaluate a specific product from McDonnell Douglas 

ProKit*WORKBENCH to support analysis and design phase, and 4 GL PRO-IV to support the 

construction phase. 

(i) Productivity Gains 

Life Cycle Phases Model with aid of Existing method 

productivity tools 

Analysis 21 

Design 21 

Construction 51 

Testing 10 1 

Implementation 21 

The evaluation team was made up of 2 analyst/designers and two programmers. The objective 

set for the team was to develop various functions so that the products were monitored for 

performance and to assess its integration capability within the new model and technical 

environmnt. In addition, to carry out user acceptance trials for the dialogue structures. Database 

management and file organisation tested included the following; CICS DL1, VSAM and DB2. The 

study was carried out on three platforms: Mainfram, Midrange and PC computers. 
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The benefits obtained during the analysis phase was due to the use of structured techniques 

described previously In chapter 2 and automation facilities provided by analysis/design tool kit 

ProKit*WORKBENCH to support entity/data modelling and data dictionary. The savings 
Identified were conservative and should Increase as the knowledge of the product is gained. 
The design phase is supported by facilities for prototyping the user interface. As for database 

design, automated tools did not provide logical structures for hierarchical data bases. However, 

they did provide the designer with schemas for relational type data bases. 

The application generation part of the construction phase was strongly supported by 
4GL PRO-IV application generator capability. Thus, reducing the laborious coding requirements. 
Testing benefits were high due to waikthrough sessions throughout the phases and especially 
because, of the availability of standard routines within the application generator for screen 
handling and data base I/O calls. 

Implementation benefits were achieved by the availability of interactive help and standard 
dialogue design facilities. 

(ii) Response Time and CPU Usage Analysis 

To determine the way the system's internal processing contributes to delays in terminal 

response time, or-line transactions were monitored. The following are examples of results 

obtained for CPU usage and response time: 

Function Key Action CPU Usage Response Times 

3GL 4GL 3GL 4GL 3GL 4GL 

Enquiry Transaction: 

Enter Enter 0.0093 0.0129 1.698 0.206 

Enter Enter 0.0321 0.0318 1.306 1.416 

PF8 PF19 0.0267 0.0221 0.457 0.397 

PF7 PF20 0.0487 0.0605 1.188 1.572 
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Creation Transaction: 

Enter Enter 0.0089 0.0184 0.382 0.625 

Enter PF5 0.0103 0.0087 0.466 

The enquiry transaction showed that the average response time for the 4GL was 
0.54 seconds compared with 0.49 seconds for 3GL However, this was mainly due to design 

approaches of forward and backward paging. CPU usage for 4GL showed average . 03 seconds 

compared with 0.0273 seconds for 3GL The average response time for 4GL when adding data 

was 0.33 secs compared with 0.51 second for 3GL The above exercise has indicated that some 

transactions (e. g. forward, backward and deletion transactions) will need to be designed 

differently and wherever possible functions should be kept single. This approach to interactive 

on-line transaction design was strongly recommended in the design of all systems..:. 

(ii) Training and Skill Requirements: 

After sending a selected number of staff on the methodology course (CACI) and the development 

productivity tools, we found that they had learned enough to be able to use these tools for 

design and development of Information systems. We expected the development staff to be 

productive In 4GL in 4 weeks after initial training. The initial learning curve was short but it took 

(2-3) months before the person became totally proficient in the more complex multi-screen, 

multi-file access and update type transactions. Experience at Massey-Ferguson has shown that 

it takes (6-12) months to get full productivity from a trainee in 3GL environment and in the 

majority of cases 18 months. Furthermore, our study showed that Productivity tools were more 

appropriate to analyst/programmers rather than for the traditional programmer (coder). In 

addition, these products allowed the end user to define a sequence of screens to prototype a 

conversation, using appropriate function keys to control screen flow and write DSS type 

application using the 4GL PRO IV. 
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5.7 implementation as an Agent of Change 

We have previously stated that the area of change must describe all the current mechanisms 

which will be modified as a consequence of implementing the proposed system. Effectively, all 

current practices within the business area investigated must have been considered to see if they 

will be changed by the proposed system. The participants from our groups reported that the 

nature of these changes must be clearly identified to the end users of the system to ensure that 

they fully appreciate the implications for their future methods of working. Furthermore, they have 

argued that this is a demanding and important task. Demanding because people with 

considerable exposure to current working practices often found it difficult to appreciate the 

changes in methods of working that the new system required. This was true for the orders 

management project. Important because practical experience of the relevant area of business 

was invaluable in the validation of the new system to highlight potential problems and evaluate 

the opportunities which it makes possible. 

For the new system to be fully utilised, it is necessary to determine a point when the system will 

be accepted. This process of acceptance was described by our participants as an adaptive 

process. In this environment, most of the participants including the user representatives in our 

study felt that even with the extensive use of prototyping, walk-through system testing 

procedures and parallel running throughout the project development, the final product remained 

"not perfect". This is mainly due to the fact that in their view the user community related to the 

system as "owners" of the system only at the later phase - the implementation phase. Indeed, at 

this stage, the users started asking whether the system is doing what is required and adapted 

their way of working to the system. However, system change requests were received for 

enhancement during the adaptation process. These changes were the results of various 

misalignments between the system functions through which the solution was delivered to the 

users of the system. The specific misalignments Identified were due to business and 

organisational factors, systems and technical factors and finally political factors. We will now 
discuss the impact of these factors: 
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(i) Business and Organisational Factors 

The participants reported that in order for the new system to be successful, many business 

issues had to be addressed. 

These tended to be "things which needed to be changed" - changes to culture, attitudes, 

agreements, existing practices, procedures and or organisation - all outside the direct authority 

of the project to change. The business strategic direction itself was subjected to modification 

due mainly to expansion. As the company acquired and established new parts distribution and 

business units, two approaches were available. A tight or loose approach with respect to 

business and systems integration. The "tight" approach would have supported the original 

business strategic requirements that is to integrate new business to the core single parts 
business. This will result in integrated operational systems supporting the current and the 

additional business units. The "loose approach" supported a view to treat the businesses as a 

self contained entity with defined interfaces to the existing business. This approach was chosen 

for the additional new business, resulting in reduced benefit realisation for the orders 

management project. 

Impact on the day-to-day business activities was another factor affecting the adaption process. 
Managers did not foresee the Impact of the new specific changes and control procedures on the 

day-to-day activities of running the business. These changes and procedures were implemented 

in order to best exploit the new system functions. This error of judgement resulted in taking 

some of the control procedures off and re-implementing it at a later stage of the project. 

Another detrimental factor was the education of the lower ranking staff in the organisation using 

the new system. Although considerable training was given in the use of the system, it was initially 

thought the lower ranking staff, would not benefit from detailed educational sessions of why they 

would have to do the same task in another way. One reason given argued that at this level of 

skills, the staff had neither the skill nor the educational background to absorb complex business 

rules (e. g. allocation of inventory from different locations and shipping it to the customer using 

appropriate complex pricing and customs rules). 
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(ii) Systems and Technical Factors 

During the adaptation process, the users using the new system have asked the 
fundamental question of "does the system meet the objectives set for it? " More accurately, 
detailed questions have been asked. Specific questions included the following: 

- Does the system support all the business functions described in the function model? Are 

all the entities and attributes supported? 

- Does the system support the new organisational structure? Most importantly, is it 

supporting the areas of change? 

- Are the people using the system happy with the human-computer interface? 

- Does the system work or are there errors in the program logic or program code? 

The answers reported were in the form of "yes", "not quite", "maybe" and "yes, but". The 

answer "no" was not used, suggesting that "no" related to total rejection of the system or 

specific function within the system. 

The adaptation process suggests that you cannot get it right the first time, no matter how 

experienced the project teams are and how efficient the methodology used is. However, 

our participants reported during the initial stage of the adaptation process that when users 

started to use the system, it was difficult to know whether a fault was a system 
malfunction, an operator error or poor documentation. Knowing what ought to be coming 

out of the system when processing real live commercial data helped the users to gain 

confidence in using the system and to recognise whether the system performs 

satisfactorily. 

There were systems changes brought about due to business and organisational factors 

described previously. In addition, there were system changes due to systems and technical 

factors. Factors which covered the following areas of concern. First, from the human-computer 

interaction aspects, the users of the on-line facilities were asking whether the system is 

supporting all the interactions that are necessary for the users to perform the required business 
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function. Furthermore, are each of the transactions in a form that is suited to the particular style 

of the type of user involved? These two questions were posed during the prototyping of the 

human-computer interface at the design phase and during the system user testing. Other 

questions asked included the suitability of the style of the dialogue. Various degrees of 

unsuitability were considered. There were mainly four - user rejection, user irritation, slow 

operation and screen errors. Positive answers were given for both questions, yet during the 

adaptation process, changes to the on-line screen were requested. However, these were minor 

changes of moving fields. Most requests were related to control and security procedures. In 

particular in the area of control procedure, where applied to data belonging to separate 

locations. 

The second factor relates to whether the new system and new organisational procedures and 

structure were actually solving the problems of the business. In certain cases, the answers 

suggested yes. However, the adaptation process in large projects such as orders management 

continued for six months and, in fact, in the complex areas continued for over a year (e. g. 

pricing, discounting and export businesses). During this period, various changes were 

requested and actioned. No structural changes were carried out on the databases or major 

changes to the programs. 

The third factor relates to delivery mechanism misalignment. Inadequate computer hardware, 

slowed software performance or speed of. error/problem recovery are examples of these types of 

factors. In the case of the marketing intelligence system, the system was rejected during the 

adaptation process due mainly because response time was so slow. Users associated the 

slowness with the computer hardware. In fact, the problem was in the area of the database 

management system DB2. The first release of this product proved to be totally inefficient for 

large volumes of data manipulation which users wanted for Sales and Marketing analysis. As a 

result, the adaptation process was terminated and parts of the system were rewritten using 

conventional files and languages. This had a serious impact on user confidence. It took over 

fourteen months to gain the confidence and have the system accepted by the user community. 

(iii) Political Factors 

These factors tended to be the most frustrating and counter-productive to the adaptation 

process. Lack of interest in the system was due to various political factors. 
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The first and perhaps the most important factor identified by the participants was the "not 

invented here" problem. This was presented by the users in the form of responses such as "not 

interested here", "not required here" or "over-complex here". All of these reasons given were due 

to the fact that the system potential or actual usefulness was not understood initially. However, 

considerable effort was made to educate the users so that full understanding of the benefits and 

potential opportunities of the system was achieved. This problem still remained and "not 

invented here" was identified as the cause. In order to support the business strategic direction, it 

was necessary to implement the system in all locations. Therefore, the top management decided 

to support the project team and forced the system implementation to begin. The adaptation 

process where this forced implementation took place caused the developers a considerable 

amount of problems. Small insignificant problems were reported as major and any system 

problem was blown out of proportion. The quality of the system and the richness of the functions 

supporting the strategic direction plus total commitment and professionalism from the 

developers continued throughout the adaptation process to the end. 

Another political factor encountered consisted of user rejection in the form of industrial action. 

This was due to trade unions using new systems implementations to get better salary and 

conditions for their members. The lesson learned here and universally accepted throughout the 

organisation supported the notion that "trade unions should be part of the development process". 

This means that a full explanation of the system impact on their members should be given and 

the implementation plan agreed with the trade unions before the user testing and adaptation 

process takes place. 
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5.8 Conclusion 

Our study was conducted in the field in relation to live commercial work and so it was not an 

experimental one in the tradition of laboratory studies. The main reason for choosing to test our 

model in the real commercial computing world was that we were concerned with testing the 

model in managing live information systems projects through the whole cycle of activities 

needed to develop a computer system. In addition, testing the model for producing an asset of 
high quality, which is capable of making continuing contribution to the business. In our study, 

we have met developers who were certain that the development process will be lengthened and 

more expensive if they followed the activities proposed by the model. We have also met 
developers who were certain that useful, usable and desirable systems can be developed with no 

user involvement. But few systems are designed without some form of user involvement. The 

tradition at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, was that a team of systems 

specialists took responsibility for the design and implementation of the system and invite user 
involvement to the degree and in the form that they deem appropriate. The basic premise of the 

new life cycle model is that the users of information must be thoroughly involved in the 

information systems development process_ These users took responsibility for the nature of their 

systems by becoming directly involved in processes which enabled them to specify their own 

requirements. 

The system developer's view of the model extracted from our participants highlighted important 

benefits for the model. They felt that undoubtedly the most tangible benefit of using the model is 

in the area of communication. The model not only aided communication between the various 
functional specialists of the systems development department (systems analyst, application 

programmers, database analyst, etc. ), but it also helps the system development team to 

communicate with the user communities. This communication ability aided the developers to 
better understand complex business environments. The participants reported that techniques of 

entity and function modelling helped to ensure that systems were designed with the future in 

mind. Whereas the functions that the organisation performs frequently change over time, the 
data which an organisation handles is frequently more stable. Consequently, systems were 
designed around the data which the organisation handled which made the developed system 

more likely to be able to respond to future change requirements. 
As for managing the project with the aid of the model and our participants, the model splits large 

projects into smaller, more manageable activities. 
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The identification of different phases kept the development staff motivated and users committed 

to the project as milestones are achieved. Moreover, the model provided a formal framework 

within which projects were frequently re-evaluated. There were several reasons why the projects 

described were frequently re-evaluated. As the project moved from phase to phase, additional 

information was uncovered which changed not only the basis on which the earlier resource 

estimates were made, but also the desirable scope of the project itself. 

Another important benefit highlighted was the role of the model in aiding the continuity of the 

project in the face of high staff turnover rates. The use of the model ensured that a high level of 

system documentation was maintained and consequently helped familiarise new recruits with 

both existing operational systems and systems which were under development. 

As for the use of productivity tools we have shown in this chapter that there are benefits to be 

gained from using analysis, design and programming tools if they are adopted selectively and 

with regard to the future. We have shown that the use of analysis and design tools including the 

use of 4GL within the new systems development life cycle will facilitate the rapid development of 

applications. The analysis and design tool kit can be used effectively to carry out the business 

analysis and produce the business specification that an essential starting point for the first 

prototype and design of databases. Our study showed on average 2: 1 productivity gains can be 

achieved during the analysis and design phases. Our study also showed that with the help of 4GL 

on average 5: 1 productivity gains can be obtained during the construction phase. 

We believe the implementation of systems development methodology and application of 

productivity tools are the only way for the companiess to more rapidly develop quality system 

incorporating full user requirements, make better use of resources and technology and support 

current and future needs. Furthermore, the key point is that the commercial benefits of a user 

centred process, using the tools and methods that have been proposed, has been clearly 

demonstrated in practice. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROJECT REVIEW, FUTURE RESEARCH AND CONCLUSIONS 
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6.1 Summary of Proceeding Chapters 

The following sections recall the main areas of interest, results and conclusions arising from 

this program research in relation to the development of strategic and tactical information 

systems. 

6.1.1 Information Systems Development - the Theoretical Context 

As we have seen from the earlier chapters of this thesis, a great many methodologies and 

techniques have been proposed for the development of information and decision support 

systems, including knowledge based decision support systems. Several methodologies exist, 

each having at least a published paper based on it. Many methodologies and techniques are 

little more than the combined expertise of a handful of experienced information system 

developers who have worked closely together and developed systems. A few have had wider 

use and published as books. 

In this thesis, we have reviewed six methodologies and techniques for the development of 

information systems. We have looked for the underlying philosophy and essential features of 

each methodology. We discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each methodology. 

Specific methodologies and techniques reviewed Included the following: Information 

engineering techniques, Multiview -a framework for information systems definition, Jackson 

System Development (JSD), structured analysis and design, structured requirements definition 

and system prototyping. 

The information engineering methodology developed by James Martin and refined by James 

Martin Associates is a structured framework within which techniques are employed leading to 

the development of high-quality, integrated information systems. This framework provides a 

basis for defining and managing projects through the various stages of development.. The 

methodology consists of a set of building blocks, each reflecting the stages of the information 
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engineering methodology. The horizontal blocks represent the basic stages of the 

methodology to analyse the business and to specify and construct its systems. The vertical 

blocks provide strategies for shortening the development life cycle, given the information 

gathered beforehand by the basic techniques. The methodology is marketed as a graphics 

orientated discipline. During the analytical stage of the project, the business models are 

created. These are then refined during the design stage to create the technical models that will 

be used directly for translation into system code. The systems produced, therefore, have their 

origins in the business models and it has been argued by James Martin Associates that it is 

more likely to serve the business needs than systems produced by different route. They have 

identified two major benefits from the methodology. They are improved quality of systems and 

improved productivity in development. The first is achieved by focusing on the business 

requirements. The second is achieved by breaking free from the stages of development cycle 

and adopting strategies to shorten it and by automating wherever possible. 

The second methodology we reviewed was the Multiview approach to information systems 

definition as proposed by Wood-Harper et al (1985). Multiview addresses problems associated 

with the analysis and design activities of information systems definition. It is a methodology to 

structure the tasks for the analysis and users during the analysis and design activities. The 

methodology exhibits five different views, all of which can be emphasised, reduced in scale or 

even omitted according to the circumstances. The five stages proposed Include the analysis of 

human activity systems, the analysis of entities and functions, the analysis and design of 

socio-technical systems, the design of human-computer Interface and the design of the 

technical sub-system. The authors of the methodology have argued that the order of the 

stages is Important, moving from the general to the specific, from the conceptual to hard fact 

and from issues to task. Outputs of each stage either become inputs to following stages or 

major outputs of the methodology. The final outputs of the methodology are the social 

systems, the role set and people tasks, the human-computer interface and the technical 

specification and the necessary inputs and outputs to support the non-application system. The 

first stage of the analysis Is to draw the picture of the organisation in order that the analyst, 
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client and problem owner agree on the starting point. The first stage in the design process is 

the analysis of the human activity system. A full understanding of the purpose of the 

organisation Is proposed before designing the system. In particular, the people in the 

organisation Including the interaction between them and the deliverable in the form of the 

definition of the "purpose' of the system before attempting system design. On the completion 

of the human activity system, the system designer creates a conceptual model. Specific tasks 

include listing all the activities associated with the root definition, grouping them and then 

drawing them together as a system to perform these activities. The system chart created 

shows all the relationships between various activities and the environment. The conceptual 

model is then compared with reality to see if any Improvement can be made in the way that 

activities are organised. The next stage is information modelling - events, functions and 

Information. Information modelling starts with the overall picture of the information flow In the 

conceptual model and develops the activities in this into the function hierarchy chart. Another 

area of interest In this stage is the business entities. The third stage known as the 

socio-technical design Is the analysis and design where the problem solver lays out the 

alternatives and the problem owner decides which alternative to adopt. The fourth stage Is the 

design of the human-computer interaction. In this stage, for each function to be performed, the 

contents of the dialogue, that is the information and instruction between the users and the 

computer, needs to be defined. The definition of a specific system which can implement the 

analysis and design requirements is the last stage of the methodology. In this stage, the 

technical sub-systems are developed. 

The third methodology we reviewed was Jackson System Development methodology. 

Described by Michael Jackson (1983) as a "method for specifying and implementing computer 

systems". These activities Include requirement specification, functional specification, logical 

system design, physical system design, program specification and design, program 

implementation, and system and program maintenance. Connor (1985) reported that JSD 

covers every aspect of system design and development. 
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However, JSD excludes activities such as project selection, project planning and management 

and cost benefit analysis. It excludes procedures for system acceptance, installation and 

cutover. It excludes the whole area of human engineering In such matters as dialogue design. 

JSD also excludes specialised application skills. JSD has been applied to information systems 

development for finance, administration, text handling, communications, real time process 

monitoring and simulation. The methodology supports any programing language, operating 

system, application support software, teleprocessing monitor and DBMS on any hardware. 

JSD consists of six development steps - entity action, entity structure, initial model, function, 

system timing and implementation. The entity action step describes the real world entities and 

the actions they perform or suffer are described. In the entity structure step, an abstract model 

of the real world is constructed. This abstract model will display the entities and the actions 

defined in the entity action steps. The tool used is "structure diagram" to illustrate this abstract. 

In the initial model step, the developer specifies the system to be built by specifying a 

simulation of the real world. In the function step, the developer specifies the system functions 

In terms of the model. The model is extended to provide required output. The system timing 

step is considered in JSD when the information is needed, which in turn affects when the 

processes are run. In the system Implementation step, the task faced by the developers during 

this implementation step Is to Identify how many real or virtual processors are to be used. 

Other factors considered by the developer include the programming language to be used, 

database management system, enquiry language and TP monitor. In summary, the developers 

using Jackson System Development start from a rough statement of new requirement, develop 

its specification in two phases, modelling and function. In the third transformations that should 

preserve essential facilities. Jackson is emphatic that JSD Is not a top-down method for 

developing systems. The basic Idea of top-down is stepwise refinement. The object to be 

developed Is regarded as a hierarchy. The developer begins by stating the highest level of the 

hierarchy and decomposes this level into a number of smaller objects. "What Is JSD then? " 

argues Connors (1985). "JSD can be considered a network which takes a series of sequential 

real life and computer processes and through synthesis builds them into a system. Further, 

these processes are defined using structure text, even during the modelling of the real world 
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entities, and this ensures that the specification can be programmed". 

As for concepts and terminology used by JSD, Maddison et al (1983) have reported that JSD 

uses different concepts and terminology from other methodologies (e. g. avoiding data analysis, 

global conceptual data model, normalisation, relation and relationships). Thus, developers 

sympathetic to JSD may be irritated by other methodologies. 

The fourth methodology was structured systems analysis and design. Structured analysis and 

design Is a set of process orientated techniques, rather than a methodology argues Yourdon. It 

covers the analysis and design of information systems, but not strategy and feasibility. The 

process orientated techniques include data flow diagrams, structure diagrams and structured 

english, with guidelines to show how to apply them. The data dictionary facility can be 

combined with these facilities. The analysis and design phases are broken down into well 

defined sub phases. The analysis accuracy and completeness can be checked by referring 

back to the users. The design phase produces a set of program specifications with 

supporting design documentation and operational procedures in the data dictionary. 

Maddison et al (1983) have reported that the techniques are intended for use on medium to 

large development projects where the problems of complexity and communication with the 

users are serious. The most important feature of the structured analysis and design is the step 

by step evolution of the analysis and design. The biggest disadvantage is the large amount of 

data that must be recorded and controlled. The design philosophy is to provide more 

maintainable systems which is most important and more efficient, the least important. 

The fifth technique reviewed was structured requirements definition. Connors (1985) has 

reported that the structured requirements definition approach to system design provides 

mandatory outputs defined by a rigorous requirements definition process. The primary 

objectives of structured requirements definition is to produce systems which are a direct 

reflection of the outputs, since it is the output that provides the user with the data he needs in 

order to function. This emphasis, however, tends to result in systems with multiple files in 
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which considerable duplication of data could occur. The technique employs "Warner-Orr" 

diagrams as a tool for the analysis and design. Specific diagrams include data structure 

diagram, system and process diagrams and finally assembly line diagrams. 

In comparing Information engineering, structured analysis and design and structured 

requirements definition, we Identified the common factor between these methodologies and 

techniques is the normalised data model. Connor (1985) has reported that this data model Is 

developed before procedures are identified In Information engineering. In structured analysis 

and structured requirement definition, the model is developed based on the logical files 

developed from the procedural flow. Another common factor between the techniques reviewed 

is that between JSD and Information engineering. What they have In common is the entity, 

which has almost the same meaning In both techniques. The sixth and final technique reviewed 

was system prototyping. Prototyping is not a design technique by itself. Effective prototyping 

can only be done In conjunction with another system design technique. Prototyping reported 

Connor (1985) Is defined in Webster's new collegiate dictionary as "an original or model on 

which something Is patterned" and as "a first full scale and usually functional form of a new type 

or design of a construction (as an airplane)". Although prototyping is regarded by most 

systems developers as production of quick versions of the system, in particular in the area of 

human-computer Interfaces. We have in fact reviewed three categories of prototyping - 

throw-it-away, , evolutionary and incremental. In reviewing these categories, we discussed the 

question of whether a prototype should become a final system. Other questions such as how it 

should be constructed and when it can be accepted as a final product were discussed. 

Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have reported that "throw-it-away" prototyping corresponds to the 

most appropriate use of the term prototype. It is often used for the purpose of requirement 

identification and clarification. They stress that the relevance of this approach to requirements 

analysis and specification has often been referred to as specification prototyping. In this type 

of prototyping, quality factors such as efficiency, structure, maintainability, full error handling 

and documentation are Ignored. 
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Evolutionary approach Introduces the system into the organisation gradually while allowing it to 

adapt to changes that take place within the organisation. Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have 

reported that evolutionary prototyping is the most powerful way of coping with change. This 

approach they argue requires the system to be designed In such a way that it can cope with 

change during and after development. In Incremental prototyping, the system Is built 

Incrementally one section at a time. Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have reported that 

incremental and evolutionary prototyping have been used as synonyms (Baldwin 1982). They 

have, however, identified significant differences between the incremental and evolutionary 

prototyping. Incremental prototyping Is based on one overall software design (Floyd 1984). In 

evolutionary prototyping, the software design evolves continuously. In Incremental 

prototyping, a full scale design is first conducted and then modules implemented and added In 

sequence. As with evolutionary prototyping, the system grows gradually, but in a considerably 

less dynamic way. 

As for the prototyping and system design techniques we have reviewed, protyping software is 

used in information engineering for screen painting, procedures for maintaining the records in 

the data structure and procedures for producing output records. Connors (1985) has argued 

that information engineering and prototyping software to blend together. In structured analysis 

and design, prototyping is used as a programing aid after the structured design process is 

complete. In particular, the prototyping software is used to produce file maintenance and 

output programs. Prototyping can be used in conjunction with structured requirements 

definition argues Connors (1985), but only after mainline functional flow diagrams, the file 

definition and systems outputs are defined. As for JSD and prototyping, the time orientated 

systems suited to JSD may not lend themselves to prototyping Connors (1985) has argued. 

However, prototyping can be used in Step 6 of the JSD methodology. At this stage, the 

concept of file is introduced. The five preceding steps are defined in considerable detail in 

procedural language. Thus prototyping effort could be wasted. 
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Another area we discussed was the human-computer Interaction. We reported that on average 

59% of the program code accounts for the user interface. The user Interface is the way In 

which Individual users communicate with the system developed for them. They may be 

Interacting with the system by entering data, enquiring or Interpreting output produced by the 

system. In the other cases, the user may instruct the computer to run specific programs written 

for them or written by themselves. This all has to be done In a way that users find easy to 

understand. This will vary according to the background and experience of the users and the 

particular process required. Therefore, it Is not surprising that a major part of the project effort 

may be expanded on the design and Implementation of the interface. Ten Hagen (1980) has 

argued that proper design of the user Interface Is such an Important step in system 

development that many authors believe that it should be the first part of the system to be 

designed. Other researchers In the field of user interface design have also argued that the 

design of human-computer interface is central to the design of an Interactive system, Edmonds 

(1982). Models of the user interface have been developed by several researchers (e. g. Fitter 

(1981), Edmonds (1982) and Innocent (1982)). The definition of the Interface varies slightly 

between authors, but it is generally agreed that it Includes all points of contact which the user 

has with the system, Benyon (1985) has argued. We have also reported that considerable effort 

has been directed towards development of formal user interface analysis tools with the 

objectives of improving the design process for the user interface development. In Chapter 1, 

we discussed several topics which we felt were related to the development of user interfaces. 

The evaluation of user interface complexity was discussed by reporting notions presented by 

authors In the field of human-computer Interface design, model of Interaction and types of 

human-computer dialogues (e. g. Guedj et at (1980), Karat et at (1987) and Shneiderman 

(1983)). We reported that the basic style of interaction with the computer systems from 

interface dominated by command languages to "direct manipulation" Interfaces. Other 

alternatives reported included dialogue networks and production rules to construct Interactive 

human-computer dialogues. The Interface system for the design of human-computer dialogues 

developed by the author were briefly described. One of the central dilemmas of interface 

design reported by researchers in the field Is how to satisfy the conflicting demand of difficult 
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users. Sutcliffe (1988) proposed adaptive Interfaces as a potential solution to the mixed user 

population dilemma, although the consistency of the Interface has to be maintained as it 

adapts. Various notions on the subject of adaptive human-computer interface design were 

presented. Notions proposed by Damodaran and Eason (1981), Benyon (1985), Maguire 

(1981), Edmonds (1981) and Innocent (1982). 

As for the prototyping approach and the human-computer Interface, prototyping requires the 

design of the human-computer interface to be an iterative process Involving a large degree of 

user participation. This approach allows the designer to derive a conceptual model that 

appeals to the majority of users, Hekmatpour and Ince (1986) have argued. User participation 

was considered not only for prototyping in the design stage, but throughout the systems 

development process. The need for user Involvement In this process was discussed by 

reporting on notions proposed by several authors (e. g. Lucas (1975), Biggs, Birk and Atkins 

(1980), Glasson (1985), Damodaran and Eason (1982), Ives and Olson (1983)). Types of user 

Involvement were discussed in relation to one way Involvement, mainly systems development 

team driven, user representatives, participative design with the aims of bringing all users to the 

design process and finally user design participation by providing expert advice. In addition, 

measures of user involvement were discussed. This was done by reporting the three most 

common strategies for Investigating user involvement as presented by Ives and Olson (1983). 

The case for user Involvement and no user Involvement was also considered by reporting views 

published by Ives and Olson (1983) on reviews they have carried out on studies carried out by 

the researchers in the field. 

Another area closely linked to user involvement is that of user support. Damodaran and Eason 

(1982) have argued that user involvement and support strongly influence the effectiveness of 

any computer application. Methods of user support discussed included training, documentary 

support and human support mechanisms. These users are groups of individuals who are 

jointly responsible for performing a specific task or making decisions using information 

produced by the computer systems developed. The decision making process and providing 
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systems to support the process has been given much attention during the past decade by both 

in the commercial computing environment and the academic environment. Practitioners and 

scholars have suggested that a decision support system requires a unique development 

approach with a high level of user involvement. The level of user involvement can vary widely. 

A review of the decision support system (DSS) technology, the management activities and the 

nature of the task interdependence all interact to affect the user involvement. Despite the 

growing use of this technology, the older type of human-based manual systems continue to 

play a crucial role in the planning and decision making process. DSS are capable of providing 

refinements in the ability to provide relevant data to model and simulate, and to provide 

answers to "what if questions. Land (1989) has argued that property designed and used DSS 

can improve the process of planning and decision making. The challenge, he argues, is to 

blend the capability of the human decision support system with the facilities of the technology 

based systems to provide a support service neither type can provide on its own. Doukidis et al 

(1989) have argued that the technology based approach of the management support systems 

have to be integrated with the human activity systems they serve. They have based this notion 

on the notion proposed by Turban (1988) In which he suggests that knowledge based 

management systems can be created by integrating the expert system and decision support 

approaches. The developer's task, therefore, is to harness the synergy resulting from the 

blending of human and system capabilities. To this end, we discussed the design and 

development approaches for DSS, in particular the design of human-computer decision 

systems and prototyping for DSS. The design of the interface was discussed in the context of 

decision centered design methodology. There are four major stages - decision systems 

analysis and problem finding, new decision system specification, new decision system design, 

decision system development and evolution. As for prototyping for DSS, we reported that 

prototyping can be an effective approach for developing and implementing DSS. Design 

strategy is effective in establishing meaningful user involvement and highuser satisfaction. We 

have also reported that knowledge based techniques may facilitate decision making methods 

which are not possible with traditional mathematical approaches. Further, knowledge based 

techniques allow any number of decision making strategies to be combined. Thus, we 
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reviewed the area of expert systems for decision support. We reported that the decision 

support approach provides inspiration for the designers of expert systems and allows them to 

produce systems accessible to their users. In addition, for the benefits of DSS and knowledge 

based DSS to be fully realised, they have to be fully integrated with the operational and 

information systems of the organisation. We have argued that a conceptual integration of the 

corporate total business information system provides a significant step towards giving end 

users easy access to company information by using terms they understand. This integration is 

achieved with the help of a framework, incorporating the design and development of decision 

support within the systems development process - the subject for the next section. 

6.1.2 A New Model for the Development of Information Systems 

During the late 1970's, it was recognised at the author's own organisation, Massey-Ferguson, 

that 75% of all information system projects were cancelled before they were completed. The 

majority did not come up to the users' expectations. Projects usually arrived late and over 

budget and then these systems tied up development staff forever on maintenance of these 

systems. Furthermore, with the introduction of decision support system technology including 

knowledge based decision support systems, the management, users and systems developers 

found that they had no control over systems development. They Identified the need for a 

framework containing guidelines which allows the developers and the user to work together 

within the systems development process so that the final product is implemented with the 

strategic business objectives in mind, ensuring that the eventual users of the system get exactly 

what they want. The realisation that the successful creation and introduction of information 

systems requires the co-ordination of many different skills and techniques, set another 

requirement for the framework. To support this requirement, the framework needed to help the 

project team defining the precise part that each member of the team will be playing in the 

development process. They will know their responsibilities and will have the right skills, so they 

will come up to expectations. Another important feature required for the framework was the 

introduction of the best current practices in software development (e. g. data and function 
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modelling, prototyping and productivity tools) that will make the framework effective. 

Based on these requirements and notions discussed in the previous section, we create the new 

model for the development of strategic and tactical information systems including decision 

support systems. One of the principles behind the new model is the idea that each phase in the 

project life cycle progressively refines the project definition and reduces or eliminates 

uncertainty about a whole range of factors, including system content, technical design, 

resources and timing, etc. Although this refinement is progressive, it is not continuous and 

mainly revolves around the effective management of a phase. Each phase includes an activity 

to plan the following one in detail, in order to provide substance to the project approval request 

process. 

We set the aim for our model to incorporate decision support, including knowledge based 

decision support systems development. To this end, we discussed a methodology for the DSS 

development. Arinize's (1969) six stages of an outline methodology were reviewed. The stages 

proposed by Arnize included the following - entry where the problem is introduced, description 

where the organisational, information and decision elements of the decision making process is 

described, modelling design where the full description of the data and processes that are 

implied and derived from decision making. We reported that an experimental approach in the 

design of DSS is in establishing the conditions for learning and communication about decision 

process. To understand the role of experimental approach to information systems in the 

design of DSS, we discussed the issues involved in the experimental approach to information 

system development, the relationship between this approach and different problem types and 

the role of experimental approach in the context of DSS requirements analysis and design. 

As for the knowledge based decision support system, we discussed knowledge acquisition and 

knowledge representation in DSS. In addition, major features of DSS were described. Finally, 

guidelines for developing knowledge based DSS were described. The guidelines proposed 

included design strategies, properties of knowledge based DSS and stages of knowledge 
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based DSS development. These guidelines and notions discussed were incorporated into the 

new systems development life cycle, including dialogue networks. 

The systems development life cycle model we proposed in Chapter 2 consists of a combination 

of phases and deliverables, representing a structured and consistent framework, within which 

systems projects can be developed. The schematic shown in Chapter 2 illustrated the phases 

in the new systems development life cycle model proposed. Seven phases were identified - the 

preparatory phase, the business analysis phase, the detail analysis phase, the design phase, 

the construction phase, the installation phase and finally the audit and system evaluation 

phase. The objectives of the preparatory phase is to prepare the project environment 

necessary to ensure project success. We identified eight major tasks for this phase - the 

definition of scope and objectives of the project, organising the project team, establishing 

methods and standards, planning the project, training and education of the project team 

members. 

The business analysis phase concerns itself with strategic planning activities, agreeing business 

objectives, conducting the business Investigation, the construction of the strategic entity and 

the funciton model, and the evaluation of project options and recommendations. The 

deliverable from this phase Is the project proposal. The method recommended for the creation 

of the entity and function model is the CACI structured data and functional analysis. Six 

" important principles were Identified for this methodology. The separation of data and function 

from strategy to construction phases The top down method of analysis, the whole process of 

successive narrowing and detailing of the area being analysed, ensures that the detailed 

development work fits together in the framework that the top management requires. The third 

principle is making each phase the use of pictorial models developed for previous phase. The 

final principle proposed is the checking out of the results with the bottom up method. 

The detail analysis phase defines the business functions which span the project proposal. It 

calls for a detailed understanding of the part of the business which was the subject 

of the Investigation. Data and function analysis techniques proposed by the CACI methodology 
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was proposed for detailed analysis of the business entities and functions. The analysis of 

business data seeks to model the structure of the data itself, as this will generally be much 

more stable than the mechanisms which currently use it. The model should reflect the logical 

structure of the data, rather than the way it is organised. Specific activities proposed with this 

phase included the confirmation of current practices, auditable control requirements, project 

scope and assumptions, identifying areas of change due to the implementation of the new 

system, any business issues needing attention, volumes of entities and traffic analysis. 

Furthermore, evaluation of application packages and a revision of the cost benefit analysis. 

The detail analysis phase deliverables consists of three major deliverables. The business 

system specification, technical system specification and a pre-design approval request. 

The design phase aims to provide a cost effective system design which meets the business 

requirements and defines a common framework for system construction. A framework within 

which the new system will be developed and installed. Several design considerations were 

discussed - practicality, efficiency, least cost, flexibility, security and the distributed system 

approach to distributed functions. Furthermore, database technology options and prototyping 

were discussed. 

As for the activities and deliverables of the design phase, the major activities identified included 

the design of the physical and logical databases, the definition of screen and report layout. 

Three deliverables were proposed - the business system design, defining the system from 

business standpoint and the technical system document covering both technical functions and 

components required, including hardware and software, logical database structures and 

physical database characteristics, screen and report layouts. Finally, the construction approval 

request. 

The objective of the construction phase is to produce program specification, program coding, 

the creation of the test data, the plan for cost testing and the creation of user training and 

support documentation. 
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The installation phase is concerned with the procedure of cutting over the system to production 

and the evaluation of the success of the system in meeting user needs. This is followed by the 

audit and system evaluation phase, where an objective appraisal of both the development of 

the system project as well as the resulting system is conducted. 

Making effective use of modem development tools within the systems development process 

was another important issue we addressed. We reported that the benefits of modem 

development tools are not being fully exploited , because developers have failed to understand 

that the selection and use of such tools in the development environment Is a very different, and 

much more complex process than the Introduction of programming languages such as COBOL 

or PL1. There are various development tools on the market but each has different types of 

application. We have however, argued that development methods need to be supported by 

appropriate tools. Further, we showed that analysis and design tools to support data modelling 

techniques, dataflow diagramming, a designer facility that can be used to document system 

and program structures including logical structure for relational type structures, and a well 

regarded prototyping facility that enables developers to create prototype scrrens, menu, forms 

and reports. Further, we showed that true productivity can be obtained from using "powertool" 

4th generation language technology during the construction phase. We identified productivity 

gains of 2: 1 during the analysis/design phase and a 5: 1 gains for the construction and testing 

phases. 
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6.1.3 From Concept to Practice - How the model was used 

We described the Corporate/organisation's strategy as a tool pulling together the activities of 

the various business units into a balanced, synergistic program with a plan for the use of 

resources. The strategy addresses tactical and long-term projects. Although the potential 

competitive benefits of business systems strategy, that Is Information systems strategy 

supporting the corporate/organisation's business strategic direction are generally recognised 

by the business, there is a great gap between the recognition of such value and the ability of 

many firms to apply the information systems development effectively. In the case of the 

author's own organisation, as with many other organisations, systems development effort was 

directed to the provision of systems to support specific operational business processes. 

However, it was recognised that such systems make only a small contribution to providing the 

management Information needed to measure and plan the business to meet its overall alms. 

To this end, two major projects were commissioned to support the Strategic business direction 

of the organisation. These two projects were developed with the aid of the new systems 

development Wie cycle model we have proposed in this thesis. In chapter 4 we described how 

these projects were developed in detail. In chapter 5 we argued that the extent of the success 

or otherwise of our model relies on the skills of the practioners and their experience and 

familiarity with the concept and mechanics of the model. To establish the actual benefits of 

what occurs from using the model, we tested the model on five major assessment factors. The 

model was first assessed on the total project with the objectives of recognising the risk, so that 

appropriate degree of timely management is given to the areas which might jeopardise the 

success of the system. In this assessment we considered the business case, the technical 

environment, user impact, people and project structure management. 

These areas were assessed on the level of concern (less or more). The model was then 

assessed in terms of the activities and deliverables proposed within the model. The 

assessment was in the context of auditable processing controls, preventative controls, 

detective/ corrective controls, timeliness and management trail controls. The first three were 
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assessed on the three factors - completeness, accuracy and authorisation. The activities and 

deliverables were also assessed by using the walkthrough procedure for system quality and 

change control procedure. The walkthrough procedure confirmed the benefits as a contributor 

to quality and Improved project communications. The change control procedure identified the 

need to operate an effective change control procedure during the development of a system In 

order to control a project's schedule and cost. The third area discussed was user involvement 

and system success. The discussion in the context of first managing the user involvement 

within the development life cycle activities. In this discussion the question of the project 

management process of the user involvement was considered from the very inception of the 

project. The user project manager, the quality and experience and the membership of the 

project team including the steering committee. Other topics discussed included the 

advantages and disadvantages of project supporters and champions. We argued that project 

champions and sponsors provide necessary advocacy for any new Idea and this support is no 

guarantee of success. However, we reported that in our experience, project visibility at high 

level can be worse than none at all, and that support at the appropriate time is Important. As 

for the system quality and acceptability, the "right first time" principle is strongly supported as a 

key quality objective. Further, to investigate the relationship between user involvement and 

system quality and acceptance, we conducted a study at the author's own organisation 

extracting the internal users' view In the organisation and external views - that is the dealers 

and distributors of the Massey-Ferguson. The internal users group was made up of 27 users 

with a mixture of good formally educated experienced subjects and experienced with no formal 

education background subjects. 

The discussions with the internal users were in the context of; the new model as a framework 

for communicating business requirements to the systems developers, as an agent of change 

for reducing business complexity, and the decision making performance. The group felt that the 

model provides a framework so that a clear and precise understanding of users' business 

requirements are communicated accurately and reflected in the final system. The idea 

processing and brain-storming sessions at various stages of the project allowed for complex 
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business problems to be Identified before rushing roun looking for solutions. The support for 

the decision making process was highlighted as an important consideration during the 

investigation and analysis phase. As a result of these considerations, good decision support 

application systems were constructed to support their day-to-day decision making activities. 

The overall reaction of the external user groups was very good to the dealer communication 

package (the user-interface) system developed with the aid of the model. Reaction of those 

who responded was that they thought they had made the right decision in purchasing the 

product, the user support facilities were rated as very high. 

As for the developers' view of the model. The participants were mostly professionals from the 

management information services department at the author's own organisation, all members of 

a project team developing the projects described previously. Members of the group were 

interviewed and the discussions were concerned with covering the model again as a 

communication media between the users' and developers' flexibility; the top-down approach 

for strategic systems development, including tactical development consistency; providing a 

checklist of activities and deliverables for each phase using the same vocabulary; Productivity: 

the model as contributor to systems development productivity throughout the life cycle. 

Maintenance: the model as a tool controlling and co-ordinating maintenance alongside 

simultaneous development projects. Usability: the role of the model in designing reliable and 

responsive systems. The important criterion for the developers was that the new model would 

encourage the involvement of users as early as possible in the development cycle. In 

particular, when the users are more committed and involved in the process of system design, 

the system more quickly fits their needs. The end result is better overall productivity 

throughout the development process. Prototyping was identified as the most important tool; 

the developers argued that the users believed that it would help to overcome the 

communication gap between end users, describing their needs and designers whose job is to 

develop the system. Prototyping helps because it allows the users, who are not too sure what 

their own. needs are, to experiment with different options. 
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Another important area discussed was the full system utilisation - the point when the system is 

accepted. Our participants have argued that this process is an adaptive process. The adaptive 

process starts for the users from the prototyping, training, user system acceptance and 

implementation stages. However, we reported that this adaptive processing continues through 

the post implementation phase depending on the complexity of functions supported and 

various factors. We identified three major factors - Business and organisational factors, these 

tend to be things which needed to be changed (changes to culture, attitudes etc. ). In addition, 

day-to-day business activities was another factor affecting the adaption process, and education 

level of the lower ranking factors. 

The second factor related to systems and technical issues. Does the system and its technical 

components operate in an efficient way and support all the business functions described in the 

function model. The human-computer interaction plays a major part. Our experience shows 

that this was where the adaption mostly takes place. Hardware and system software can also 

play a major role in this misalignment (e. g. database management systems and over-worked 

hardware). 

The third major factor discussed was the political factor. We argued that this tends to be the 

most frustrating and counter-productive to the adaption process. The "not-invented here" and 

industrial relations factors impact trade unions bargaining using the system as bargaining 

power to obtain better conditions and salary for their members. 
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6.2 Suggestions for Further Research Work 

This program of research concerned itself with proposing a new model for the development of 

Information systems including decision support systems. Within this area, however, remains 

quite a number of opportunities for further work. 

The following path of research may be followed : - 

6.2.1 Factors influencing productivity 

There are many factors influencing productivity. We will identify nine factors which we feel are 

Important. Standards, project management, staff development, training, quality, hardware and 

services, software, work content and automation. 

The new model provided a process of procedures and standards, geared to producing a set of 

prescribed activities and deliverables supporting a skill based procedure for capturing 

knowledge, analysing problems and representing knowledge. Although, in recent years, there 

has been significant progress towards the automation of deliverables within the life cycle, for 

example graphical support for entity and function modelling. However, we feel that further 

investigation should be explored to provide automated support for producing deliverables 

applying graphical support as appropriate. The proven business orientated disciplines we have 

proposed within our model, have provided the consistency, co-ordination and control required 

for rapid development. However, what we feel is needed is a fully integrated computer-aided 

software engineering (CASE) tools. 

To address problems associated with staff development, training, work content and hardware 

and services, we need to expand our framework to include guidelines to address these issues. 
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6.2.2. Knowledge based technique and productivity 

We believe that real breakthroughs are achieved, not by merely mechanising and automating 

the activities and deliverables within our model, but by using knowledge based techniques to 

acquire knowledge from the user expert, as a systems analyst would do, and then perform data 

and function analysis as the data analyst expert would do. Further, this process would 

continue to the completion of database design as the database designer expert would perform. 

6.2.3 The Model and the emerging industry standards 

The commercial computing industry analysts have predicted that the IBM corporation will 

deliver the AD/Cycle in mid-1990. IBM anticipates that AD/cycle will eventually improve 

productivity and quality during the development and maintenance of business systems. 

Although industry analysts predict that the management and enforcement capabilities of the 

AD/cycle will probably take five years to evolve. However, we feel that the introduction of 

AD/cycle will have a major impact on the commercial computing world, and it will be necessary 

to re-examine the proposed model again in relation to activities and deliverables of AD/cycle. 
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6.3 Conclusions 

The great potential of the proposed model Is for dramatically increasing the effectiveness of 

Information systems, Including decision support systems. This thesis has argued that the 

primary problems In realising this potential have been methodological, technological and 

political. This Is due to the fact that designing, developing, constructing and implementing 

computerised business information systems is not an easy task, as Connor (1985) has argued 

that Information systems development requires the equivalent knowledge and effort that could 

be required In any major engineering project. Experiences at the author's own organisation 

have shown that one cannot expect to develop an effective information system using traditional 

methods and tools. Accordingly, the thesis has proposed a framework for the development of 

Information and decision support, including knowledge based decision support systems. A 

framework In the absence of theory is helpful in organising a complex subject such as the 

methodological, technological and political, Identifying the relationships between the individual 

parts and revealing the areas In which further development will be required. The frame we have 

proposed in this thesis has evolved over the last 8 years. During the evolution of the model we 

have seen the introduction of computer-aided software engineering tools. The advocates of 

these tools have argued that, if used properly, these tools can assist in the planning, analysis, 

design, documentation, prototyping and construction of business information systems, In 

accordance with one or more popular software engineering methodologies. The detractors say 

that these tools produce nothing and end up as shelfware. The proponents argue that correct 

definition of system requirements and correct database design with prototyping support are the 

key components of quality systems development. Many software engineering methodologies, 

including the model proposed In this thesis, address the appropriate phases of the systems 

development process, from the requirement analysis to implementation. The tools In general 

provide the facility and framework for producing specification for databases, as In the case of 

our model. 
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It would follow then that the tools will become available to construct complex information 

business systems with major productivity gains. What the tools are not going to eliminate is the 

need to Identify and define the user's requirements into logical information system design. In 

other words, the guidelines we have proposed in our systems development framework will 

never become obsolete. In creating this framework, we have viewed systems project life cycle 

by constraining the definition of system for the purposes of this thesis. A system Is defined as 

the method of processing information to support specific business function or specific decision 

making process. It may consist of a mixture of human procedures and computer systems and 

must operate within the organisational structure of the company. 

The proposed model sees a systems project as one-time investment activity which is necessary 

to develop and install a new system. The model proposes that there should be a beginning and 

an end to a systems project, and that the process of developing a system can be broken down 

Into a series of phases, containing sets of activities, which are essential for effective control. 

Key business objectives are defined for each phase, and these apply, irrespective of the 

technology proposed for the source of the software. Completion of a particular phase must be 

registered and approval given to continue to Invest In the system project. A phase may require 

the creation of one or more deliverables, which are designed to help achieve the phase 

objectives. A deliverable then is not an end product in itself. Its role is to make a specific 

contribution towards the objectives set for a particular phase. The combination of phases and 

deliverables proposed represent a structured and consistent framework, within which systems 

projects are developed. This framework Is known as the new model for developing strategic 

and tactical information and decision support systems with the quality objectives of the "right 

first time" principle, especially where well-defined tasks are involved. 

The conclusions of the argument offered In this thesis Is that user involvement at an early stage 

and throughout the systems development process Is very important for the design and 

development of useful, usable, desirable and quality information systems. It is dear from our 

study that users have an important role to play, and that user related issues are significant 
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when the developed system is introduced during training, user acceptance testing and final 

installation. This process we have argued is an adaptive process where the user adapts to the 

system functions and as the system becomes accepted by users, it stimulates the development 

of new requirements for system enhancement. Further, as the system becomes successful, 

further business opportunities are explored with the aid of the system. 

Finally, we believe we have provided a useful framework for the development of information 

systems in which a true synergy and symbiosis between systems developers and end user 

community are achieved. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This appendix includes some sample documentation which illustrates the 

typical output of using the new systems development life cycle model-the 

subject for this thesis. 

Certain points should be noted: 

- The documents are illustrative based on the real life projects described in 

chapter 4. 

- The examples are samples only. A full set of outputs is not provided as would 

be too bulky. However, the samples is consistent enough to allow the reader 

to follow it through. 



APPENDIX A 

PROJECT TEAM 

- PROJECT TEAM ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

- PROJECT TEAM'S OBJECTIVES 



PROJECT TEAM'S ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE 

STEERING COMMITTEE 

PROJECT MANAGER 

EXTERNAL USER(s) TEAM INTERNAL USER(s) SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT 

DEALERS CLIENT ACC. UK EUROPE NA PROJECT LEADRS: 

MANAGERS 

COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS 

FINANCIAL SYSTEMS 

OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS 



PROJECT TEAM'S OBJECTIVES 

- To ensure all users requirements are considered throughout the development 

of the orders management system proposal. 

- To expose and resolve major business issues early in the project. 

- To keep all users involved and informed on the progress of the project 

- To provide a local point for inquiries concerning the poroject. 

5 



APPENDIX B 

POSITIONING STATEMENTS 

- DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

- DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

- GENERAL STATEMENT 



DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 

The new systems will be developed according to the new system development standards 

constructed by Massey-Ferguson MIS. 

The principle sections of the system development standards provide guidelines 

on the activities to be considered and the deliverable required for the effective 

conduct of the project. 



DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 

The CACI complete structured method of data, function analysis and system 

design will be adopted through the analysis and design phases of the project 

life cycle. The objectives are as follows: 

- To provide a complete set of techniques for systems development. 

- To ensure that the system developed address real requirements and do not 

just address the symptoms of a problem. 

- To enable the results of analysis to be tested and checked before starting 

design. 

-To enforce user participation with all development stages, reducing the need 

for system changes. 

- To produce systems and documentation that are readily modified and 

maintained when system requirements occasionally change. 

- To provide a detailed basis for project estimating and design. 

8 



GENERAL POSITIONING STATEMENTS 

From the company standpoint the intent of the new systems are to provide a 

new improved universally acceptable vehicai for managing orders not to simply 

duplicate functions as they are currently performed. Flexibility will be provided 

where necessary but must be tempered to reduce costs and develop time. 



APPENDIX C 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

- PROJECT MILSTONES BY PHASE 

- PROJECT RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS- 

- CONSTRUCTION PHASE STATUS REPORT 

- IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
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1. a(MMJN EaROPFAN OP AMO SYST M AL`1'IVI'IZES 

Task Responsibility 

Planned 
Canpleticn 
Date 

-Actual 
Coopletion 
Date 

a. Business Analysis Phase- 

* Req Defn Phase UK. AS End Aug. End Sept. 
NA DL End Aug. End Sept. 
Europe LG End Aug. End Sept. 

* Walkthrough Req. UK End Dec. 
Defn with each NA 
company mope 

* Consolidate req. DL End Dec. 
Def to form Cam 
Strategic Approach 

* et 
a UK End Dec. 

Consolidated Req. ' NA 
Defer. Europe 

b. The Detail Analysis Phase 

* Data and Function DL/GM End Jan. 
Analysis 

* Entity/Data Model 
* Function Model 
* Functicn/Data 
* Interaction 
* Entity Defn/Volumes 
* Entity Life Cycle 
* Identify Attributes 
* Identify Key Issues 
* Business Tech 
* Define Area of Change 
* Identify Auditable 

Control 



Planned Actual 
Canpleticn Cccnpletion 

Task Respcnsibility Date Date 

c. Design Phase 

* Business System 
Design - DLISM Mid Feb. 
Flaw & Interfaces 

* Define Distributed/ - Mainframe function 

* Define System 
Interfaces - Detail 

* Define Screen Layout 
* Define Report Layout 
* Prepare System D. 

* Complete Business 
System Specification 
11 & 111 

* Walkthrough Business 
System Specification 

* Tec1nical System 
Design 

* Determine Logical DB 
Structures 

* Determine Physical DB 
Structures 

* Describe Job Require- 
ments 

* Describe Program 
Requirements 

* Define Design 
Constraints 

* Identify Operation 
(DOD) Requirerazts 

12 



Task R2spcx sibility 

Planned 
Canpletion 
Date 

Actual 
Canpletion 
Date 

Prepare Technical System 
Requirement Documents 

* Walkthraugh Technical 
System Design with: 

. Technical Support Team 

. Operational Team- 

d. Construction Phase 

* Prepare Processing 
Rules 

* Prepare System 
Specificatiai 

* Start Prograitming 

DL/SM 

13 

Jan. Ongoing 

Jan. ongoing 

Jan. ongoing 

Mid Feb. 



2. OCKIDN FAN INVOICING AND (PDFR I ACir S4S 'F 

Planned Actual 
Ca letian Completion 

Task Responsibility Date Date 

a. Business Analysis 
Phase 

Req. Defn. 

Invoicing UK DK End Sept. Canplete. 
NA GS End Sept. Cccnplete 
Europe GW End Sept. Ccmplete-- 

S&M UK DK End Oct. Complete 
NA GS End Oct. Complete 
Europe (W End Oct. Catplete 

Cost Allocation 
UK DK End Jan. 
NA JH Yid Jan. 
Europe GW End Jan. 

Consolidate Req. 
Invoicing Li End Jan. 

Walkthrough Req. 
Invoicing all 
companies S&M 
uulkthrough LJ End Jan. 

Cost Alice. 
Walkthro h U End Feb. 

b. Detail Analysis Phase Li End Feb. 

Data & fiction Analysis 

* Entity data model 

. Invoicing and tariff 
management 

S&M 

. Review for cost 
allocation 

* Function Model 

. Invoicing 

.S&M 

. Cost allocation 

14 



Task Respcnsibility 

Planned 
Canpleticn 
Date 

Actual 
Carpletion 
Date 

* Functicn/Data 
jnteracticn 

* Entity Defn/volumes 

* Entity Life Cycle 

* Identify Attributes 

* Identify Key Issues 

. Business 

. Technical 

* Area of change 

C. Design Phase AU/W 

* Define System 
Interface - Detail 

* Define Screen layout 

* Define Report layout 

* Prepare System Demo. 

* Ccmplete Business 
System specification 

* Walkthrough business 
system specificatici 

* Technical system 
design 

Determine logical DB 
structures 

* Determine physical 
DB structures 

x Describe Job 
Requirennents 

Describe Program 
Requir lts 

15 

Fed March 



Task 

Planned Actual 
Ccmpletion Canpletion 

Respccisibility Date Date 

* Define Design 
Cc*astraints 

d. 

Identify Operatictal 
Requirements 

Calstructim Phase - 

* Prepare processing 
rules 

* Prepare system 
specification 

* Start program 

AU/IJ March ctigoing 

AU/U March ctigoing 

AU/IJ Mid March 
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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SUPPORT FOR OM - EUROPEAN IMPLEMENTATION. 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE. 17/10/89 

---------------------------------------------------------- 
CUMM ACTUAL TO END SEPT 

PLANNED '-------------------+------ 
TOTAL PROGRAMS EFFORT; 

PROJECTS ----+-----------+----+----+----+------; 
PGS M/DAYS; SPEC', CODE; PGED; SYS M/DAYS; 

;A ; TEST: TEST: A 
1. P. III1P 

+------------------; ----+-----------+----+----+----+------ 
SEPPL-1 

A 34; 206,33 29 28 ; 12 140.5; 
P 305', ' ; 194.5; 

REC/WHOUSING 
INTER-FACES A 32: 100: 31 190; 0 30.5; 

P 140,9.5; 
------------------: ----+------: ----+----+----+----+------ 

CPMS/PPS 
INTER-FACES A 50; 300; 30008.5; 

Pii 300 i 
------------------ : ----+------i----+----+----+----+------ 

INV. DATA BASE 
MAINTENANCE A; 19,180: 330; 0; 6.0; 

P 240; II; 
0.5; 

------------------`----+------: ----+----+----+----+------' 
LOCAL FILE ;; It 1. $ 11 11 
INTER-FACES A 16; 60; 10004.5, 

Pii 1201 
------------------'----+------'----+----+----+----+------ 

DELIV. PROMISES 
ON-ORDER A ;. 1 20: 250; 

PII 250, IIIii 
------------------'----+------'----'----'----'----'------ 
MAIL MANGMT ASI 
INTER-FACES A; 5; 30; 1 

iPIi 60', 

------------------S----+------l----+----+----+----+------ 
FULL SYSTEM 
RUN AND IMPL A; 4201 
IN EUROPE P 360; 

INVENTORY DB 
ENQUIRIES A; 18; 180; 

P$ 11 1801, 
+------------------+----+-----------+----+----+----+------; 

TOTALS A; 194,1726; 71 ; 41 1 28 ; 12 ; 190.0; 
P;; 1955; ;;; 204.0; 

+--- 
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APPENDIX D 

TRAINING AND EDUCATION COURSES 

- DATA AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS -AN OVERVIEW FOR END USER 

- CACI STRUCTURED DATA AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES FOR SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPERS 
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DATA AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS - AN OVERVIEW FOR END-USER 

Main Topics 

1. Introduction 

2. Overview of data analysis 

3. Introduction to Data Analysis 

4. Workshop 

5. Entity Modelling 

6. Workshop 

7. Attributes and the Entity Model 

B. Entity Subtype 

9. Overview of Function Analysis 

10. Introduction to Function Analysis 

11. Workshop 

1 Planning a Data Analysis Project 
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CACI STRUCTURED DATA AND FUNCTION ANALYSIS 

Course Code: ANDATF 

Course intended for., Business and System Analysts, -Systems and 
Database Designers, Database Administrators, 

-DP änd_User_Mänägers 

Course Duration: 5 days 

Course Purpose: To give a full understanding of structured analysis 
techniques and to enable the participants to carry 
out data and business analysis using the CACI 
methods 

Main Topics: Scope of data and function analysis 

Entity identification 

. Attributes and the entity model 

. Normalisation 

. Improving the entity model 

. Function analysis 

. Function dependency 

Entity life cycle analysis 

Function logic analysis 

How to run data analysis project 

Case study and Workshops 

24 
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APPENDIX E 

- STRATEGIC ENTITY/DATA AND FUNCTION MODELS 

- FUNCTION DECOMPOSITION 
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BUSINESS-ENTITY CUSTOMER" 

"------------------------------------`----------------------------------------------------'I 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 
*------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

L0CA? I0N0ATE 
VNORMAL OLUME 

MAXIMUM 
Y. OR VOLUME 

E FI GROWTH 
PERIOD 

------------ -------+----------+-------------+----------- --"-------------+------------- 
URMSTON 1672 
ATHIS 500 
RACINE 

-- -2500 -- - --- --- ---- -- WORLDWIDE (DIST , _. 
30 

-. ._ ,_.. _.. .... .. . -. _ _. .. _... COS & SLS) 
*-------------------- -------- 

DATE ENTITY DATA HELD ON EXISTING SYSTEMS. 
---- ------------------------------------ 

01-10-88 EOI - HOLDS CUSTOMER CLIENT ACCOUNT/CUSTOMER BRANCH. I 
NOT CUSTOMER ! 

DATE PHYSICAL DESIGN NOTES 
---- --------------------- 
01/03/89 ALLOW FOR SUPPLY LOCATION IN KEY. 

- RELATIONSHIP AS ATTRIBUTE 
THE SUPPLY LOCATION BY WHICH THIS CUSTOMER IS RECOGNISED IF 
INTER CO CUSTOMER 

ALIAS ENTITY "00035" 

IDENTIFYING ATTRIBUTE(S). DATA FORMAT ALIAS 
------------------------- ----------- ----- 

"CUSTOMER NUMBER" X(08) 
"NR-CUST (OJO1OI1 )" 

ma____-___az x_----_s_____________ae==-_____z=e-a====vezzaeze=acx=eaazz_zeceeezz_--_--ecF 
NORMALISED ATTRIBUTE(S). 

_ 

"AGENT FLAG" X(1) 

"C OF 0 REQUIRED - MIN VALUE" S9(7)V99 

"CO OF MANUFACTURE RED FLAG" X(1) 

"CONFIRMING HOUSE FLAG" X(1) 

"COUNTRY OF ORIGIN REQ FLAG" X(1) 

"CUST B/O COLLATION CODE" X(2) 

"CUST ECONOMICAL SHPMNT VALUE" S9(7)- 

"CUST LOC REOUIRED CODE" X(1) 

"CUST M 02 0- PAYMENT CODE" XX 

"CUST MAX 5/0 HOLD TIME" 59(3) 

"CUST MET-3D OF ORDER ENTRY" X(2) OCCURS N 

"COST ORDER COLLATION CODE" X(2) 

"COST SPEC: AL INSTRUCTIONS-INV" X(25) OCCURS 3 

"CUST SPEC: AL INSTRUCTIONS-SHIP" X(25) OCCURS 3 

"CUST SPEC: AL INSTRUCTIONS-WHSE" X(25) OCCURS 3 

"CUST WHSE BANK HOLD B/OS FLAG" X('i 

"CUs- KHS°_ BANK HOLD ORDER FLAG" X(t) 

"Cu'S- 'OC'. DELIVER REO FLAG" X(1 i 

"C;.., ' 1OC . SHIP FLAG" xý. 
"CUS73'ER I3NORMAL DEMAND FLAG" X( i 



"CUSTOMER ADDRESS" X(25) OCCURS 5 

"CUSTOMER ALLOCATI: -TOLD FLAG" X(1) ýº 

"CUSTOMER B/O RELE- E DAY" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER 'B/OS ALLOWED FLAG,, X(1) 

"CUSTOMER CATEGORY CODE" X(2) 

"CUSTOMER CURRENCY NUMBER" X(3) 

"CUSTOMER DATE CREATED" S9(7) YYYYDDDC 

"CUSTOMER FAX NUMBER" X(20) 

"CUSTOMER LANGUAGE NUMBER" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER MAJOR CLIENT NUMBER" X(2) 

"CUSTOMER NAME" X(25) 

"CUSTOMER OBSOLETE FLAG" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER ORDER DAY" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER PART NUMBER FLAG" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER POST CODE" X(10) 

"CUSTOMER SUPERSESSION O/R FLAG" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER TELEPHONE NUMBER" X(20) 

"CUSTOMER TELEX NUMBER" X(15) 

"CUSTOMER TYPE CODE" X(1) 

"CUSTOMER VALIDATION HOLD TIME" S9(5) OHHMMC 

"CUSTOMER VAT NUMBER" X(101 

"TRANSHIPMENT ALLOWED FLAG" X(1) 

"TYPE OF S PECIAL INSTRUCTION" X(1) 
- ----- ----- ------------------------- 

LAST UPDATE BY CDUCWI AT 17.47.52 ON 15 NOV 1988 
DATE PRINTE D 27 SEP 1989 
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ENT TTv REELL ": _ti5ý-t? a 

DESCRIPTION 

FRON A T. C __ BACK ORDER LINE MUST BE FOR A CUSTOMER ORDER LINE 
0 .... 9 ... 00.... ............ 00.0.. 0 

FROM 5 TC -'. CUSTOMER ORDER LINE MAY HAVE A BACK ORDER LINE 

OUAN__TA__V=^_U_ORMATION 
---- - 

'GCATCNIDATE DEGREE 0CC 
RAGE 

NCESM 
AO XIMUMI 

---------------------+----------I+----------+--------------------------------------------- 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D_GRE_ iM: LIC: - IN RELATIONSHIP (A TO B) 1: 1 

OPTIO`AL: TY 

ROM A -0 6: OPTIONAL 

ROM. : -C A: MANDATORY 

EXCLUSIVITY IF YES, LIST 'OTHER' 
----------- RELATIONSHIPS 

=ROM A "C B: YES BACK ORDER LINE MUST BE FOR A CPSC ORDER LINE 

E- -- =ROW A: NO 

41 



a== === ======================== == == == == === =====t=========== -_=====-_ =========== =====__ ======= 

iB 'JSINESS-4T; RISJTc I UCCA ECONOMICAL SHPMT WEIGHT" 

DESCRIPTION 

SPECIFIES THE MINIMUM WEIGHT BELOW WHICH THE CUSTOMER CLIENT ACCOUNT 
CONSIDERS IT UNECONOMICAL TO MAKE A SHIPMENT OF BACK ORDER LINES. 

ALIAS : CT-MIN-SHIP-WGHT (SK0 001) 

DATA-FORMAT 

S9(8)V9(3) 
i 

*cs-----e=s=xz=sx===a=======xcxs=ocxca==an========c_=x=c_sszxcaxs=sco=sxxccascczc===zcc=c=* 

CATALOGUED AS 
------------- 

t: AAp 
"BASIC" 
"QUANT" 

---- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------ý 
ADMINISTRATIVE_0_TA 

DATA PROTECTION - NOT APPLICABLE 
VALID VALUES - GREATER OR EQUAL TO ZERO 
SCREEN/REPORT ABBREVIATIONS - AAAAAAAAA 
BBBBBB 
CCC 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
D_RIVATION 

NOT APOLICABL-- 
*xssccccascc=sxc=s=oa_asx=exzavo=acxxaa=zzxzasxszasx=_sxe=assxazxaxssxzaassxsoxcsccccacxcý 

LAST UPDATE BY CDi1NXJ AT 11.24.58 ON 23 OCT 1989 
DATE PRINTED 23 JAN 1990 

*==== ="L xS====xa=sx====izxSL=a==x=C==zx====x=xx===azxs===sa= =x =s=xasaa3 is sa az a: ===SaC=====- 
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BUSINESS-ATTRIBUTE "CCA FREIGHT CHARGE CODE" 

*ax= =a = a= __=axaaaxa xz =_=xz =a =z zx zzx ax=__ _= zxxC=3x z= _=zx==a=x=a===xz . -. _ __=z=_=xxz=a=_==_=axf 

DESCRIPTION 

IDENTIFIES HOW FREIGHT IS PAID ON SHIPMENTS TO A CUSTOMER. 

*xxax a=== zsaxszxzxxESaaaa x== az xzxazx T1 a t= a=__= xxxax a= Csxz x== x= a= a= xz a=______= xa x== x= x= _= az5 

DATA-FORMAT 

X(1) 
"s=aaxxmxxa=xxxaxasax=sassxaa=aa==aa=xxxxax=aaaa=xaxsxxz===xx-==zxxa===n====ac=acta=====* 

CATALOGUED AS 

------------- 
AA" 

"BASIC" 
"CLASS" 

"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 
DATA PROTECTION - NOT APPLICABLE 
VALID VALUES -0= FREIGHT PREPAID 

-1= FREIGHT COLLECT 
-2= FREE OF CHARGE 

SCREEN/REPORT ABBREVIATIONS - AAAAAAAAA 
BBBBBB 
CCC 

"----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DERIVATION 

NOT APPLICABLE 

LAST UPDATE BY CDUCW1 AT 08.34.25 ON 08 MAY 1989 
DATE PRINTED 23 JAN 1990 
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4c=====xc===n=cc==c===cc-===c=a====ac_====_====a=x=====ec=_cac_c===_c==---- 
___-_-=-_-_=_r 

BUSINESS-ATTRIBUTE I "B! D PROMISE REQUIRED CODE" 

DESCRIPTION 

SPECIFIES THAT B/O PROMISES ARE REQUIRED FOR ANY BACK ORDERS ON 
CUSTOMER CLIENT ACCOUNT ORDERS OF THE SPECIFIED ORDER CATEGORY FOR THE 
SPECIFIED CLIENT. 

DATA-FORMAT 

-- --_-.: = : ---_ . _- -- 

j 

x 
*xxxx ý=aRaxRaCSC2asxxsi=xsxzxx=zýý=ýý==xx-.. =xxxzxx==ýxxx===xsx_xxt==xxxýýýxxxx=ý-.. x= . _=s* 

CATALOGUED. AS 
------------- 

"AA" 
"BASIC" 
"CLASS" 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 
DATA PROTECTION - NOT APPLICABLE 
VALID VALUES -0= B/O PROMISE NOT REQUIRED 
VALID VALUES -1= 9/0 PROMISE REQUIRED 
SCREEN/REPORT ABBREVIATIONS - AAAAAAAAA 
BBBBBB 
CCC 

#---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
DERIVATION 

NOT APPLICABLE 
*= == _==a= == ==s==_ __ ===== __ ___ ____= == sS = == =a == =S= as= =x= =sa= a=z as s a= S= a= S=a= _== as = __ == == = -_ ^ 

LAST UPDATE BY CDUMXN AT 12.33.09 ON 09 JAN 1989 
DATE PRINTED 23 JAN 1990 

*a=a==aaa= =S s=== =L= = =s as= == _== SASS= _= asx =___ =L ==a ==_=s ar32 saa 5== C= aaa=s C=aaa C= = == asa =__=s- 



ý__ý______ ýcaac==--==-===0__ r____=-___-______ý-_____ýý-ýýýo=na___^__ac====--------=vc 

BUSINESS-ATTRIBUTE I "SIO PROMISE REFERENCE NR" 

----------- 
DESCRIPTION 

A NUMBER WHICH UNIOUELY IDENTIFIES A BACK ORDER PROMISE. 

SYNONYMS: INVENTORY CONTROL REF NO. 
-i 

DATA-FORMAT 

CATALOGUED AS 
------------- 

"AA" 
"BASIC" 
"ID-ENT" 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 

! DATA PROTECTION - NOT APPLICABLE 
VALID VALUES 

' SCREEN/REPORT ABBREVIATIONS - AAAAAAAAA 
BBBBBB 
CCC 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
DERIVATION 
---------- 
NOT APPLICABLE 

j LAST UPDATE BY CDUCWI AT 11.15.10 ON 17 APR 1989 
DATE PRINTED 23 JAN 1990 
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* !ax ! t! r! s Sis! aar! Srrax! !S x2 LS S. rxaa SLx ar !rSxxa xxS aar ta! SaixLaa!! !xxr aaaa aSLrr =ni aLr a= xaY 

BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3000" 
*! i= a !a s= sLsra! asx! ss LL 5x xLa rs ! srlr=L 

I= 
rs aaLx LL a ar rL Lsa !xx sxa sa !aa xaass a s= L xx sSa! ! LS ra aaa * 

TITLE 

MANAGE ALLOCATION 
*ais!: a s! sas!! !sac s=: zaar!: s!! xtxzrszsa s'L aLrzraxixa s"L Sssaaassx! s!! r sa ! s! S i= LLrar! xx r== S'i « 

DESCRIPTION __ _ ... _. _ ._.. _,.. - _. 

_THE INTRICATE PROCESS-OF INTERROGATING--AVAILABLE--INVENTORY--AT-ONE-OR -- . -- 
MORE SUPPLY LOCATIONS, BASED_ON: ̀PROXIMI7-Y RULES, 

-FIXED 'BY'CLIENTS AT' 
CUSTOMER/ORDER CATEGORY LEVEL, 

-TO_SATISFY'. 
CUSTOMERS_. 

_OEMAND__- THIS INTERROGATION WILL EI-THER-_RESULT--IN-THE°ALLOCATION_OF-INVENTORY TO 
A RELEASED UNALLOCATED CUSTOMER REQUIREMENT. 

-CREATING BACKORDERS WHERE 
__ _ NECESSARY, OR BE PART OF AN ALLOCATION SIMULATION PROCESS AGAINST _ 

IDENTIFIED LARGE ORDERS. 
RESULTING ACTIONS WILL BE COMMUNICATED INTERNALLY AND TO THE CUSTOMER 
WHERE APPROPRIATE. 

*----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 
FREQUENCY INFORMATION 

L0CATI0NDATEN0RMALMAXIMUM 
VOLUME PERIOD VOLUME PERIOD 

* xa !! s a as a! 6x ! ss sat !! s! Slra s! xa a s! a! rat La ! a! Ls s S! antat ! 55x=5= strata as matt Iaa! s sssa ALS zs r* 
* 

as xxs! s r!!! aia! a! aixSssa aS asa! x ras t s= ar s===== sa a"L assxxr 5= xrrxsaSsGL s= z! siarLs =s xczrxrz a* 

CONTAINS 
BUSINESS-FUNCTION 'BF-DJ-3005' 
BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3265" 
BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3290" 
BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3540" 

* Bassaa nra sat aaa xa ss sz a! ssaa xa =sa zxa! ax sa'L rss a! ss xi ='L ssx rx sCaaLxLai!! z! s a't sxLz sa aaxs s== r 

* R! a!! a! rraaaaaSaiiiaa! ta t= s 3a i a! !aaaxaaLL LS !SLaaL sa =aa! a x'L airs as !saaxaax as a a! aas x=_ sara4 

LAST UPDATE BY MASTER AT 11.53.15 ON 28 JUL 1988 
DATE PRINTED 29 NOV 1988 

*ssasassaizsasaaasazrmmzsassaaxeast! sssssmaasrzzslxesýzsaaaaaxamaaasisa! =z=arasxaisxxasms* 
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"rrzrrxaa=xxxxxxxsxxsacraaxaxrzvarxnrxsxzax=zxrzrss=xzrnsxvzxzzrsr-_ax=cxrx-zz=zxxx==zcxr 

BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3005" 
*xxasaxzsarxe 

x= rxx x= xrxxaxxzxxrxxxx 3r xaFxxxxxx x= x== xzC x= r x= r x= zxxLxxx x= x x== x= xxa x= axxaxxr 
I" 

TITLE 

ADMINISTER UNALLOCATED ORDERS 
*zaaeaaaaxxaaxxxxxaaxa5xZx as xaraxaxa za aspa SxaxxSxxa xx x- x rx xaxx r== axxx xs xxx xx a xa ax xa x rrx xrr 

DESCRIPTION 1 

THE PROCESS OF IDENTIFYING ORDERS THAT HAVE NOT YET HAD STOCK ALLOCATED 
TO THEM FOR THE PURPOSE OF: 

A) VIEWING THE BACK ORDER SITUATION AND TAKING ACTION TO FACILITATE 
THEIR ALLOCATION 

B) SPECIFYING ORDERS FOR SIMULATION 

------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------* 
ADMINISTRATIVE-DATA 
------------------- 
FREQUENCY INFORMATION 

LOCATIONDATEN0RMALMAXIMUM 
VOLUME PERIOD VOLUME PERIOD 

*aaxax=SaaxxCSaas sasxxx=a xsaaxaaxxaa ax aaa3 S=S=almxxxxs=; a3xxx==xcxxxsa==aaxslx=x=x=xxxsa==at 

'ýasssxaasxxxxxxsasssaoxxxxsax: ssxxs_sascaxs==s=xaasxxxxsss-cssxxxxs=ssscaxss=aaaxsxc_-axs* 
CONTAINS 

BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3010" 
BUSINESS-FUNCTION "BF-OJ-3115" 

LAST UPDATE BY MASTER AT 11.53.16 ON 28 JUL 1988 
DATE PRINTED 29 NOV 1988 
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------------ -t-I-I-1-I-1^I--I-- --f-I - t--I-1~1--I--1"-1--f-I--1-1"-1- 1-1-1 
it. EXPORT INVOICING (EPI) (IIi1 111111 11 11111 JillII 

» -- - - - -- "- - . - . - - -- 
-1-11-1-1-I-1-1-I--1--1-1-1- 1-1-1--1- II i7'1 fillIll 11 

~I-1-1--1--I-(-I--L_1_(_I"_L. I--1»I--I--I-I-I- ~ 
-I"-1I--I --I 1111111 

-I--ii--1--f i I ( i I 1 i 1 ( . I l I -------------- ---1--i--I--I--I--1--t- I-I-I- 1-I-. 
32. NA INVOICING I)(I 1111111 

-- -1 - - ` - - - - -- -- 

I 
IXI II IXI III 

-1-1-1-{-1-1-1-I_I--I-I--I--1-1-1-1-1-1--1-1- 

112101 
-1-11"-1-1 l 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I _"--'-°- 1--1-1-1--I 

33. KIT SYSTEM III IXI IIIIIII 
-I°I-i--I"" "' "-I-I-I-I-I-I-. -I--I--I-1"-I"-I"-I--I-i-1-" -I 

Ixt IXI IIII 
-I°I~I"-I--1-1-"I-I--I»I-I-I-I--I-1-I-I-I--I-I 

112 111 
-I-II-I--i 

34. LABOR o1STRL Jt! I1 l( I( I l( lIlII 
- -- -- -- -- 

IIIIIIIIX 
-I-I-I-I-I-i--I-1-I-i-1"-I-I-I-1--I--I- - "- -- 

Ill loi 
-I-II--I--I I I i I I - -- -. -I--I-I--i--1-1-1-1-i-I-I--1--I--I--i-I-1-I~I-I 

35. MANDATORY COUNT 1I1f11IfIfI1If1 
-I-I--I-I--1--I--i--I--(~I--I-I-I-"1--1--I ". t_ _ -_ _ _ _ _ - 

I 1 I 
ffff I)(I f1 1ý{IXI Ifi 

-"l"-I "-I~I--1 '. I... --1-1--I»t-I--1 -I--1--I-I-t^I--1 
11211 

-1-1I'-I--I I i I .. I 1 1 I i 
)i. MICRO FIO E-MUO 1X1 11IIII 11 1I1II 

-- - 
III1IIIII 

-I--1-I--1-I-I-I-"I-I-I-I-I--I--I-I-I- - - - ~ 
1I I- 1-1 

-I-11--1--1 I I --------~ -"! ~I-I-I~i--I-1-l-I-I-I-I-I--I--I-I-{-"I~1"-I--1-{~i 
17. MICRO FICHE-PICK PACKS 1111I11fII1I1 

-I~I°1-I-1-i-I-1-i-I--I-I--I»I--1-I--I°I-I - - ~ ~ » - 

I I i I 
III1I1I 

-I--I-I"-I~I-I . -1-I-i»I-I-I-1-I-1-I--I~I-1- 
111 I OI 

-i-iI--I--1 1 I I I I 1 
3t. MICRO FICHE-PUaauslNG. I--I1(II-(1 if 1 11 JilllI 

- -- - -- ^ -- -- - - -- 
1IIIIl-I. 1 "I I 1-1 

1»I-I--I»I--I- »I--I-I--1-1--1--1--I--I»l--I-1-I-I- 
111-1-1 

-I^II--i--1 I I i i 1 I 1^I I I 1--i»1--i--f^I-1--I-I "-I--i^I-I--I--i-I 
31. MICROFICHE-RECEIPTS 

- 

to. MICRO FICHE-SUBS Ii11111IIII 
-- - - - ^ 

I IXI IIIIiI1I 
-- - "" 1 - -- -- -- - - -- ^ - - -- - - - - 

11-I- 
- . i i i i i 

11. MACHINE USED ON (quo) Xj~j--i--i--i-i-i~i--i"-i-i-i-i--i--i-i-i^i-i--i 1 
- i i 

I 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i 

»~-- 
111 Ipl I 

12. OPEN ACCTS AEC. (OARS) Ixl^II»I 
-I 

Ill 
»I»111111 

Il 
~i ~ - ~ - - - - -- -- - -- 

l1 11 Ill 11 11 IXII Ill 1 11 
--1--I-I~I--I-1-1--1--1-I-I-I-1-I-1--1--1-I-I--I 

1111101 
-I-1I"'I--1 I I I i I i I I I I -1-i-1--I~1-1"-1-i--I-I--I-1 " 1-I 

it. oa$OLESCExCE-SCUP IIIIIIIXIII III IIil lI ! XI 1I1 11 11 
-" " "-1-I--I-1=1-"I--I~1--1-1-1-t - - - -- "- 

I I- I -1 
-1-11-1--I --I"-l-"I"-I--I-I--I-t--I-f'-I-I"-t-'l--I--I--I-I-I°I--I--I--I--! '-I 

11. PACKTIGERS INVENTORY f1f I)(1 If11111fI 
t I I I "I I 

1111I Xl II 
~i~I--f-I-I-I°I"-i~I-I-I-I--1-f--1 - -" ~ -- - 

112111 

-I-II--i--i ----- i--I--I--I-I-l-1--I~i-I " "' -I-I--f~I-I~I-I-i--l-"I-I--I-f-f 
Is. PACKAGING MASTER IIII 1X1 IIIIIIIII 

- 

I I I I I 
I1I11 1X1 II 

--f--1-1-i»i--1--1_1--1-f-I--f^1--1-. -- -- ^ ^ 
Iti ijI 

... -Il--1--I ------- ----------1--i--1--I--I--I-1--I--I--I-I--1-1--1--1--f-I-f^1--i°I-f--1-. "-"I 
it. PARIS BOOK XI IIIIIIIIIIIII 

I I I -1 1 
I IXI 1'1 IIIIII 
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RJOJU04-2 MASSE Y- FERGUS0N-PERKINS CENTRAL PARTS OPERATION 
********s*****************s*$***x**********ss***s****************ax***** 

JOB-ID CDUJLW3 0RDERSMANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

ENTITY A ENTITY B FUNCTION DAILY 
NO. NAME NO. NAME FREQUENCY A-B 

C0001 AREA IN WAREHOUSE TYPE R 0.0000 

---------------- TOTAI. C0001 0.0000 
---------------- 

C0002 BACK ORDER LINE 

TOTAL C0002 

C0017 CLIENT/PART 

1, 
TOTAL C0017 

C0026 CLIENT/SUPPLIER/S. K. U 

TOTAL C0026 

C0041 CUSTOMER CLIENT ACCOUNT 

TOTAL C0041 

C0045 CUSTOMER CLIENT ACCOUNT ORDER 

TOTAL C0045 

PAGE NO 1 

DATE: 23/11/88 

DAILY 
FREQUENCY B 

8.0000 

---------------- 8.0000 
---------------- 

C 0.0000 1.4400 

R 0.0000 487348.4400 
U 

... 
0.0000 577.9400 

--- 
--- 

------------- - 
0.0000 

------------- - 

--------------- 
487927.8200 

--------------- 

R 0.0000 110178.4800 

--- 

--- 

-- ----------- - 0.0000 
------------- - 

--------------- 110178.4800 
--------------- 

R 10.0000 17197.0000 

--- ------------- - 
. 0.0000 
------ - 

--------------- 17197.0000 
--------------- 

R 0.0000 136510.0000 

--- 

--- 

--7--- ------ - : 0.0000 
------=------ - 

--------------- 136510.0000 
--------------- 

R ; 0.0000 90084.5200 

U : 0: 0000 1.8400 

--- ------------- - 
1'0.0000 

------ - 

--------------- 90086.3600 
--------------- 



RJOJU04-2 MASS E'Y -FERG US0 N- PERKINS CENTRAL PARTS OPERATION PAGE NO 2 

Jon- 11) ' Ct)IJJ1 W: 1 0RD ERSMANAGEMENT SYSTEM DATE: 23/ 11/88 
TRAFFIC ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

ENI('(Y A ENTITY D FUNCTION DAILY DAILY 
NO. NAMF NO.. NAME FREQUENCY A-B FREQUENCY B 

COOS1 CUSTOMER/CLIENT'/ORDER CATEGORY R 0.0000 111512.5340 

TOTAL C0051 -- 

-- 

-------------- 0.0000 
-------------- 

---------------- 111512.5340 
---------------- 

00060 CUSTOMER/ORDER CATEGORY R 0.0000 39616.2462 

TOTAL C0060 
-- 

- 

-------------- 
0.0000 

--------------- 

---------------- 39616.2462 
---------------- 

C0064 CUSTOMER ORDER LINE R 0.0000 398.8800 

TOTAL C0064 - 

- 

--------------- 
0.0000 

--------- ------ 

---------------- 398.8800 
---------------- 

00071 DELIVERY LINE R 0.0000 625.0000 

TOTAL C0071 - 

- 

--------------- 
0.0000 

--------------- 

---------------- 625.0000 
---------------- 

00096 ORDER CATEGORY R 0.0000 0.2740 

TOTAL C0096 - 

- 

--------------- 
0.0000 

--------------- 

---------------- 0.2740 
---------------- 

C0131 STOCK KEEPING UNIT R 0.0000 428901.6400 

U 0.0000 2.8800 

TOTAL C0131 - 

- 

--------------- 0.0000 
--------- ------ 

---------------- 428904.5200 
---------------- 

C0132 S. K. U/ORDER CATEGORY C 0.0000 1.4400 

R 0.0000 220104.0000 

TOTAL C0132 00132 - 

- 

--------------- 0.0000 
--------------- 

--------------- 220105.4400 
---------------- 

p 
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l 
BUSINESS PROCESSING RULES REF. NO. 3.4.3.3.3 

TITLE 

SATISFY REQUIREMENT (CONT'D PAGE 2) 

*====S=====SsS == ==S=S====S=S S= S=SSS=== vcn =S =a= =S C= == =S == = == =SO=S == =_= SS =_ == S== == ==S S==S= 

DESCRIPTION 

WHERE SUPERSESSION RULES ARE APPLICABLE TO THE PART, AT THIS STAGE IT 
WILL BE EITHER SIMPLE OR COMPOUND, THE FOLLOWING RULES WILL. APPLY: -- 

SEL-ECT-:. IHE-F-IRSLSUPPLY-LOCATION. FROM. _THE_P_OTENTIAL. ONES_. ___-. 

2: IF THE SUPERSESSION IS PENDING ÄT THEINI-TIAL POTENTIAL SUPPLY 
LOCATION-THE PARTNUMBER BEING- PROCESSED-SHOULO=BE USED. OTHERWISE 
THE"SUPERCEDING'OR SUPERCEDED PARTNUMBER(SYSHOULD-BE USED 
DEPENDANT UPON WHETHER THE SUPERSESSION IS REVERSIBLE AND WHETHER 
SUPERSESSIONS CAN BE APPLIED TO THE CUSTOMER ORDER. 

3. DETERMINE WHETHER THE RELEVANT PART(S) CAN BE SUPPLIED TO THE 
CUSTOMER FROM THE SUPPLY LOCATION. 

4. ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE THE PART(S) FROM THE SUPPLY LOCATION AS FOLLOWS 

- VOR'S TO HAVE ALLOCATED WHATEVER FREE STOCK IS AVAILABLE 
- OTHER ORDER CATEGORIES TO HAVE ALLOCATED WHATEVER FREE STOCK 

IS AVAILABLE AT THE PRIMARY SUPPLY LOCATIONS BUT ONLY THE TOTAL 
OUTSTANDING QUANTITY FROM ANY OTHER LOCATION 

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ANY QUANTITY CHANGES REQUIRED BECAUSE OF THE 
SUPERSESSION. 

5. IF THE FULL REQUIREMENT HAS NOT BEEN ALLOCATED, THE SUPERSSESION 
IS PENDING AND THE LINE BEING PROCESSED IS FROM A VOR ORDER THAT 
ALLOWS SUPERSESSIONS TO BE APPLIED THE SUPERCEDING OR SUPERCEDED 
PARTNUMBER(S) SHOULD BE USED IN AN ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE STOCK BY 
REPEATING STEPS 3 AND 4. 

6. IF THE FULL REQUIREMENT HAS NOT BEEN ALLOCATED, THE SUPERSSESION 
IS PENDING AND THE LINE BEING PROCESSED IS FROM A NON VOR ORDER 
THAT ALLOWS SUPERSESSIONS TO BE APPLIED THE SUPERCEDING OR 
SUPERCEDED PARTNUMBER(S) SHOULD BE USED IN'AN ATTEMPT TO ALLOCATE 
STOCK FROM THE APPLICABLE SUPPLY LOCATIONS. 

NB: - THE LEADING FACTOR IN THE ALLOCATION OF STOCK TO VOR ORDERS IS 
CONSIDERED TO BE LEAD TIME. 

THE LEADING FACTOR IN THE ALLOCATION OF STOCK TO NON VOR ORDERS _TS: 
CONSIDERED TO BE THE USING UP OF OLD STOCK WITHIN LEAD TIME. 

THE CRITERIA THAT WILL NOT ALLOW A SUPERSESSION TO BE APPLIED IS AS 
FOLLOWS: - 

- CUSTOMER HAS SPECIFIED THAT SUPERSESSION IS NOT ALLOWED. EITHER 
AGAINST ALL ORDERS OR A PARTICULAR ORDER 

- SPECIAL PRICE ORDER 
- IMPORT LICENCE APPLICABLE 
- LETTER OF CREDIT APPLICABLE 
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________a=====ac=aase=cca____^_- 

BUSINESS PROCESSING RULES REF. NO. 3.4.3.3.3 

-e_----^--acac=. ^__---c==c_-. _-__x__-_--=_x=- apcc 

I-TITLE 

SATISFY REQUIREMENT (CONT'D PAGE 3) 

DESCRIPTION 

A PROXIMITY GROUP WILL HAVE THE CAPABILITY TO HOLD A SUPPLIER AS A 
SUPPLY LOCATION. WHEN SUCH A SUPPLIER IS REACHED IN THE PROCESSING IT 
IS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE PART BEING PROCESSED IS KNOWN TO 
THAT. SUPPLIER. IF THE PART IS KNOWN THEN ITS ALLOCATION WILL BE 
TERMINATED AND THE NECESSARY DOCUMENTATION PRODUCED TO ENABLE THE 
SUPPLIER TO BE CONTACTED TO DETERMINE WHETHER THE STOCK REQUIRED IS 
AVAILABLE. INITIALLY THIS FACILITY WILL BE REQUIRED TO TO ENABLE THE 
PROVISION OF A PART FROM A CLIENT'S FACTORY, EG FOR URGENT ORDERS 
IT IS REQUIRED, IN CERTAIN INSTANCES, THAT THE STOCK AT BEAUVAIS IS. 
CHECKED FOR AN ATHIS ORDER BEFORE ONE-STOP SHOPPING FROM ANOTHER 
SUPPLY LOCATION. 

IN THE INSTANCE OF THE STOCK BEING AVAILABLE AT THE SUPPLIER THERE IS 
A REQUIREMENT TO PRODUCE WAREHOUSE DOCUMENTATION PRIOR TO THE RECEIPT OF 
THE PART. STOCK WILL BE ALLOWED TO GO NEGATIVE, IT BEING PUT BACK 
POSITIVE BY THE RECEIPT OF THE PART. 

WHERE THE. SUPPLIER CANNOT SUPPLY THE PART REQUIRED THE CUSTOMER ORDER 
LINE WILL REQUIRE TO BE SELECTED ON THE NEXT ALLOCATION RUN SO THAT ITS 
ALLOCATION CAN BE CONTINUED THROUGH ANY REMAINING PROXIMITY LOCATIONS. 

02/03/88 { 

DATE RE.: EINEO BY COMMENTS 
USER .... ........... ........ 
REVIEW 
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#cxax= sazxxxxzsxxxax xa axxxmxxxaxzazxsxxxx zzc x a=x_xcsxzaaxxxzx=zzmazxzz=zcxxaxaxa=sxzc=xx# 

BUSINESS PROCESSING RULES REF. NO. 3.4.3.3.2 

#xxxaxxszvxxc-saxxnz=-xsszexx xax=__=xxcxxaz==zczzaxxxax=zxsx=c__-__czxxc=xxzcxczcxxxcsazJ# 
TITLE 

CHECK FOR SUPERSESSION 
#Sxxxxxxxsxzzxxzxxx2xxaaxxzazCxxx a= x= z x= a= xx x= sxzxxxz == aC xx a= x x= x= x x= szxxaaxx ax xx zzCCx x# 

DESCRIPTION 

TYPES OF SUPERSESSION ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

- SIMPLE- --(A =>: B)-_--- - 

- COMPOUND -- (A -=>-B +- C) 

- SIMPLE. SELECTLVE- - (A'=> B OR C) 

- COMPOUND SELECTIVE (A => B+C OR D+ E) 

FOR EACH OF THESE TYPES, THE SUPERSESSION CAN BE OF THE SUBTYPE: 

- USE OLD STOCK 

- DO NOT USE OLD STOCK 

- PARTIAL (I. E. THERE WILL STILL BE DEMAND FOR THE SUPERSEDED PART 
FOR SPECIFIC RANGES OR MODELS OF PRODUCT) 

SUPERSESSION OF THE 'USE OLD STOCK - SIMPLE' TYPE CAN BE REVERSIBLE, 
I. E. IF THE SUPERSESSION 1S A -> B, IF B IS ORDERED, THERE IS NO 
STOCK OF B BUT THERE IS STOCK OF A. A WILL BE ALLOCATED. 

SUPERSESSION WILL BE CONTROLLED WORLDWIDE BY THE SPECIFICATIONS 
GROUP. THE DECISION ON MAKING A SUPERSESSION CONDITION ACTIVE WILL BE 
CONTROLLED BY INVENTORY CONTROL, WHO WILL BE OPERATING ON A WORLDWIDE 
BASIS, AT A SUPPLY LOCATION LEVEL. IE DIFFERENT CONDITIONS MAY APPLY 
FROM LOCATION TO LOCATION. 

THE FOLLOWING SUPERSESSION CONDITIONS WILL RESULT IN AN ORDER LINE 
BEING QUERIED AND REPORTED, ALLOCATION NOT TAKING PLACE AND NO BACKORDER 
BEING RAISED: - 

- THE PART BEING NO LONGER SUPPLIED UNLESS ON A SCRAPPING ORDER FOR 
INSTANCE 

- THE SUPERSESSION BEING EITHER SIMPLE SELECTIVE OR COMPOUND SELECTIVE 
WITH THE SUBTYPE 'DO NOT USE OLD STOCK' WORLDWIDE. 

- THE SUPERSESSION BEING SELECTIVE WITH NO AUTHORISATION AGAINST THE 
ORDER LINE TO SUPPLY THE ORDERED PART. 

WHERE THE LINE BEING PROCESSED HAS A SPECIAL PRICE OR IS ON AN ORDER 
THAT HAS AN IMPORT LICENCE OR A LETTER OF CREDIT AND THE PART ORDERED 
HAS A SIMPLE OR COMPOUND SUPERSESSION WITH THE SUBTYPE 'DO NOT USE OLD 
STOCK' WORLDWIDE, ALLOCATION WILL NOT TAKE PLACE. A BACKORDER W: _L BE 
CREATED FOR THE PART ORDERED WITH A STATUS THAT WILL REQUIRE USER 
INTERVENTION TO : - 

- CANCEL THE BACKORDER IF A DIFFERENT PART TO THAT ORDERED CANNOT 
BE SUPPLIED 

OR - AUTHORISE SUPERSESSION TO TAKE PLACE 

NB: - NORTH AMERICAN PDC'S REFER TO RACINE'S DATA WITH REFERENCE -0 
SUPERSESSIONS. 

02/03/88 

DATE REVIEWED BY COMMENTS 
USER _ .... 9.000 .... *f 

1*.. 

9; . a0 

REVIEW 

===================================_====_=====_======================_==========_====__ 
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APPENDIX G 

BUSINESS ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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BUSINESS ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Common Worldwide forms 

2. Visual Displays for Parts Applications 

3. Single Point of Contact/Single Customer Price 

4. Positioning Existing dealer communication packages 

5. Single Customer Code 

6. Common Definition of Order Types 

7. Franchise Checking 

8. Pricing Methods/Marketing Campaigns 

9. One-Stop-Shopping 

10. Inventory Push 
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APPENDIX H 

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
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1. Cash Flow 

Benefits 

Inventory Reduction 

Headcount Reduction 

Costs 

Cash Flow 

2. Gross Benefits 

Benefits 

Inventory Reduction 
@ 20% Holding 

Headcount 

Total 

< -Year (USD X 000) > 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

0000 2520 
., -2145 _0755-: 

0000- 

0000 0716 . '. 1036 , _1560= . 
1560.1 

(410) - (974) (1154) (610) (610)- 

(410) 2262 2027 1705 950 

< -Year (USD X 000) > 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

0000 0504 0429 0151 

0716 1036 1560 1560 

1220 1465 1711 1560 
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3. Head Count Savings 

<- Year Number of Heads - > 

Benefits 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

1 18 15 10 10 

4. Development Costs 

< Years > 

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Manpower Depreciated 35 305 663 861 548 

CDC Recharge (cpu) 000 60 60 50 00 

Ongoing Costs 50 300 455 610 610 

One-time Cost 14 125 182 133 0000 

Total 99 790 1360 1654 1158 
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APPENDIX 1 

PROJECT TIMING 
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PROJECT TIMING 

Systems 

1. Order Tracking and Invoicing 

2. Dealer Communication package 

3. Core Orders Management System 

Target Date 

UK Feb 1985 

France May 1986 

NA May 1988 

all Location 1988 ongoing 

UK 03 1988 

France Q4 1988 

NA Q1 1989 

Germany 0 11990 
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APPENDIX J 

DATABASE STRUCTURES 

ORDERS MANAGEMENT 

MARKETING INTELLIGENCE 
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APPENDIX K 

TRANSACTION VOLUME 
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APPENDIX L 

DEALER COMMUNICATION PROTOTYPE 
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Function Menu 

Offline Functions :1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Press ESC to exit 
Create: /-Update Part: Orders and-Enquiries- 
Customer Address File Maintenance 
Electronic Mail Preparation/Reading 
Print / Erase Reports 
System Configuration 

ine Functions, :A Parts Order Entry and Enquiry 
B Electronic Mail - Send 
C Electronic Mail - Receive 

ams for preparing parts order and parts pricing files. 

MENU0001 
22 Awaiting user input. 
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Parts Order Selection 
Order Branch Account No. of Order Your Date Cust. -: Sent No. Code Lines Cat. Order No. Created No. 

NO 01 12345 3 STK 09AUG89 09 AUG 89 
NO 02 12346 8 STK 08AUG89 08 AUG 89 
NO 01 12345 8 VOR 653217 01 AUG 89 
NO 01 12345 6 VOR 725731 31 JUL 89 
YES 01 12345 3 EMO 31JUL89 31 JUL 89 010 
NO 01 12345 10 STK 14JUL89 14 JUL 89 

se arrow keys to select order. Then press ENTER to see order detail. 

SC-exit, Fl-help, F2-new order, F3-change order status, F9-delete order. 
CS**1201 

i 
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Parts Order Selection- 
Order Branch Account No. of Order Your Date Cust. 
Sent No. Code Lines Cat. Order-No. Created = No.. 

NO 01 12345 3 STK 09AUG89 09 AUG 89 
NO 02 12346 8 STK 08AUG89 08 AUG 89 
NO 01 New Order 1 AUG 89 
NO 01 1 JUL -89 YES 01 Branch No....... 01 1 JUL 89 010 
NO 01 Account Code.... 12345 4 JUL 89 

Your Order No... 
* Order Category.. 

Customer No..... 

Your order number will appear on the 
order picking document. 

CS**1204 

Ise arrow keys to select order. Then press ENTER to see order detail. 

IESC-exit, Fl-help, F2-new order, F3-change order status, F9-delete order. 
46 CS**1201 
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Order 
Sent 

NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YES 
NO 

Branch Account 
No. Code 

01 12345 
02 12346 
ul 
01 
01 
01 

Parts Order Selection 
No. of Order Your 
Lines Cat. Order No. 

3 STK 09AUG89 
8 STK 08AUG89 

Date Cust. 
Created No. 

09 AUG 89 
08 AUG 89 

IYCw ULUGL 

Branch No.. No. 01 
Account Code.... 12345 

Your Order No... 09AUG89 
* Order Category.. emo 

Customer No..... 

Key in the order category VOR, EMO, STK. 

rc**1')nd 

1 AUG Wy 
1 JUL 89 
1 JUL 89 010 
4 JUL 89 

Use arrow keys to select order. Then press ENTER to see order detail. 
.i 
IESC-exit, Fl-help, F2-new order, F3-change order status, F9-delete order. 
tA CS**1201 
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Parts Order Selection 
Order Branch Account No. of Order Your Date Cust. 
Sent No. Code Lines Cat. Order No. Created No. 

NO 01 12345 3 STK 09AUG89 09 AUG 
. 
8.9 

NO 02 12346 8 STK 08AUG89 08 AUG 89 
NO 01 New Order 1 AUG 89 
NO 01 1 JUL 89 
YES 01 Branch No....... 01 1 JUL 89 010 
NO 01 Account Code.... 12345 4 JUL 89 

Your Order No... 09AUG89 
* Order Category.. EMO 

Customer No ..... 005 

Customer; number is needed on orders to 
sent directly to customer. 

CS**1204 

Use arrow keys to select order. Then press ENTER to see order detail. 

ESC-exit, Fl-help, F2-new order, F3-change order status, F9-delete order. 
CS**1201. 



Parts Order Detail 

Supplier Part Number Quantity Reference 1 Reference 2 

MAS 145254M91 
MAS 264002M1 

1 JIM LANG 
1 DON JOHNSTON 

T0905 - '` 

Scroll up or down to select item. Press ENTER to ammend detail. 

ESC-exit with no save, Fl-help, F2-add to order, F5-save-order, F9-delete. 
CS**1202 
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Parts Order Selection 
order Branch Account No. of Order Your Date Cust. 
Sent No. Code Lines Cat. Order No. Created- No. 

g0 01 12345 2 EMO 09AUG89 09 AUG 89 005 
NO 01 12345 3 STK 09AUG89 09 AUG 89 
NO 02 12346 8 STK 08AUG89 08 AUG 89 
NO 01 12345 8 VOR 653217 01 AUG 89 
N0 01 12345 6 VOR 725731 31 JUL 89 
rES 01 12345 3 EMO 31JUL89 31 JUL 89 010 
gO 01 12345 10 STK 14JUL89 14 JUL 89 

;e arrow keys to select order. Then press ENTER to see order detail. 

; C-exit, Fl-help, F2-new order, F3-change order status, F9-delete order. 
CS**1201 
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Parts Order Detail 
Order 

Ven Part Number Qty UOI Description Status 
MAS 376537X1 1 COMPONENTS TO- E ORDEF 
MAS 365334X1 1 PLUG SHIP FROM URMSTON 
MAS 520124M1 1 HEAT SHIELD SHIP FROM URMSTON 
MAS 391021X1 1 RING SHIP FROM URMSTON 
MFI 441588M1 22 CAP SHIP FROM ATHIS 
MFI 442154M1 1 SPRING SHIP FROM URMSTON 
MAS 443010M1 1 PLATE IMM BACKORDERED 
MFI 5209488M91 1 SHIP FROM ATHIS 

; Order Status : Validation completed 

; ENTER-change or delete line, F2-add to order, F5-sends order for processi 
F8-Totals order value. F10-toggles display fields. Hilighted items are sub 

CS**0702 
ok Awaiting user input 
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User Defaults 

Import screens required............ Y 

Order number to default to date.... Y 

Mode of shipment / Carrier code.... N 

Does screen display interference... N 

(Y/N) 

(Y/N) 

= Mode of Shi pment / Carrier Code 

Order Cat. Mode Carrier 

VOR 01 0022 
Emergency 02 0350 
Stock 03 0527 

Key in Mode and Carrier code for 
each category and press ENTER. 

CS**0807 

Key in a default mode of shipment and carrier code for each order category. 

ESC-exit no save, Fl-help, F5-save entries. 
CS**0802 
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